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lNTRODUCTION

"Language is the keystone of intellectual performance and behaviour l'

(Gallagher 1975, p. 68).



INTRODUCTION

,
THE NATURE AND SCOPE OF THIS DISSERTATION

1. The Need for Research on the Language of Primary School Children

of High Measured ~ntelligence

Superior linguistic facil ity is often noted as one of the distinguish=

ing traits of children possessing superior measured intelligence.

They are said to speak and read early and to possess advanced

vocabularies for their ages. Yet I ittle has been published about

their actual written and oral output. Samples of their work are not

freely available as a basis for interpretive and descriptive analysis.

As a result there is a paucity of advice for teachers concerning

suitable methodology and amel iorating techniques in both language

skilfs and their expression based on a seriously considered descrip=

tion of such children's actual linguistic abil ity rather than upon a

potential or projected abil ity.

Some material has been published in the field of language arts for the

'gifted'. Enrichment materials 1) do exist. Some offer exercises

and gamest others are designed to foster 'creative' reading t or

writing skills. Yet others provide annotated bibliographies or

suggestions designed to increase self-awareness or self expression

through language-based art or drama activities.

1. For example The Schools Council Curriculum Enrichment Packs for
Gifted children aged 7 years upwards. Ogilvie. E. Nene College
Northampton.
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1) ..
A custom computer search on the literature concerning the language

abil ity of high I.Q. primary school children thus elicited fifty-one

titles. Only one, however, seemed to bedipectZy related to the

writer's topit narnely, Jensen1s (1973) 1106 Gifted Children Speak an

Intellectual Dialect?11 Letters of enquiry to individuals and insti=

tutions in both the United Kingdom and the United States likewise

e1 icited no directly relevant material. Sources tended to refer to

each dther and to the above mention~d computer-assisted search.

2. The Main Areas of Concern

In spite of the notable lack of data in the writerls area of special

interest much related I iterature is available. The dissertation thus

includes consideration of broader issues such as the relationship

between language and thought, and the nature of inte11 igence, gifted=

ness and inte11 igence quotient scores. Socio-economic influences and

the language of primary school children are also areas in which data

are both relevant and readily available. In the narrower area of a

descriptive analysis of the written and oral language of high I.Q.

primary school children, the writerls findings are merely supported

by such quotations as 2} are available.

As the naturefrlUrturedebate is far from resolved the writer has taken

note of both sets of factors (a study of parental occupation, educa=

tion and handl ing) yet is more concerned with the primary school child

as presented to the teacher who has then to manipulate environmental

1. Eric Clearinghouse. The Council for Exceptional Children in
Reston,Virginia. U.S.A.

2. This strategy reflects the common practice of cross-relating
common experimental findings. It runs the same (but no greater)
risks as are found in such common practice (Lewis and Melville,
1979).
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forces within a certain sphere of influence.

the writer's present concern (and in her opinion, a pressing concern)

is that children who speak standard English and score well on

intelligence tests nonetheless display a wide range of scholastic

achievement and linguistic proficiency. These possibly result from

widely differing reading, writing and talking abilities. It is the

purpose of this study to describe, interpret and analyse the latter.

As language activities are the major modes of interaction and also

the bases for value judgments in the primary school, the writer hopes

to suggest the inadvisabil ity of hasty assessments of potential

intellectual or linguistic ability based on spoken or written output.

It would appear that linguistic output may be affected by a multi=

plicity of complex and interrelated factors. The nature of some of

these factors is suggested in this dissertation in so far as they

affect some primary school children of superior measured intelligence.

The aim of so doing is to assist teachers in both their understanding

and teaching of such children. As Rosen and Rosen state: "We cannot

care for children and not care about and cherish their most human

quality (language)" (1973, p. 42).

3. rhe Method .of Research

In the light of her experience and study of the available literature,

the writer devised a schedule of activities to be pursued by the study

groups. The principal mode of research for this dissertation was

empirical and qual itative 1) observation, carried out during work

sessions with the children in the study groups. The study was, then,

1. Prof. Donald Graves in the paper 'Writing in the Primary School'
delivered at the Third International Conference on the Teaching
of Engl ish: "En91 ish in the Eighties", held at the University
of Sydney August 18-22 1980 considered writing as an outcome
of a child's total personality in context - an act of total
c~mmunication, defying quantification or statistical analyses.
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an indepth analytical, interpretive and descriptive observation of

fifty five white children (and more especially of their linguistic

abil ity) between the ages of eight and eleven~attending primary

schools in the Durban area in the province of Natal. Douglas argues

persuasively for the val idity of such direct experience which he

terms lithe most pervasive fundamental test of truth" (1976, p. 5).

Other methods used were examples of what Douglas terms the secondary

test of independent evidence or testimony, lithe direct experience of

other peoplell (1976, p. 5). In this work,these took the form of

interviews with parents, teachers and the children themselves, the

completion of questionnaires and an extensive survey of related

literature.

The research results are structured in the following manner. Chapters

One and Two serve as both a I iterature survey of, and as background

information on, such central issues as the nature of intell igence, the

intell igence quotient score, the definition of giftedness, the

language of primary school children, the composition of the study

groups and the relationship between language and thought.

Chapters Three, Four and Five report the writer's findings - a

description of the programme and an analysis of the oral and written

responses to it, together with a consideration of possible socio

economic, personal ity and motivational influencing factors. Chapter

• Six serves to sum up the theory evolved during preceeding chapters

and to recommend a revision in both attitudes and methodology within

the framework of current teaching practice in Natal and elsewhere.

4. The Nature of the Study Groups

The study groups were numerically, but not proportionately, small being

a sample of a numerically small universe - i.e. children with I.Q.s

of 130+ at primary schools in the Durban area. The groups were not

statistically chosen.
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Equally small groups have provided interesting and valuable data on

similar and related topics in the past. For example, although

Terman's (1954) well known and insightful study eventually included

many subjects, he began his work with only fourteen boys; Ilseven of

them picked as the brightest and seven as the dullest in a large city

school 'l (as noted in Laycock 1979, p. 34). Similarly Kirk and Weiner

(1963) list such group sizes as: 12 over I.Q. 180 (Holl ingworth

1942),26 high creativity, 28 high I.Q. (Getzels and Jackson 1960),

24 I.Q. 136-151 (Keys 1938), 35 I.Q. 150+ (Gallagher and Crowder

1957) .

The nature of the sample,and especially of the individuals involved, is

more central to the intricate topic of language as presented in this

dissertation than is its physical size. The writer is aware, however,

of the problems of basing sweeping generalisations on such data, and

has made every effort to avoid such wide ranging judgments.

Both the I.Q. scores and the stimul i devised to constitute the

. programme of work, serve merely as points of departure from which to

begin to analyse the children's oral and written output. The writer

is aware of,and makes reference in the text to, the controversy

surrounding the use of I.Q. scores and to the current trend of

broadening any definition of what constitutes 'giftedness ' .

5. Conc Ius ion

This study was designed to provide data in a field felt by the

researcher to be of considerable importance for increased knowledge

concerning the balanced I inguistic development and satisfactory

scholastic progress of children with superior potential at primary

school level. The study thus attempts to fulfill some of the needs

expressed by others - the need for "descriptive and critical accounts"

of language in the primary school (Rosen and Rosen 1973), the need to

view lithe products of children ... as data"(Renzullj 1980), the need

to observe children to see how the very able set about things (as is



practised in the Surrey 'gifted' programme) but especially the need

to begin to fill lithe glaring gaps in our knowledge about children who

are intellectually gifted" (Robinson 1976).



CHAPTER ONE

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LANGUAGt AND THOUGHT

Sketch by AZison
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CHAPTER ONE

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LANGUAGE AND' THOUGHT

1.1 Introduction

This first chapter serves to draw attention to some of the ideas which

have been put forward on the relationship between man's most character=

istic features: his ability to think and to speak. The theories

offered must, of necessity, remain incomplete for no one has yet

definitely accounted for the overt nature of language let alone for

its true relationship to the internal ised and complex processes of

thought.

The theorists themselves do not always clarify what they mean by

'language' and may use the term as if it were equivalent to the concrete

repfesentation of an article, such as 'chair'. Whilst some will argue

as to the arbitrary designation of 'chair' as opposed to any other term

to refer to something upon which one sits, or in Whorfian terms of

linguistic relativity argue that a chair to a Japanese conjures up a

different experience of world to that suggested by British 'chair',

dther theorists, ignoring such distinctions, refer to language without

specifying whether they are considering its syntax, its lexis, its

phonology, or most elusive of all, its 'meaning'. Yet another serious

difficulty is that those who have gone to great lengths to devise in=

tricate models of the relationship between language and thought have

often failed to base their work on a theory of the nature of intelli=

gence i tse 1f. Once aga in, the def init ive work has yet to be pub 1i shed,

and theories of the nature of intelligence abound.

Having expressed these fairly serious difficulties, the writer nonethe=

less feels the need for an overview of the work of experts in this field.

Such an overview wil I provide a basis for attempting to understand how

the things said ,and written by children are related to their potential

intellectual abil ity (as partly indicated by an intelligence quotient
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test}. In other" words t does what chi ldren of above average intellec=

tual ability say and are able to write mirror t precede t supercede or

disguise the supposed superiority of their thought processes?

If one were to oversimpl ify the matter, either language is a tool of

thowght or language is an essential and predetermining element of

thought its~lf. The view one takes depends not only on one's own

opinion as to the relative value or dominance of speech or thought

but also on the nature of the methodology used. The view also re=

fleets an epistemological standpoint and is dependent on the general

philosophy of the theorist,for example a behaviourist might use a

clearly demonstrable experimental technique involving external I ing=

uistic patterns to discover how the subject behaves and thus also

thinks.

Despite the obvious difficulties inherent in any theories concerning

the relationship between language and thought and indeed in the

premises upon which they are based, the writer feels that an elucida=

tion of the similarities and differences expressed therein is of value

in the present study, if only to prevent hasty or general ised assump=

tiOhs. For example that complexity of thought should necessarily be

reflected in fluent, complex sentences and neatly ordered print. The

inverse, i.e. that hesitant expression and jumbled writing reflects

sloppYt inferior thought processes, is equally dangerous, and is an

assumption to which some of the teachers of children in the writer's

sample study groups were prone.

Some illogical ities are also evident in the I iterature and lead to

sueh sweeping inaccuracies as the following: "The abil ity to read is

largely dependent on the skill in the spoken language the learner

already possesses; he has to recognise that visual signs represent

the Ianguage he knows as sounds" ( Wi Ik inson 1971, p. 202). Many

writers have pointed out that reading is an entirely neWt complex and

largely cognitive endeavour which, both in the processes and abil ities

involved, bears I ittle relation to the act of communicative speech.
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rhus a child who speaks fluently and intell igently is not necessarily

guaranteed an easy passport to the written system of language. It is

to avoid such misapprehensions that the writer attempts a survey of

some of the literature on a topic of a complex and tenuous nature.

What follows is an attempt to review the contributions of Piaget,

Chomsky, Luria~ Bruner and Vygotsky concerning the basis of language

and its relationship to thought in early childhood. The review will

do no more than present the principal trends of the arguments; in

subsequent sections of the work, further references will be made to

these and other theorists.

1.2 Piaget

Piaget's consideration of the relationship between thought and language

is reviewed on the basis of two works namely The Language and Thought

of the Child (1959) and Le Development mental de l'enfant (1964).

Piaget, who viewed human behaviour within the context of other living

things, was largely concerned with the course of normal development

which, he said, followed a set pattern and which could be divided into

clearly defihed stages each dependent on the one before. Any varia=

tions were thus said to occur in the rate of development rather than

in widely varying patterns of behaviour.

All the stages proposed by Piaget have a basis in action and result

from an interactional - experimental process: that is the child's

active efforts within the environment in which he finds himself.

This foundation of the theory in action is clearly indicated even in

the terms allocated 'to the various stages: the sensori-motor stage,
(0-2 years), the pre-operational stage (2-7 years), the concrete

operational stage (7-11 years), and the formal operational stage

(11 years +). An operation is an action in the mind based on the

physical acts of the sensori-motor period. Thus even the most

abstract knowledge is constructed actively in dynamic relation with

the environment.
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As the intellect develops so language becomes more important but the

latter is never seen as a source of the former. It cannot create

intell igent thought and is only one manifestation of a more general

symbol ic function evidenced in a system of signs.

Piaget's experiments are simple to reproduce (even backwards) and are
\

invariably verified. The theory behind his work is less easy to

val idate. Vygotsky (1962) would probably have said that Piaget un=

derestimated the effect of instruction on developmental rates. Anne

Carter, in an article entitled 'The Transformation of sensori-motor

morphemes into words: A case study, of the development of here and

there', (1975) notes the removal of all gestures (i.e. action) in the

use of the word 'where' by the age of twenty-four months which

suggests that at that age communication has aZready been transferred

from a concrete egocentric "body-language" to a highly refined ab=

stract patterned vocal system. Piaget is thus seen to discount the

mental processes required to name an object initially and also the

mental endeavour required to make sense of adult speech and then

reproduce it in a modified form.

Oleron (1977) goes so far as to accuse Piaget of having inconsistent

and unstable notions as to the role played by language in the develop=

ment of cognitive processes. He states that: "Throughout Piaget's

work are a series of arguments refuting the necessity of language for

cognitive development" and that this effectively negates his proposal

that: "Without language, operations would remain as successive

actions and never be integrated into simultaneous systems" (Piaget

1964, p. 113).

Donaldson {1978) has pointed o~t the possibil ity that the children

with whom Piaget worked did not understand his instructions, that

improved results might have been obtained if these had been rephrased

and that adults might also have been subject to similar misunderstand=

ings.
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It is difficult to pinpoint, then, the exact degree to which Piaget

considers language to be reciprocally linked with thought. What is

certain is that he used what subjects said in experimental situations

to assess the proficiency of the strategies they were employing. As

the latter are internalised and cannot necessarily be presumed to be

completely or adequately revealed ih speech one might question the

exactitude of the description of the underlying functional processes

thus obtained.

1.3 Chomsky

Chomsky, a structuralist and 'father of 1inguistics~ appl ied a method=

ology similar to Piaget's for he too analysed the external manifesta=

tion of language in order to understand cognitive organisation, notably

in Language and Mind (1968).

Chomsky argued that all children must possess an innate abil ity to

grasp language in order to master the complexities of grammar at such

an early age. Without any formal instruction they are able "to abstract

syntactic general izations ... from a fragmentary, incidental presenta=

tion of language" (Tiedt 1975, p. 51). Chomsky, 1ike Piaget, stressed

the interactive nature of language development. However, he also

stressed the importance of language learnt from other chiZdren.

Following the rational psychologists of the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, he proposed that the child's mind had pre-programmed

abil ity logically to construct a grammatical system from external clues:

A system of propositions expressing the
meaning of a sentence is produced in the
mind as the sentence is real ized as a
physical signal, the two being related
by certain formal operations that, in
current terminology, we may call gramma=
t ica 1 t ransformat ions ll

-- thus it is
possible to 'Idistinguish the surface
structure of the sentence, the organisa=
tion into categories and phrases that is
directly associated with the physical
signal, from the underlying deep struc=
ture, also a system of categories and
phrases, but with a more abstract
character.
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The most direct 1ink between language and thought is seen by Chomsky

to be evidenced in three fundamental properties of sentences which are

closely related to the characteristics of mature thinking and which

occur 1n all languages. These are;

1) the subject-predicate relationships by means of which the pre=

dicate is given meaning only when attached to a given subject,

2) the verb/object relationship which expresses the logical

relation of cause and effect and,

3) certain modifications where classes intersect to supply a

multiple of ideas about a given situation. For example in the

sentence, 'The lady wears a yellow dress' we are informed that

she wears something

a dress in fact

of a certain colour.

Such sentences can then be subjected to transformations to make them

passive, interrogative or negative,for example.

In Chomsky's view the 1ink between language and thought is intimate

and is clearly demonstrated in their identical structural format.

This view must, of course, be seen in the 1ight of his dominant

concern to estab1 ish universal 1inguistic structural principles for

all languages.

1.4 Luria

The Russian, Luria, was well aware of the difficulties inherent in any

study of the relationship between language and thought and thus advo=

cated the need for a scientific method. One of the means at his dis=

posal was the study of a pair of twins, reported in Speech and the

development of mental processes in the child (1959). The twins'

speech development had been retarded but their intell igence was normal.

Like Chomsky, Luria recognised the essential social element in speech

development and discovered that the mere placement of the twins amongst

their peers led to start1 ing progress towards normal speech. He

recognised the cognitive aspect of language and considered, in parti=

cula~ the Pavlovian concepts of abstraction and general isation.
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At the age of five years the twins were unable to master even the most

elementary classifications and meaningful play was beyond them. Their

utterances were related to concrete activity as a whole and their

speech was synpraxic i.e. devoid of an independent grammar. They had

developed a means of direct communication between themselves which

obviated the need for any traditional language system. Yet after

three months with other children they were capable of narrative

speech and 'planning speech' i.e. speech that allowed them to see the

aims of play and the means to achieve these.

Luria attributed this dramatic change to the acquisition of a language

system. The latter allowed them to detach themselves from the

immediate situation and to subordinate their activity to a verbally

formulated project. They were then able to classify, abstract and

general ise i.e. language had dramatically influenced the organisation

of their mental I ife. In fact Twin A, who alone received formal in=

struction in language, began to take a leading part in speech and play

activities, formulating, initiating and taking an active role in

meaningful projects.

Thus Luria considered the word a decisive formative factor in the

ability to remove oneself from the visual perception of the concrete

to categorised behaviour and the higher psychological functions. The

latter, he bel ieved, were not innate properties as Chomsky proposed,

but evolved in intercommunication with adults. The word reorganised

all the child's mental processes, it formed mental activity, perfected

the reflection of real ity and created "new forms of attention, of

memory and imagination of thought and actio~'(Luria 1959, p. 23).

Luria stressed the transference of cultural consciousness to the child

by means of the education received from adults. The latter were able

to transfer deeper and more complex reflections of real ity to the

child by means of language than the child could ever hope to obtain

from his own experience. Human consciousness was transferred by

means of adult commands which regulated behaviour and organised the
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- childJs activity until he began to do this for himself. Thus Luria

saw the basis of all complex mental processes as originating in

complex forms of social life, notably the child1s verbal communica=

tions with others. The latter allowed him to subordinate action to

verbal ized intentions. Piaget would have reversed the position and

proposed that the childis experience of action permitted him to

operate mentally but not to reason on the basis of verbal statements

alone until the formal operational level at about eleven years of age.

Luria considered that he had experimentally proved the relationship

of the organization of mental processes to the level of speech

development. The observed features of the twins' initial speech

abil ity were seen as the cause of a peculiar retardation of all the

intellectual processes connected with speech, especially the processes

of abstraction and generalization. Communication with others and the

specially planned teaching of speech was said to result in the re=

organisation of the child's "whole mental activity" (Luria 1959, p. 38).

Yet, indeed, even in the special circumstances of this experiment it

is difficult to separate with absolute surety the possible influence

of new experiences as a result of peer group interaction and the

concomitant development of speech on increasingly complex mental

functioning.

1.5 Bruner

Bruner, (Process of Education 1963) like Vygotsky, has prov ided a

clearer model of how language and thought interact and intertwine at

various stages in a child's development. He has suggested that man's

innate ability to handle symbols enables him to master language

initially and later to achieve powers of conceptual ization beyond

those of speech. The I inguistic mode is seen as dramatically powerful,

influencing the earl ier enactive (action-cum-perception) and iconic

(action-free-perception)modes. WlDrds thus rapidly multiply the number

of categories available.
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Britton (1970, p. 205) describes the processes elucidated by Bruner

as follows:

At first a child speaks a language which embodies powers of organisa=

tion he cannot achieve in thought.

He then achieves the abil ity to organise in thought what is organised

in his speech.

Thus he extends the range of his powers of organization in thought by

first organising more complex experiences and contemplating these

verbally. Eventually his powers of organisation in thought come to

exceed his powers of organisation in speech.

The last stage has particular relevance for this study as children

with superior intellectual abil ity may be expected to reach it well

before their peers. Thus some of the children in the writer's study

groups, despite their age grouping within Piaget's concrete opera=

tional stage, might indeed have possessed powers of intricate and

complex thought which they were unable to match in oral or written

expression.

1.6 Vygotsky

Vygotsky's theory of the relationship between language and thought is

accorded greater emphasis than the theories described above for several

reasons.

Firstly, he defines clearly what he means by language and distinguishes

between word meaning, oral speech, the written word and verbal thought.

He then considers a relationship between these elements which reflects

the complex interrelated, interactional nature of necessity inherent

in any supposed connection between such multi-faceted concepts as

'language' and 'thought'.

Unl ike some of the theories outl ined above, Vygotsky's attempted

clarification of the matter also allows for considerable variation
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both in individual developmental rates and in the nature of mutually

interactive thought and verbal processes. In this regard he considers

Piaget1s theories at some length and presents a view perhaps better

suited to the consideration of small groups of children with unusual

abil ities than Piaget1s general ised consideration of developmental

processes allows.

Vygotsky, 1ike Chomsky, Luria and Bruner, recognises the organising

role that speech plays in the construction of the higher mental

processes. Despite difficulties of translation and the partial

documentation of much of his experimental work, what he did convey to

the world before his early death represents probably the most

extensive and detailed account of the probable intricacies of the

relationship between thought and language. He admits on the first

page of his works edited in Thought and Language (1962) that

psychology has never investigated the relationship systematically and

in detai 1. This is partly because, in the past, theories ranged be=

tween complete fusion to complete separation of the entities involved

and also because of inadequate methodological procedures. Vygotsky

attempts a process of phenomenological reduction whereby language

becomes a basic indivisible unit - word meaning. Here, he says,

thought and speech unite in verbal thought and from here their

reciprocal interaction can be traced.

A word already represents a general isation of real ity (i .e. a thought)

and must be expressed semantically and phonetically (i .e. 1inguis=

tically). Words are thus concept I inked. Intellect, affect and

language are united in a IIDynamic system of meaning ll
• (Vygotsky 1962,

p. 8).

Vygotsky admires the vast amount of clinical data obtained by Piaget

but questions its theoretical basis i.e. that the main bond uniting

all specific characteristics of child logic is the egocentrism of his

thinking. Piaget proposes that egocentric speech becomes inner speech

as the child approaches school age i.e. the child then tends to think

out problems (on a concrete basis) rather than express them.
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The different views could be diagrammatically expressed thus:

Vygotsky Piaget

Communicative speech Autistic thought

/ ~. ~
speechSocial Egocentric Egocentric thought and

\. /' ~
Inner Speech Social ised speech and logical

thought

Figure 1: A Comparison of the Development of Inner Speech and Ego=

centric speech according to Vygotsky and Piaget.

Vygotsky further questions the val idity of Piaget's premises for aZZ
children since particular social situations are excluded in Piaget's

experiments. He boldly comments: "They are not laws of nature but

are historically and socially determined" (Vygotsky 1962, p. 23).

Vygotsky considers the relationship between language and thought to

be much more complex than a sudden blossoming of intentional ity

towards meaning. It is one which undergoes many reciprocal changes

where growth curves cross and recross rather than one in which

development is regular and parallel. Indeed he states quite clearly
that - speech and thought have different genetic roots.

the two functions develop along different lines, independently
of each other.

there is no clear cut and constant correlation between them.

the close correspondence between thought and speech character=

istic of man is absent in anthropoids.

in the phylogeny of thought and speech, a prel inguistic phase

in the development of thought and a pre-intellectual phase in

the development of speech are clearly discernible (Vygotsky
1962, p. 41).
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Vygotsky (1962) proposes an "Independence of the rudimentary intellec=

tual reactions from speech" (p. 42) until 'the age of two years when

speech begins to serve the intellect and thoughts begin to be spoken.

The greatest discovery of this time i.e. that objects have names is

thus only possible when a certain relatively high level of thought

and speech development has been reached. The syntax of speech is

mastered before the syntax of thought and yet a vast area of thought

has no direct relation to speech. This 'reciprocal independence '

can be diagrammatically represented as follows:

Figure 2: The 'reciprocal independence'of speech and thought according

to Vygotsky.

He concludes, on the' basis of experimental work involving concept

building with a variety of blocks: "That fusion of thought and
I

speech, in adults as well as in children, is a phenomenon I imited to

a circumscribed area. Non-verbal thought and non-intellectual speech

do not participate in this fusion and are affected only indirectly by

the proces ses of ve rba I thought" (1962, p. 48).
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Vygotsky explains in some detail how concepts are formed in children.

He proposes that although an adult may think that the child under=

stands concepts he, in fact, uses the same referents but not

necessarily the same meanings. By using nonsensical terms in his

experiments, he sought to demonstrate that the child passes through

distinctive procedures in an attempt to master concepts,namely:

associative complexes, whereby all is related to the first

name visible.

collections, according to functional differences.

chain complexes, individual features are arbitrarily I inked and
(

diffuse complexes, which expand 1imitlessly and inclusively

(Vygotsky 1962, p. 62 to 65).

The pseudo-concept, where a child categorises according to concrete,

visible 1ikeness only, I inks the formation of complexes with real

concepts. The use of the word has an integral part to play in these

developing processes and maintains a "gu iding function" (Vygotsky

1962, p. 81). Vygotsky reflects Piaget's interest in developmental

maturity for he stresses that drill ing is of no avail and that the

concept is: IIA complex and genu ine act of thought" (Vygotsky 1962,

p. 82) which can only be accompl ished when the childls mental develop=

ment itself has reached the requisite level.

Vygotsky maintains that true concepts are only stabil ised once a child

has become aware of the system of scientific concepts. The latter

then filter through to affect everyday concepts. This argument is

used to clarify the difficulty experienced by children in writing

skills, which often lag behind their oral speech. Vygotsky discounts

mechanical obstacles, attributing the difficulty to the high degree of

abstraction necessary and to the difference between inner speech and

the written word. The latter is expanded, del iberate and structured

whilst inner speech is reduced and minimal. Indeed: 'ICommunication

in writing reI ies on the formal meanings of words and requires a

much greater number of words than oral speech to convey the same idea l'
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(Vygotsky 1962, p. 142). Written expression is addressed to someone

absent who doesn1t have the same ideas and must thus be fully

deployed and syntactically differentiated. Inner speech thus serves

as a form of draft to both written and oral speech. The process is

thus both complex and dynamic: liThe transformation of the predica=

tive, idiomatic structure of inner speech into syntactically

articulated speech intell igible to others" (Vygotsky 1962, p. 148).

Inner speech is I'thinking in pure meanings" (1962, p. 149), whilst

thought itself occurs on a deeper plane to create connections, fulfil

a function or solve a problem. Vygotsky poetically compares a thought

to "a cloud shedding a shower of words· ' (Vygotsky 1962, p. 150).

Two quotations may attempt to convey the depth and complexity of

Vygotsky1s own thinking:

The relationship between thought and
word is a I iving process; thought is
born through words. A word devoid of
thought is a dead thing, and a thought
unembodied in words remains a shadow.
The connection between them, however,
is not a preformed and constant one.
It emerges in the course of develop=
ment, and itself evolves.

and

Words play a central part not only in
the development of thought but in the
historical growth of consciousness as
a whole. A word is a microcosm of
human consciousness.

(Vygotsky 1962, p. 153)

1.7 Overview

Oleron (1977, p. 7) has stated that we cannot determine how language

and thought are functionally related. Yet it is clear from a survey

of the relevant I iterature that there is a relationship; an "inter=

dependence of language and perception and, for that matter, between

language and other mental activities" (Terwi 11 iger 1968, p. 264).

The main difficulty in attempting separate definitions of the functions

and development of speech and thought I ies in the inabil ity of the
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mind to contemplate thought without speech or speech without thought

although the latter is much mere believable.

The theories reviewed above are all concerned in general with the

relationship of organization in speech to organization in thought i.e.

a relationship of patterns. Each theorist views the latter as having

an origin - yet the exact nature of this genesis is elusive. Thus

Piaget and Bruner speak of the basis of all cognitive processes as

existing in action yet fail to delve further. Likewise Luria

considers the basis to be 'intersocial communication'. Chomsky

appears most aware of this difficulty and thus describes the rela=

tionship of language and thought patterns as merely' innate'.

Vygotsky is so convinced of the intimate relationship between

language and thought that he refuses to proceed beyond the inter=

related phenomenon of 'verbal thought' - a mutually impl icated

real ity which springs from different roots, and in which the separate

curves of development cross and interact. His theory, if not

definitive, should at least warn against simpl istic general izations

of a clear-cut and easily dismissed 1ink between the two processes.

In the end one is left to concur with Britton (1970, p. 207) that, in

this matter: "More is to be discovered than is yet known". Indeed

one might do well to return to Sapir's definition of 1921 (in

Wilkinson 1971, p. 14): "Language is a purely human and non-instruc=

tive method of communicating ideas, emotions and desires, by means of

a system of voluntarily produced symbols". The influence of thought

is inherent in the words I ideas' and 'voluntarily produced' yet its

exact role remains elusive.

Despite the difficulty of exact definition mentioned so often above,

the subject of the relationship between language and thought remains

a fascinating one. The writer hopes that the present study in its

specific concern for the language abil ity of children with high

measured intell igence may serve to provide some gl impses of active

thought as it pervades oral and written expression.
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The following section provides more detailed information concerning

the nature of intelligence, its measurement and especially some

details about those children who achieve notably superior scores on

intell igence tests and who may thus be designated 'gifted'.

The term 'gifted' has in ordinary parlance an unfortunate ring of

superiority and has been avoided by some because of its emotive

connotations. The fact remains that a group of children scoring

remarkably well on intelligence or other tests and pursuits does

exist and needs some accepted nomenclature. The following section

attempts a clearer and more precise definition of what 'giftedness'

entails.

2. THE NATURE OF INTELLIGENCE, GIFTEDNESS

AND THE I. Q. SCORE

2.1 Introduction

The study of superior intellectual potential is largely based on

studies of the nature of intell igence rather than upon a field more

narrowly defined by 'brightness'. This is true even of such monu=

mental and pioneering works as those of Terman. I'The reason is

probably that in approaching the bright, most people have focussed on

testing and on social service, leaving insufficient motive or support

for considering brightness from a strictly theoretical perspective"

(Laycock 1979, p. 63). Thus there exists no 'model' of the nature of

superior intellectual abil ity - only definitions of multiple and

diverse terms such as, 'talent', 'potential', 'abil ity', 'creativity'

and the intell igence quotient score itself.
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2.2 Theories of (ntell igence

As there is no 'model of superior intellectual potential I as such, it

is necessary to consider general theories of the nature and develop=

ment of intell igence with special reference to the manner in which

exceptional intelligence might be considered to differ from the model

either in form or in developmental rate. The concept of intelligence

is constantly expanding. In general, theories are described in terms

of a progressive unfolding of those intellectual abilities which are

seen to establish a unitary structure or to constitute a composite of

abi 1ities.

2.2.1 Intelligence as a Unitary Structure

Binet referred to the intelligence (as cited in Gowan and Demos 1964,

p. 17). Spearman speaks of "A hypothetical general and purely quanti=

tative factor underlying all cognitive performances 9 --- taken

to consist in something of the nature of an "energyi' or Ilpower"

(Laycock 1979, p. 65). Terman, upon whose pioneering study (1954)

much of the knowledge about superior intellect and achievement is

sti 11 based, adheres to the theory of a kind of general intell igence

that requires abil ity to form many sharply defined concepts, to

manipulate them, and to perceive subtle relationships between them,

in other words, the ability to engage in abstract thinking

(Laycock 1979, p. 65). Burt (1949), Vernon (1961), Hebb (1949), and

Wechsler (1958) are likewise of the opinion that intell igence is a

global capacity of the individual to act logically and thus deal

effectively with his environment.

2.2.2 Intell igence as a Composite of Abilities

E.L. Thorndike (1927 and 1940) proposes a composite of three kinds of

intell igence:

1) abstract (ve rba I and ma thema t ica I in te 11 igence)

2) mechanical and

3) social.
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L.L. Thurstone (1938) distinguishes seven 'primary mental abilities':

v (verbal) as in a vocabulary test,

N (number) as in simple computation,

S (spatial) as in reasoning about visual forms when moved

about or transformed,

M (memory) as in rote learning,

R (reasoning) as in logical inferences,

W (word-fluency) as in supplying words rapidly,

P (perceptual speed) as in clerical tasks comparing pictures

and symbols rapidly.

Many tests of intell igence reflect a sampl ing of tasks said to be

based on the abil ities stated above i.e. items are arranged in levels

of intellectual difficulty in order to ascertain a success threshold.

Each success may be timed to provide further evidence of relative

proficiency.

Guilford (1959), in fact, devised tests to reflect the numerous

factors of the intellect which he had identified. His model is

detailed, logical and coherent and has become known as 'the structure

of the intellece. Gowan and Demos (1964) have provided Cl useful

diagrammatic representation of the relative stress placed on combina=

tions of processes, products and contents in the course of ordinary

school work (see figure 3). The examples provided further elucidate

probable areas of concern in respect of children with superior

intellectual potential i.e. it would appear that, in the ordinary

classroom,units and classes of simple knowledge or recall are stressed

to the detriment of such abil ities as divergent transformations.

Gallagher (1975, p. vi) reinforces the notion that the: "Curriculum

for gifted children should stress abstract concepts to aid the

student in searching out the structure of the subject area".
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Transfer values appear if lower tier abil ities are stimulated. Anxiety,
stress and authoritarianism tend differentially to affect these abil i=
ties. They affect the abilities on the right more than those on the
1eft.

Figure 3: Intellect: An Expanding Concept. Guilford1s Factors Of
Intellect (Simplified) from Gowan and Demos. The Education
and Guidance of the Ablest 1964, p. 21.
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Cattell (1971) sees intelligence as a composite of c~staZZized

general mental capacity involving such primary abll ities as verbal,

numerical, reasoning, mechanical, informative facil ities and experi=

mental judgment on the ohe hand and of fluid ability involving the

perception of complex relations on the other.

In the 1ight of the above groupings the child who demonstrates

superior intellectual abil ity is thought to possess either greater

quantities of the general factor I g ', or a particular combination of

subsidiary factors. These then constitute a total superiority of

intellect and thus may warrant special designation such as 'gifted'.

Almost all theories of the nature of intelligence consider it a

factor of time - a development, through time, of intellectual abil ity

rather than a fixed, stable and set qual ity.· Gowan and Demos (1964)

have devised a developmental time track which indicates the pace of

development to the most complex levels of cognitive abil ity through

a child's school I ife according to various proponents of cognitive

development theories (see figure 4 ).

As may be seen in figure 4 , Piaget is chiefly concerned with the

child's increasing ability to cope with the environment. He does not

deny the possibil ity of optimal conditions for unusual intellectual

achievement resulting from lIa quick and responsive nervous system

reacting and growing with richly varied experiences ll (as quoted in

Laycock 1979, p. 153). Laycock (1979, p. 12) states quite categori=

cally that 'gifted children' reach the level of formal operations

before the age of twelve and discounts the universality of Piaget's

theories. He cites (1979, p. 154) the finding of Berry and Dasen

(1974) that non-l iterate cultures do not employ formal operations,

and that of Wiemark (1975) which proposes that in industrial socie=

ties about forty percent of adolescents fail to achieve such

operations.
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Figure 4: Developmental Time Track. (Gowan and Demos 1964, p. 29).
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Bruner (1963) is most concerned with the way in which learning occurs

as a way of genera~izing about old and new tasks i.e. how assimilation

and accommodation of data are effected. He is not concerned with

specifics but with the manner in which transference resulting from

perceived similarities is possible. Thus we organise experience by

means of concepts which help us simplify experience. Concepts are

further defined by particular attributes such as smell or shape.

Certain strategies (common ways in which a child learns) i.e.:

"Purposive, sequential, intell igent behaviour by which the learner,

through discernment of attributes, discovers concepts relating

various bits of experimental data ll (a~ cited in Gowan and Demos 1964,

p. 24) have to be actively pursued. If Brunerls theory were to be

used as a basic model for superior cognitive behaviour expressed in

superior cognitive ability one might suppose that superior purposive,

intell igent behaviour might enhance the discernment of attributes and

thus the subsequent formation of concepts. Concept formation or

logical categorisation is closely tied to Piaget's level of formal

operations and to thinking generally labelled as abstract i.e. re=

moved from concrete observations or experiences. As concepts are

expressed through language the study of linguistic ability, and

particularly of abstract concepts expressed through language,· is a

particularly suitable means for determining superior or advanced

performance or potential 1)

Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational objectives (1956) is particularly

relevant to this study as the stimul i for writing and talking in the

programme described in Chapter Three are loosely based on the abili=

ties he describes. Although not developmental by nature, these abili=

ties exhibit a certain ascendency in complexity.

1) The study of the study groups' written and oral output, as
desc r ibed in Chapter Four, will serve as some i nd icat ion of the
progress they have made towards ladult', complex and abstract
concept formation. . .
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Bloom attempted a hierarchical structuring of the meanings of Ito

know' and isolated six abil ities; knowledge, comprehension, appl ica=

tion, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. Knowledge requires the

recall of specifics; comprehension, the lowest level of understanding,

might require translation, interpretation, that is the recording,

explanation o~ summarization of material, or extrapolation i.e. the

extension of trends beyond given data. Application impl ies the

applied or predictive abil ity of abstractions or general principles

to particular situations. Analysis of elements, relationships or

organisational principles requires a break down to elements whilst

synthesis produces a whole from parts, whether the latter be a unique

communication, an abstract relationship or a set of operations.

Finally evaluation impl ies judgment, in terms of internal or external

evidence, of the value of materials or methods.

2.2.3 Abstract Thought

The term 'abstract thought l is commonly used without definition or

clarification as if it referred easily and comprehensively to a single

level of thought recognisable to all. But as the theories of the

nature and development of intelligence described above differ one

from another, so the definition' and;'l,~eaning of 'abstract thought'
" HI\;.' '-' for 9 '"f5Ffn 1 '

var,i:~!TIfrom one ~rb~~~E!~fllfo'\hebhH~r;' lR~rnaik~ (192:~c:!1940)
proposes abstrac~ ~I~e.'verbal and mathematical) Intelligence as one

of a composite of three kinds of intell igence. Although. Guilfordls

(1~~)s mb~:fefr dab )hotCi~~c1u'de an~":i t'el1l t Cl~rsi g~a{~~J '1bsfEcratt 'JU p~~ 12ie,
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~i mp I icat io~s wou I d p~oba'b I y'i mp'ly' a' g reat~Cf" degYe~ of·1removal if.uom;

t:t;l~",cR'Dcr~te' than for example 'recal~ed: lilFlits! .bYltc,might beeargued
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cognition beyond the concrete to include abstract categorisation.
~. "" ~,~
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For .Bruner [1956) any act of concept formation could be labelled

'abstract' in the sense of an act of categorization whilst Piaget

would reserve this term for the level of formal operations. Bloom's

(1956) definitions would imply abstraction in the processes of

application, synthesis and analysis.

Given the great variety of definitions and examples of what may

constitute abstract thought it may be easier to refer instead to the

degree to which thought is removed from concrete ~eality - what

Donaldson (1978) has referred to as 11 dts~mbeddedthinking'l (p. 76).

This type of thinking is often considered Idifficult ' even by adults

and for many is not included in their normal range of cognitive

activities. This type of advanced abstraction must be clearly dis=

tinguished from the notion of concepts abstract by nature such as

love and hate.

Most writers concerned with children of superior potential would agree

with Martinson (1968) that these children are capable of dealing with

lIabstract knowledge and symbols in the primary grades"(p. 17) and

that curricula designed for them should stress abstract concepts in

order, as Gallagher puts it, to search out lithe structure of the

subject" (1975, p. 14). He goes so far as to state that lithe one

factor that youngsters labelled 'gifted' have in common is the

abil ity to absorb abstract concepts, to organise them more effect=

ively and apply them more appropriately than does the average

youngster ll
• Bridges agrees stating that

For the majority of the children
there is a marked development in
the power of abstract thinking
and conceptualization. They may
follow roughly the Piagetian
steps of development but they
certainly reach quite a high
standard of abstract ion at a much
earlier stage than Piaget's
experiments suggest. Indeed, in
some cases, there are signs of
impatience with teachers who ad=
here too strictly to concrete
approaches .
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Yet he warns of the possible neglect of a group of children with

superior potential who are yet more "responsive and resourceful when

given concrete tasks and problems from everyday life" (1975, p. 25).
Indeed, during the Brentwood experiment Bridges discovered that some

of these children still required: "A concrete introduction to a topic

before they venture to abstract ground" (1969, p. 92). Yet he noted,

too, a tendency to avoid and mistrust practical work unless its

relationship to more abstract theory was clearly indicated.

However 'abstract thought' or 'the higher cognitive abil ities· are

defined, it is by means of their attempted measurement by tests

designed to describe intell igence quotients that most children of

superior intellectual potential are identified. It is thus necessary

to consider both the general definition and nature of such tests as

well as the nature of those items designed more specifically to

measure linguistic proficiency.

3. INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT TESTS

3.1 Introduction

It will be apparent that the diversity of opinion previously expressed

is largely the result of the difficulty of any endeavour which seeks

to begin to define the intricate complexity of the mind. To suppose

that a single test score could ever sum up once and for all the

nature and quantity of an individual's intelligence is thus a rash

assumption. To ignore such a test is, however, to negate the useful=

ness of the means available as a guide to mental development

accelerated beyond chronological age. The score measures a level of

development of the intellect but cannot be said to equate in its items

the true nature of the various abil ities it purports to measure. It

is supposed that children of different intellectual abil ities will

progress to varying levels of cognitively complex tasks at varying

speeds. It is presumed as Laycock (1979, p. 70) puts it "that the
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bright child can reason more powerfully than the average child: more

completely, more accurately, and more spontaneouslyi'. What cannot be

presumed is that the score is a synonym for intelligence or that it

will remain fixed despite temporal variations or the administration

of different tests, which may seek to discover general brightness

(i.e. from a unitary point of view) or facility in specific factors

(i .e. from a composite point of view). Naturally a test score is

meaningful only as it refers to a specific test and is as reI iable as

the latter.

3.2 The Group Test

The group test, administered to several children at one time, reI ies

heavily, of necessity, on reading ability as children are required

to manage the response to written questions on their own. Thus the

group test may correlate fairly well with measures of scholastic

achievement in the largely language dominated primary school situation.

Clearly a group test aimed to suit many children of average intellec=

tual abil ity is, as Gowan and Demos (1964) point out, likely to have

a relatively low ceil ing and thus to reflect large deviations in

response to minimal error. Thus, as Dunn points out,the group test

tends to underrefer. In fact "group test I.Q.' s were about 34 pointS

lower on the average ll (1973, p. 198) than individual scores. This is

substantiated in the present study groups' scores. Dunn also cites

four serious I imitations inherent in any group test namely: limited

range and low ceil ing, the difficulty of effective pupil motivation

and dependency on reading proficiency (1973, p. 199). For these

reasons they are generally considered unsuitable for use at primary

school level. The Individual Intelligence test provides a more

reliable, if still incomplete, summary of intellectual potential.

3.3 The Individual Scale

An individual I.Q. test relies less heavily on a pupil'S reading

abil ity and permits a more comprehensive assessment of a child's
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general and specialised intellectual abilities. It also allows for

the definition of possible negative influencing factors or

specific disabil ities which affect the total score.

The difference in the nature of the group

thus result in varying categorisations of

'giftedness' or 'very superior ability'.

concerning the so-called 'cut-off point'

and individual tests will

the scores to constitute

Differences of opinion

will be discussed more fully

as part of the consideration of a definition of 'Giftedness'.

In any event almost all authorities agree that no I.Q. score can

serve as sufficient indication of superior intellectual potential.

As is noted by Laycock (1979, p. 39 and 40) Terman used a variety of

sou rces to supp Iy add it iona I informa t ion about his 1) "term i tes" 

parents' and teachers' questionnaires, standardized test results and

records of school achievement and reading habits. The present writer

has similarly used additional data to support the initial point of

departure i.e. a score of 130+ on either the N.S.A. I.S. or the

N.S.A.G. T.

3.4 An Analysis of the Verbal Items in the New South African. Grqup

Test and the New South African Individual Scale (NSAGT & NSAIS)

One of the writer's main concerns has been to investigate the nature

of the written and oral I inguistic output of a group'of children who

have scored well on the above mentioned tests. In order to be able

to make any meaningful comments it has been necessary to consider the

nature of the verbal sections of the tests 2).

1. The name he affectionately used for those in his study.

2. It is interesting to note that in Belgium total I.Q. scores are
now ignored and the verbal/non verbal scores are seen as
significant in themselves (Data supplied by Professor K. Pyck
at the Conference on the Education of the Exceptional Child
Durban, August 1981).
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The N.S.A.I.S. contains much that could be designated as requiring

verbal proficiency as most of the tests are asked orally and require

spoken answers:

Test one tests vocabulary but requires considerable aptitude for fine

visual perception. Answers are probably insufficiently graded for the

younger children as the final three answers in each case depict

abstract states couched in advanced vocabulary such as 'convivial ity'.

Test two, an oral comprehension test, tends to reflect a child's

level of social consciousness rather than an abil ity to comprehend

meaning.

Test three for verbal reasoning requires a carefully graded set of

answers - the more abstract the concept, the higher the score i.e.

3 points for la good general isation l
, lan abstract concepti.

2 for a 'functional definition ' or 'l ess appropriate general=

isation ' •

1 for a Iconcrete response l•

o for 'subjective evaluation'.

The problems set in test four require verbal reasoning and rise sharply

in difficulty after item four. The memory test, test five, may be

adversely affected by nervous tension, poor hearing, speech defects or

poor concentration.

A verbal score on the N.S.A. I .5. does not therefore necessarily

reflect a child's abil ity to read, write or speak fluently, correctly

and with ease. It rather reflects certain social values, a certain

proficiency in vocabulary, perception and memory but especially the

abil ity to general ize and abstract. This is to be expected in an

intell igence test of a largely deductive nature but then requires an

extremely cautious approach in any attempt to equate a verbal I.Q.

score (or a total score) with the actual verbal proficiency witnessed

in everyday scholastic or other situations.
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Any interpretation of the meaning of such scores must also of necessity

be coloured by one's own interpretation of the nature of the complex

relationship between language and thought as discussed above. A

certain caution in the interpretation of scoreS is necessary in

cases where children have received considerably deprived cultural

(and thus, probably also linguistic) input.

Both the N.S.A.I.S. and the N.S.A.G.T. tend to require close-ended

convergent responses and thus may not cater for the creative child

with a superior intellect. In fact all children of superior ability

may possess Ilmore different associations to any two stimul i than

average children doll (Osler and Trautman 1961, pp. 9 - 13) and thus

may not reveal their true potential in such tests .. This is equally

true of the child who is del iberate and thoughtful and who may be

adversely affected by the time limit imposed in some tests. A

pensive attitude may be mistaken for a lack of knowledge. In fact

Bridges (1969) makes special note IIthat the minds of able children

work on, even when they gave no sign of application to the problem.

Less able children, when appearing to have given up the problem have

usually stopped working on it altogether, and seldom return to it ll .

(p. 91). Other children who are 'late maturers' may be classed as

mediocre by tests which may, in any case, be insufficiently graded.

The N.S.A.G.T. is more evenly graded as it covers, in its Junior Form,

a narrower age range. It relies heavily on reading abil ity and must

reflect this proficiency to a large extent in its scores. The

vocabulary test does indeed seem to reflect vocabulary power despite

some obscure items. Test six requires vocabulary skills and logic

whilst test four requires interpretation of written language and

mathematical problems. The test as a whole is clearly a close

approximation to the skills usually demanded in the ordinary class=
room.

It seems then that both tests have their weaknesses as representative

of complex intellectual abil ity and of language proficiency. They
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remain, however, possible indicators of future potential and achieve=

ment.

3.5 A New Approach the String Measure

In the I ight of some of the above mentioned difficulties inherent in

traditional I.Q. tests, an investigation of the novel research by

Dr. Elaine Hendrickson under Prof. Hans Eysenck of London University's

Institute of Psychiatry may prove enlightening.

In an attempt to discover the chemical differences between intelligent

and less intelligent brains she developed a method of measuring

intell igence by looking directly at children's brain waves (reported

by Venning, 1979). An E.E.G. trace measures activity in the brain in

reaction to light and sound stimul i. A good correlation was achieved

between the new method and the traditional Wechsler and Stanford

Binet Scales. In fact it was discovered that "an E.E.G. trace of an

intell igent brain shows many more changes of direction than the

smoother, more languid trace of a less intell igent brain responding

to the same stimul i" (Venning, 1979). If it could be standardized,

a test of this nature would obviously offer advantages over tradi=

tional methods for it would be culture free, independent of active

co-operation from the child and suitable for children with specific

learning or physical disabil ities.

3.6 I. Q. Patterns and Changes

Mc Call, Appelbaum and Hogarty (1973) have made some interest=

. ing comments on I.Q. contour profiles, i.e. fluctuations in scores on

standardized I.Q. tests in children aged between three and twelve

years. The writer notes this data to warn against over confidence in

the stabil ity of performance as recorded in one score. A potentially

important inflection in scores at the age of six was discovered and

other inflections occur approximately every four years. Any assess=

ment resulting in major decisions should thus be frequently reviewed

during childhood.
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3.7 The I.Q. Scores of the Writer's Study Groups

Having considered the nature of the I.Q. tests in some detail

especially as regards their 'verbal I components it is now necessary

to describe the scores obtained in these tests by the children in the

study groups.

The study groups designated A, Band C consisted of 24, 16 and 15

children respectively aged between eight and eleven years on 1.1.1980.

The main study group, Group A, was obtained by means of parental

permission amongst members of the Natal Association for Gifted

Children, an organisation not-for-gain (under the direction of a

voluntary committee of professional educator~ which arranges enrich=

ment courses in a wide variety of subjects during the school hol idays

and also provides professional advice to parents and teachers.

Group B was selected in response to a request to local government

primary schools for I ists of children with high scores on the N.S.A.G.T.

These children were not members of the N.A.G.C.

The children in Groups A and B were not randomly selected but were

accepted if they scored 130+ on either the N.S.A.G.T. or the

N.S.A. I .S. and were will ing to participate in a programme of work.

For Group A this entailed fifteen two hour sessions on Saturday

mornings whilst for Group B the course lasted for five days during

the October hol idays - once again in two hour sessions.

Group C, a heterogeneous class at standard three (year five) level in

a government school, followed the same programme as did Group B but

did so in normal school hours. Group C cannot be said to serve as a

control group in the true sense of the word being from a
b d . . b 1) .roa er SOClo-economlC ase . and neither randomly selected nor

1. !he writer is aware that this may be a contributory factor both
In respect of the nature and qual ity of the children1s responses.
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matched. The children in this group served rather as some indication

of possible differences in reaction to the stimul i provided in the

programme.

The following tables serve to summarise details about the children in

the study groups and set out, sex, age, school, (for names of the

schools see Appendix I) N.S.A.G.T. and N.S.A. 1.5. scores as well as

an overall coded summary detailing apparently dominant abilities. It

will be noted from the I ist of schools provided that subjects came

from a wide spatial area representative of differing socio-economic

levels within the white community. The impact of the schools is thus

I ikely t~ vary and to influence the children in some way despite

their common predominantly middle-class background.



Age as at N.S.A.G.T. N. S.A. I. S. N.S.A.G.T. Summary of Verbal -
Chi 1d I S Name Ch i Id 1 S Numbe r Sex School 1. 1. 80 (Administered by writer) (Administered by school) Non-verbal abil ities

V. N.V. T. V. N.V. T. V. N.V. T.

Paul 1 M 1 q 126 142 nf. 13] 128 137 134 143 139 N.V.

Anne 2 F 2 8 6 124 118 122 132 12<; 1<2 E.

Arthur 3 M , q 1 12q nf. 134 139 142 146 126 126 127 E.

Johnathan 4 M 1 10. <; 10<; llq 112 131 126 132 117 132 126 N.V.

Steven 5 M 4 11. 4 17R nf. 138 142 126 139 i22 114 119 V.

Rose 6 F 4 10 4 I?? 1/'1:;+ 134 130 125 131 123 127 127 N.V.

Roy 7 M I:; 10. 1 112 12<; 119 137 117 131 136 125 131 E. R.

Albert 8 M ~ 8 11 170 11 I:; 118 133 127 133 126 120 129 E.

Nicholas 9 M 6 q 2 1/'1:;+ 1/'1:;+ 145+ 153 150 150+ E.

Sean 10 M 7 10. 2 1,4 14<;+ 140 149 146 150+ 142 145+ 145+ E.

Patrick 11 M 8 8 4 108 17f. 117 113 148 131 N.V.

Don 12 M q 11 4 171 17/' 124 ---llL 135 139 122 128 126 E.

Charles 13 M 10 10. 6 n6 nl 135 130 140 138 127 120 124 Eo R.

Francis 14 M 4 q. ~ 111 11' 113 121 125 125 141 133 138 E.

James 15 M 4 q. 6 In l,q 126 141 11 D 131 124 137 130 EoR.

Llovd 16 M 8 10 4 n6 14<;+ 140 125 138 136 145+ 143 145+ N.V.

Dale 17 M I) q. 7 128 126 129 132 135 138 132 117 125 V.

Owen 18 M 11 q. 1 114 101:; 110 125 150 140 113 115 115 N.V.

Edward 19 M 1 q 2 121:; no 129 135 125 134 127 122 126 V.

Frank 20 M 12 q 1 12' n2 ;29 137 135 140 114 145 129 N.V.

Rosemarv 21 F l' A <; 127 lU 132 120 144 134 N.V.

Louis 22 M I:; 10.10 141 lU 14{) 132 152 146 145+ 141 145+ EoR.

Chri s 23 M 14 q. 8 141)+ 14<;+ 145+ 151 144 150+ 145 145+ 145+ E.

Al i son 24 F 11 11. 1 125 120 124 146 141 149 125 128 128 E.

Mean I.Q. Scores 125 131 129 135 135 138 129 130 131

W
\..0

Figure 5: Group A. I. Q. Scores.
N = 24
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Age as at N.S.A.G.T.
Child's Name Child's.Nurnber .Sex School .. 1. 1.80 School

V. N.V. T.

Anthony 25 M 14 9. 5 142 141 143

Anna 26 F 10 10. 6 142 139 142

Graham 27 M 14 9. 3 132 144 138

Malcolm 28 M 14 9. 11 122 142 134

Kei th 29 M 10 10.00 145 143 145+

Angela 30 F 9 11, 2 145 145+ 145+

Amanda 31 F 10 10. 2 135 140 140

Ernest 32 M 14 9. 8 131 141 138

Hugh 33 M 13 9. 6 123 145 134

J i I I 34 F 14 9. 1 134 144 140

Joan 35 F 10 10. 6 142 139 142

Jean 36 F 5 8. 11 134 135 137

Laura 37 F 5 10. 5 144 137 142

Melissa 38 F 5 8.10 145+ 138 145

Gerald 39 M 8 9. 7 119 114 117

N.S.A.I.S.

137 125 134

Mar ia 40 F 8 9.10 . 134 124 130

Mean I . Q. Scores (excluding Gerald's N.S.A.I.S. score) 136 138 138

N = 16

Figure 6: Group B. I.Q. Scores.
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Age as at N.S.A.G.T.
Ch i Id IS Name Child's Number ,S:ex School 1. 1. 80 School

v. N. V. T.

Margaret 41 F 8 10. 5 110 113 113

Derek 42 M 8 9.10 116 124 121

Li one I 43 M 8 9 •.. 6 118 114 117

Henry 44 M 8 9 •. 8 103 106 105

Herbert 45 M 8 11. 00 101 103 102

Gordan 46 M 8 10. 5 119 95 106

Ne i I 47 M 8 10._2 114 108 112

Mar ina 48 F 8 11 . 10 96 110 102

Pat 49 F 8 10. 4 116 108 11 3

Meg 50 F 8 9. 11 112 107 110

Fiona 51 F 8 9. 6 115 114 115

Irene 52 F 8 9. 7 126 nU 128

Beryl 53 F 8 9.10 130 123 128

Roger 54 M 8 8.00 111 117 114

Gi Ibe rt 55 M 8 11. 4 112 130 121

Mean I. Q. Scores 113 113 114

N 15

Figure?: Group C. I.Q. Scores.
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Group A
N = 24

Group B
N = 16

Group C
N = 15

Number of Boys 20 7 8

Numbe r of Gi r Is 4 9 7

Number of Government
Schools Attended 12 6 1

Number of children attending 20 16 15

Number of ·Private ' or state-aided
Schools Attended 2 0 0

---------------------------------------- --------- --------- ---------

Number of Children Attending 4 0 0

Average Age 9.5 9.10 9.6

N.S.A.G.T. (School)

Average Verbal Score 129 136 113

--------------------------------------------------
Average Non-Verbal Score

----------------------------------------

Average Total Score

130

131

138

138

113

---------

114

Figure 8: Comparative Data: Groups A, Band C.
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Whilst Groups Band C are fairly evenly distributed between the sexes,

Group A consists mainly of boysl}. All except four of the children

attend Government primary schools and are thus comparable in that

regard.

The groups are also close in average age. Group C shows a sI ightly

above average total N.S.A.G.T. score whilst Group B children show a

high average total of 138.

Group A deserves, perhaps, more detailed description as the children

remained with the writer over a six month period, completed more tests

and were generally the subjects of more detailed analysis.

N.S.A.G.T. N.S.A.I.S. N.S.A.G.T. (school)

Verbal Scores 125"'- /135'\. /129
Difference 10 6

Non-Verbal Scores 131
/135~ 130

Difference "'..4 5/
Total Scores 129 /138 131
Difference "'-9 ~7/

Figure 9: Group A. Comparison of Mean I.Q. Scores

1. The writer is aware of the possible negative bias in some of the
language skills (especially the mechanics of writing) which the
imbalance in the sexes may have produced. Observation of the
group suggests that it did not play an important role.
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In all sections the Group Tests present lower mean scores than the

Individual Scale does, tending to substantiate Dunn's (1973) hypothesis

that group tests tend to underrefer. On an average this underreferral

appears less significant than is clear in individual cases where the

difference is so great that a child could be classed as of average

intell igence in the Group Test whilst obtaining a superior score in

the Individual Test. This is I ikely to occur in those children who

have difficulty in reading or concentrating and tend to display signi=

ficantly higher non-verbal scores; this is the case, for exampl~ for

Patrick and Owen

Patrick

N.S.A.G.T. N.S.A.I.S.

V. N.V. T.

108 126 117

\/
Difference 18

Difference

V. N.V. T.

113 148 131

\/
35

Owen

N. S. A. G. T. (Schoo J) N.S.A.I.S.

T.

140

V. N.V.

125 150

\/
25

T.

115

V. N.V.

1\ 115
Difference 2-!

Difference 25

Figure 10: Comparison of Patrick's and Owen's N.S.A.G.T.. and

N.S.A.I.S. Scores.
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The coded summary of the relationship between verbal and non-verbal

abilities throughout the tests was devised by the writer in order to

gauge the possible relationship between for example a continually

higher score in non-verbal abilities on the one hand and poor oral

written expression on the other. The work of some of the children

will be considered in greater detail later in the I ight of this in=

formation. Thus:

N.V. refers to predominantly non-verbal abil ities.

E. to evenly balanced abil ities.

V. to predominantly verba,l abil ities.

E.R. to er~atic dominance.

That all the children in groups A and B have provided indications that

they might display superior potential in some areas is clear. The

extent to which they display superior achievement both generally and

in the language skil Is will be considered in detail throughout this

work. The nature of and justification for some special label such as

'giftedness' or 'superior ability' for those who have 'superior

potential I will be discussed under the next heading.

4. THE NATURE AND IDENTIFICATION

OF GIFTEDNESS

4.1 Introduction

The writer sympathizes with Torrance's view, made explicit in his

foreword to Gowan and Demos I work (1964), that no matter how many

books one reads on the subject of 'giftedness', one is left with a

feel ing of dissatisfaction largely as a result of the oversimplified

and generalised vie~ often presented. If, as has been suggested

earl ier, the notions of intell igence~ language, thought and their

relationship are complex then one must probably accept a complex

view of giftedness too. Acceptance of this impl ies, of necesslty, an
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attempt to begin developing strategies, methods,and materials which

have bu i It into them an acceptance of. th i s complex i ty". (Gowan and

Demos 1964, p. vii i). As Torrance points out: "A child might respond

quite creatively to one task and barely respond to another" (Gowan

and Demos 1964, p. ix):

Indeed the present work serves to highlight differences in oral and

written response to open stimul i by children of similar intellectual

potential. As human potential ity is infinite, -so its expression is

unl imited. Indeed the Report to the Congress of the United States by

the U.S. Comissioner of Education March 1973 as cited in 'Potential'

Vol. vi No. 2 1980 states that:

Gifted and talented youth are a unique
popu Iat ion d i ffe ring ma rked Iy from the i r
age peers in abilities, talents, interests
and psycho log ica I matu r i ty. They are the
most versatile and complex of all human
groups, possibly the most neglected of
all groups with special educational needs.
Their sensitivity to others and insight'
into existing school conditions make
them especially vulnerable because of
their abil ity to conceal their gifted=
ness in standardized surroundings and
to seek alternative outlets. The
resultant waste is tragic.

If children of superior potential are not to conceal their ability it

must be expected that special facil ities and stimul i will evoke widely

differing responses. The present work may serve to suggest some of
these.

As a further prel iminary comment it must be noted that,besides a

necessary complexity in any apt definition,a further cultural and

temporal dimension must be included. What is defined as 'giftedness '
always includes those abil ities valued and sanctioned by a particular

community at a given time. The gifted primitive man was the best

warrior or hunter. Present definitions reflect the age of: "Televi=

sion, nuclear reactors, and space probes" (Gallagher 1975, p. 1) in
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their concern for superior mathematical, expressive and science

related abil ities. If complexity is accepted as a basis,other more

inclusive definitions may have to be considered.

4.2 A Brief History of the Gifted Movement

As early as 1872 Francis Galton in his work called Hereditary Genius

laid the foundations for a "scientific pursuit of the subject of

ability in man" (Gowan and Demos 1964, p. 9). At the beginning of

the twentieth century Binet and Simon began to define the nature of

tasks undertaken at specific ages and coined the notion of mental age.

Tests devised to ascertain retarded abil ity were to become a blue=

print for later tests of intell igence. Terman, designated 'The father

of the Gifted Child Movement', revised the Binet tests in order to

adapt them to the American child. Thus the Stanford-Binet individual

intell igence test was devised and is noted by Gowan and Demos (1964,

p. 10) to be "one of the earl iest and best in existence" for "--- even

after forty years it still correlated higher with school achievement

than any other intelligence test, individual or group, and is still in

general use". Terman also coined the term' Intell igence Quotient' to

measure "a ratio between rate of mental growth and chronological age"

(Gowan and Demos 1964, p. 10).

One of the first books on the subject was Whipple, Henry, Hannel and

Coy's work C~asses for Gifted Chi~dren (1919). Holl ingworth's study

(1926) preceded a dearth of concern in the 1930's to be revived in

1945 in response to a concern about social waste and the effective use

of talent and manpower. In America, Publ iE Law 95 - 561 now

"Embraces the broad concept of 'gifted' and includes the areas of

general intellectual abil ity, specific academic aptitude, creative or

productive thinking, leadership, and the visual and performing arts".

The financial backing for this law is considerable - $2.56 mill ion in

1976-78, $3.78, in 1979 and $6.28 million in 1980 (as cited in Sisk

1980). A brief survey of attitudes to and facil ities for the gifted

in other countries will be contrasted to those in the Republ ic of

South Africa in the final chapter.
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4.3 Identification Procedures

4.3.1 I.Q. Scores

From the initial use of an I.Q. score as sole means of identification

has grown an increasingly wide spectrum of identification procedures

in an attempt to include as many potential contributors to society in

as many fields as possible. Thus identification has moved beyond the

narrow range of intell igence measured in an I.Q. test. Yet generally

in the identification of superior potential the group test score

remains the initial screening mechanism and the individual test:

liThe best single means we have at present for measuring cognitive

abil ities. This is especially true at the elementary school level "

(Dunn 1973, p. 206 and 20n. Gal_lagher (1975, p. 21) concurs.

The cut-off point within the I.Q. scale used to demarcate superior

abil ity varies both according to the test used and to the interpreta=

tion. Terman suggested 140, Gowan and Demos (1964) similarly

designate 115 as academically talented (16% of the population); 125

as superior (5% of the populationh 140 as gifted (0.6% of the popula=

tion)and 160 as highly gifted (0.007% of the population), whilst

others, Kerry for example, suggest 130+.

Gowan and Demos (1964, p. 33) speak of the able child as one: "Whose

rate of development with respect to time on some variable of social

significance is significantly larger than that of the general popula=

tion of children". If ( d x ) is defined as a rate of development for
( d t )i

an individual able ch i Id "i", and d x ) is the general rate of
d t )

development on variable x, then, d x ) .> d x )
d t ) I d t )

Significant differences at the level of 2 standard deviations upward

from the mean are said to identify the top two percent of the general

population. Most obvious is the difference in intellectual aspects
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but advantages in the personal ity sphere, developmental tasks and

physical growth may also be noticed.

Those who adhere to a view of intell igence as a unitary factor would

consider that the total impression the child makes can be identified

with a certain level or percentile of abil ity (as with Binet) or in a

score I ike the I.Q. (as with Terman) whi 1st those who adhere to a

multiple factor theory would seek to quantify the factors involved.

A Piagetian approach would be more concerned with the "increasingly

sophisticated manifestations of a child's growing abil ity to cope

with the environment" (Laycock 1979, p. 75).

Despite the move towards a broader spectrum of abil ities defined as

indicative of superior cognitive abil ity we are still far from

abandoning standing on some broad test of intell igence as a signifi=

cant guide. In South Africa both the White community and the

Education Departments sanction the I.Q. as a general guide to

intellectual potential in the regular administration of the N.S.A.G.T.

to all children.

4.3.2 Multiple Criteria

A multiple criteria approach to the identification of superior

potential allows for the inclusion within the 'gifted'category of

those children with specific talents or creative abil ities and for

those who do not score well on group tests because of reading or

other disabil ities. Indeed as Laycock (1979, p. 38) points out many

children will possess all-round abil itiesi specific talents and

creative imaginations and will thus need an in-depth investigation if

their full potential is to be discovered.

Multiple criteria would thus include teacher nomination through

observation, parenta'l information, (see the questionnaires: Appendices

I I I and IV) records of previous accompl ishments, group achievement and

creativity tests, tests of special aptitudes and talents and self-
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selection (i .e. volunteers for special classes) as well as the usual

group and individual I.Q. scores. The above data requires careful

interpretation and should be accompanied by a case study detail ing

special interests, behavioural patterns and home background. This

process is obviously time consuming yet as Dunn (1973, p. 206) points

out: "Gifted children tend to be complex, and identification of their

many capabilities is an important responsibility". In order to carry

out this responsibil ity further measures such as sociometric indices,

personal ity measurement and motivational assessment may be required.

The use of multiple criteria not only enlarges the size of the popula=

tion designated as 'gifted1but should also result "in more adequate

planning to meet the individual1s needs" (Renzulli 1975, p. 19).

Renzulli (1975, p. 16) provides an example of the kind of definition

which results from the use of multiple criteria,namely:

Giftedness maybe defined as a superior
general intellectual potential and
abil ity (approximate I.Q. 120+); a
high functional abil ity to achieve in
various academic areas commensurate
with general intellectual ability; a
high-order talent in such special
areas as art, music, mechanical
abil ity, foreign languages, science,
mathematics, dramatics, social leader=
ship and creative writing; and a
creative abil ity to develop a novel
event in the environment. This
defintion probably includes about 15
to 20 per cent of the school
potent ia I .

Thus it is seen that the broader the definition, the greater the per=

centage of those labelled 'gifted' becomes.

With the introduction of special classes for the gifted, especially in

America, has come a greater concern for gifted perfo~ance or

behaviour in specific general areas. Thus Renzul I i J.S. and
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Smith L.H. 1) (unpubl ished article) hav~ devised a model as an aid to

the admission of children to special programmes. Above average

abil ity is seen as an insufficient recommendation. Task commitment

and creativity are additional requirements and must be brought to

bear on a particular topic at a particular time to warrant supplemen=

tary services. This method of identification would thus exclude a

large group of underachieving 'gifted' children who lack task commit=

ment but who yet would seem to require supplementary services.

Topical Temporal

General Performance Areas

Maths, Art, Science,
Philosophy, Social Science,
Law, ReI igion, Music,
Language and Movement Arts.

Specific Performance Areas

Cartooning, Astronomy,
Choreography, Pollution
Control, Sculpture, Child
Care, Micro photography,
Puppetry and Cooking.

Sincere area of operates at maximum efficiency
interest~ ~ at given periods of time.

Requires Supplementary Services

Figure 11: Renzull i, J.S. & Smith,Linda H. The Revolving Door Model:
An Alternative Approach to Identifying ;and Programming
for Gifted and Talented Students. Unpubl ished Article.

1. Obtained through personal contact with the authors.
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Of the multiple criteria described above, the most commonly used is

probably teacher nomination. Teachers consider children to possess

superior cognitive potential on the basis of generally observable

characteristics such as those detailed below.

4.4 General Characteristics

In so far as every pupil is differ=
ent (from every other pupil) in his/
her inherited characteristics and
daily environment so bright pupils
won't be easily type-cast. Yet
research has suggested that clusters
of characteristics do tend to recur
if bright pupils are compared with
one another and contrasted wi th other

pupils. (Kerry T. undated)

Despite a lack of experience and maturity,children who possess

superior intellectual potential can be broadly said to be able to

grasp concepts and principles quickly (almost I intuitively' according

to Bridges 1969), remember them well and describe them accurately in

an independent manner which may obviate the need for formal teaching.

They tend to perform well in verbal areas, read widely, have many

interests and make numerous collections (Witty 1951).

Terman goes so far as to propose that
the deviation of the gifted subjects
from the general ity is in the upward
d i rec t ion fo r nea r 1y all t r a its.
There is no law of compensation
where the intellectual superiority
of the gifted tends to be offset by
inferiorities along non-~nt~llectual

lines. ( . M' 68In artlnson 19 ,p. 23 and 24)

Lists to serve as general guides to the identification of those with

superior potential abound. Some, as indicated in the following two

comprehensive I ists, may serve as fairly detailed guides to teachers.

Others often publ ished in popular magazines and through other media

may highl ight general physical characteristics - bright eyes, above
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average muscular energy, superior health - which may prove of 1itt1e

use (or may even be misleading) to a teacher faced with a hetero=

geneous group.

List 1

1. They are earl ier than their peers to see relationships;

2. May deal at a higher level of abstraction;

3. They remember more and retrieve from memory easier and quicker;

4. They encode and decode readily;

5. They function at higher cognitive levels (as described by

Piaget) earl ier than the general ity;

6. They are able to free themselves from the bounds of appear=

ances into abstract thought.

7. They are interested in basic questions - "What is the meaning

of 1i fe?I'

8. They want to know why they are to do certain things and are

not sat i sf ied wit h" 11 I t 1 s t heru1ell.

9. They have a high level of moral judgment but not necessarily

moral behaviour.

10. They seek out challenge;

11. They develop basic learning skills earl ier;

12. Some are more mature, but there is less difference here when

compared to the average;

13. They learn to cope, can work out ways of coping, and learn to

compensate;

14. They are able to solve problems, especially in communications;

15. Due to their differences, they can become anxious about their

relationship with their peers and haven1t 1ived long enough

to resolve the resultant confl ict;

Tongue, C. and Sper1 ing, C. Gifted and Talented: an Education
Model (1976, p. 8).
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List 2

1. Display of extraordinary initiative: singleness of purpose.

2. Intense curiosity, sometimes in only one direction.

3. Day-dreaming through boredom: possibly idle and cantt be

bothered with mundane tasks.

4. Divergent, or even del inquent behaviour: independent.

5. Highly imaginative forms of expression.

6. Exasperation in the face of constraint.

7. Contempt for adults of less abil ity: supercil ious.

8. Above average dependabil ity.

9. Abil ity to rational ize about lack of achievement.

10. Highly developed sense of humour.

11. Lively and stimulating conversation: not keen on writing

everything down always.

12. Abil ity to be absorbed in work for long periods.

13. Suggestion of associated musical abil ity.

14. Exceptional speed of thought.

15. Exceptional depth of thought which shows itself, inter alia,

in:

a) their power to organize material

b) abil ity to see the need for many different words to express

shades of meaning

c) their power to make and understand analysis

d) their power to use images
e) their capacity for adopting methods for unusua I purposes
f) attention to truthful detail.

16. Finding no need to labour the practical approach; jumping to

the abstract.

17. Finding it necessary to I isten to only a very short part of

the explanation given; will withdraw if compelled to listen

further.

18. Interests - sometimes may seem unhealthy or precocious.
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19. Questions - maybe tiresome and difficult to answer: also a

lot of 'might ' and 'maybe ' questions.

20. Bossy or cocky attitude - means of defence because they feel

inferior in (say) games or handwork.

21. Fear of failure - doesn't 1 ike to be proved wrong or in=

adequate.

22. Dissatisfaction with own efforts and contempt of approval for

work of standards which they real ize are very ordinary.

23. Perfectionism; mental speed faster than physical capabil ities

permit in action.

24. Impatience - sometimes difficult to control - intolerant,

pernickity.

25. Less conformity - does not always do well; will opt out.

26. Uneasy relationships with other children sometimes.

27. Sensitivity and highly strung behaviour.

28. Acute awareness of verbal puns.

29. General preference for sharing ideas with older children.

30. A tendency to direct others in play and project situations.

31. Alertness, often too observant for comfort.

32. Good memory, frequently, but not always for 'facts' - for the

way things work or are related, often forgetful of 'minor'

matters.

33. Keeness at collecting ('rubbish' sometimes).

34. Humil ity about their achievements; not necessarily anxious

to shine.

35. Indication, sometimes, to be self-centred or aggressive;

attention seeking.

36. Lack of enthusiasm about group activities or group games.

37. Appearing not to need a massive amount of sleep.

38. High achievement in some I ine(s) or other.

Ogilvie (1973, pp. 63 and 64).
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4.5 Special Talents

In contrast to the broad. capacity to deveZop particular interests and

skills described above, specific talents and skills which have already

been cultivated are now receiving increasing attention, notably at

JohnsHQpkins University since 1971 under the title oft The Study for

Mathematically Precocious Youth l
• The students usually score well on

general intelligence tests but advanced college tests need to be

administered to determine mathematical precocity.

liThe students were found to be mainly creative, socially mature and

achievement oriented. Two of their traits seem to work together;

verbal skills and desire to learn mathematics ' ! (Keating 1974 as cited

in Laycock 1979, p. 53). Most of these pupils had learned much

through self instruction and intuitive problem-solving backed by a

good verbal base and discipl ine to keep at a task without formal

direction (Laycock 1979, p. 53).

A parallel strategy has now been initiated to locate and help children

with demonstrated verbal skills. These children were found to be very

interested either in creative writing or in the social sciences. The

boys were found to be "ana l ytic, theoretical, pragmatic, and mildly

withdrawn l' whilst the girls were Ilmore imaginative, intuitive, and

socially incl ined 'l (Laycock 1979, p. 53).

4.6 Creativity

Creativity has probably become the most analysed component of intell i=

gence during the mid twentieth century thanks to the interest of

investigators such as Gui lford, Torrance, Getzels and Jackson, Gallagher,

Wal lach and Kogan. The relationship of special and creative aptitudes

and abil ities to general intellectual abil ity is still being explored.

Just as lino single definition or easy explanation of creativity has

yet emerged l' (Laycock 1979, p. 79) so there is no infallible explana=

ation of the relationship between creativity and intell igence.

Although it can probably be assumed that "creativity divorced from
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guiding and underlying intell igence would be worthless l' (Laycock 1979,

p. 80), the degree to which one presupposes the other has not been

conclusively establ ished.

Gallagher (1975) considers that general intelligence is what makes

creativity meaningful. Wallach' and Kogan (1965) were able to establ ish

distinctive characteristics for each sphere, yet these were not

mutually exclusive. They then combined supposed measures of intell i=

gence and creativity in order to establ ish I ikely behaviour patterns.

Thus high creativity, high intell igence children were said to be able

to exercise both control and freedom being capable of both adult-l ike

and child-l ike behaviour. High creativity, low intell igence combina=

tions would, according to the writers, tend to produce children in

confl ict with themselves and the school thus causing feel ings of

inferiority and inadequacy. A stress-free environment is required to

achieve cognitively. (Many would now dispute the I ikel ihood of high

creative powers existing in conjunction with low intell igence). Low

creativity, high intell igence children according to Wallach and Kogan

tend to be addicted to school achievement, striving for academic

excellence in order to avoid the pain of failure.

Thus whilst accepting a probable distinction between superior intell i=

gence and creative powers it is obvious that these need not be

completely separate or mutually exclusive and may overlap in many

children. Probably a significant degree of intell igence is required

for truly creative production, but superior intell igence alone is un=

I ikely to ensure cr~ativity. As the evidence is incomplete and contra=

dictory the writer would once again caution against hasty general isa=

tions concerning the creative or intellectual merit of children1s

written or oral expression.

4.6.1 A case in point

The following case study might serve to indicate a need for caution _

an avoidance of snap judgments - as to a child1s relative creativity.
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Roger in Group C of the writer's study attended the full enrichment

programme upon the recommendation of a psychologist impressed by his
1)

verbal precocity

A glance at his written expression might suggest a child of "below

average intelligence" who experiences difficulty in writing, spelling

and spacial awareness. He also exhibits considerable inconsistency.

Figure 12: Roger (Example 1)

1. N.S.A.G.T. N.S.A.I.S.

V. N.V. T. V. N.V. T.

111 117 114 @) 117 126

Age - 8 years as at 1.1.1980.
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, Figure 13: Roger (Example 2)

. .,

t}1e cuteV'3 Ctft; ~!nC117vet;,
u;i/e- . f5he-t~~nHMpteV'U!hat;;c-s~

C1 [)t/tA~.p6We.-fe--rI~.> t; .he· r.yc.ophe~

WheVl·t he C(Jke~r-3h4UcCQt;

bhe-Dbl;i~S andw~ -the
hel iCO~YS -tiG1Ke pJac-;c- Gf nd
L4r~ \9 --1/0 (;l dec:.i-t=-
tJer,~ S1) VYYY]0 CH1y\5~ C(V"c
cr~adi5v efhd. hO Cjamrt c1un

Figure 14: Roger (Example 3)
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Yet when deciphered and verbaUy expressed, examples two and three

become the following:

Examp 1e 2: in response to Sess ion X Abstract Art

Whatls in cannot be told
But the people in the past we know
Of old stone tells
But the future we can not tell
Cause

darkness
has 1)

come

Example 3: in response to Session V Tree Fe 11 ing

First what I would do is get about
5 cutters who can cut the tree, but
at the same time, I would get 5 of
the most powerful hel icopters get=
ting very strong rope wires attached
to the trunk and all the very strong
branches, and make sure that nothing
is in the way of it. Then they will
cut through right to the middle, and
as they stop the hel icopters will
1ift up - and they have sort of
wooden poles down the tree trunk so
that the tree trunk won1t sway.
These cords are very good and can
carry the great weight. The hel i=
copters are very strong and they
take the tree out into a desert
where it gets burnt, but when they
have done the ground part, you would
have to just touch that up with a bit
of grass.

Thus a child who possesses superior intellectual potential (although

1. The arrangement of the words is the writer's own based on the
child's oral rendering.
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the total N.S.A. I .5. score misses the 130 mark, being depressed by

the non-verbal score), verbal precocity and creative talent (see the

response to Session XI below) may not achieve his true potential in

the classroom both in response to his feel ings of 'being different'

and in response to the other compl ications detailed in the assessment

included on pages 62 to 64. The ill-prepared teacher may thus miss

such a child's talents altogether.

Figure 15: Roger's Response to Session XI.
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O~CUPATIONAL THERAPY AND REMEDIAL ASSESSMENT

Important Notice When Reading This Report:

Please remember that scores and age levels only reflect the child's

behaviour and achievements at that given moment in time. It is very

common for test scores to be under estimations of the child's true

potential and it would be unwise to attach too much significance to

low scores.

Child's Name: Roger

Reason For Referral:

Born: 20-12-71

He is not achieving at his potential.

Date Tested: 30-10-80.

Relevant History:

He has been fully assessed and was found to have superior intellectual

potential. He had his vision checked and he is at present being

medicated with rital in in an effort to improve his concentration.

Tests Administered:

1. Visuo Motor Skills:

a) Handedness: Right with an immature gri p and pecul iar posture
tending to br ing his head close to his work. He was painfully
slow.

b) Beery test of V.M.I. Score: 18 Level: 10 Yrs 2 m.
c) Du rre 11 Wr it ing: Letters p.m.: . 33 Leve 1: 8 Yrs I eve I .
d) Detroit Motor Speed test: Score: 101 Leve I : 10 Yrs o m.

2. Visual Perception:

a) Wepman's Test:

1) Visual Memory: Score: 12 Leve 1: -1 be 1ow average
2) Visual Discrimination: Score: 20 Level: +2 excellent.
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b) Detroit Tests:

Visual attention span for

objects:

Memory for designs:

Visual attention span for

letters:

Score: 36 Level: 7 Yrs 6 m.

Score: 20 Level: 8 Yrs 9 m.

Score: 4-3 Level: 8 Yrs 0 m.

3. Auditory Perception:

a) Wepman's Tests:

Auditory Sequential Memory:

Auditory Memory Span:

Auditory Discrimination:

Score: 35 Level: +2 excellent.

Score: 47 Level: +2 excellent.

Score: 28 Level: +1 good.

b) Detroit Tests:

1) Auditory attention span for

unrelated words: Score: 49 Level: 10 Yrs.

2) Auditory attention span for

related syllables: Score: 77 Level: 11 Yrs. 6 m.

4. Language and Comprehension:

1)

2)

Verbal Absurdities:

Verbal Opposites:

Score:

Score:

19

32

Level:

Leve I :

10 Yrs

9 Yrs

9 m.

3 m.

5. Academic Screening Tests:

a) Schonell Word Recognition: Score: 42 Level: 9 Yrs 3 m.

He was a big boy for his age.

in confidence. Often said:

6. Observations and Test Behaviour:

He was rather quiet but very lacking

III don't know ll
• He was very conscious
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of poor achievement in pencil work which he showed by making several

attempts to draw a design when he real ized he had not performed

accurately the first time. When faced with a difficult design he

tended to verbal ize to give himself additional cues to cope with the

task. He had low frustration tolerance level but his concentration

was good.

Conclusion:

He is an intell igent alert boy who shows a marked difference between

his auditory and visual perceptual development in favour of the former.

According to these test results he had a weak visual memory and

difficulty with motor co-ordination where he compensated by working

slowly. He is an auditory learner and is very quick to grasp verbal

instructions.

Recommendations:

He would benefit from occupational therapy to increase his motor speed

and his visual memory.

Report Back Interview:

Both his parents attended the interview and accepted the recommenda=

tion. Occupational therapy will be arranged to commence as soon as

possible. She will be asked to communicate with his class teacher

and the remedial teacher re: the need for a remedial assessment.
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4.6.2 An Attempted Definition

As complex a topic as creativity has obviously been approached and

thus defined in many ways. Even the points of departure vary from

collective I ife histories to illustrate how creative adults work

(Ghisel in 1952), (Roe 1953), (Mackinnon 1962) through the steps in=

herent in problem-solving (Dewey 1933) to the development of tests

designed to detect and measure creativity (Torrance 1966), (Guilford

1959).

The varying definitions reflect the different points of departure

stated above. Some define creativity according to the quantity,

neatness, cleverness or newness of products or processes either of a

scientific or artistic nature (Taylor 1957, p. 111 and 112). Gowan

and Demos describe the process as one of "hypothesis formation,

hypothesis testing and the communication of results " . (1964, p. 69).

H.D. Lasswell (in Anderson 1959) has defined creativity as: "A dis=

position to make and to recognise valuable innovation" (p. 203) and

N.J. Levy (1961) sees it as: "A sensitivity to problems and an

availability to outside experiences and impressions" (p.61).

Fromm (in Anderson 1959) considers it to be: "A capacity to face

incongruity and tension, (an) abil ity to orient oneself towards the

new, be aware of experiences and respond fully to such awareness".

The article entitled: "Reading For the Gifted and Talented" produced

for the Office of the Gifted and Talented (1979) defines creativity

simply as: liThe process of combining what exists into something new,

whether in the form of an idea, a procedure, or a product". Criscuolo

(1963) provides a more specific definition of the processes involved

in creativity, indeed he includes: "All the higher-order mental

processes: perception, concept formation, seeing relationships,

drawing conclusions, making comparisons, making appl ications".

(p. 435 and 436).
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Guilford attributes creativity both to processes and products by

reference to various professions such as painting, inventing, writing,

planning, composing, designing, acting and music making.

Margaret Gilchrist (1972) defines creativity in terms of creative

achievement and creative potential assigning both original ity and

qual ity to these. She sees creativity as a special quality possessed

by some intelligent people but not by all. She isolates certain

characteristic traits such as initiative, dedication to work,

dominance, independence of judgment and strong motivation as qual ities

found in creative scientists.

Other definitions of creativity focus on the basic abil ities for

creativity and problem solving such as fluency, flexibil ity, origin=

al ity, and elaboration (Reading for the Gifted and Talented 1979).

These abilities can then be subjected to testing. Fluency, for

example, is the name given to the abil ity to retrieve information

quickly and in sufficient quantity from the mind in response to a

specific problem. Flexibil ity infers the abil ity to apply knowledge

in different fields, original ity, a penchant for the unusual and

elaboration,the abil ity to complete or embell ish an idea.

4.6. 3 Characteristics of the Creative

In order to proceed through the skills described above to a 'creative'

product the divergent or creative thinker is said to require certain

traits noted by Taylor (1957) as humour, fantasy and playfulness with

ideas, curiosity, manipulation and restructuring of ideas, question=

ing abil ity, autonomy, femininity of interests, dominance, self

assertion, self-acceptance, resourcefulness, radicalness and

complexity of personal ity. Mackinnon (1962) has summarized the

characteristics of creative people as follows: They are intell igent,

original, independent in thought and action, open to experience both

of the inner self and the outer world, intuitive, aesthetically

sensitive and free from crippl ing restraints. They also have high
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energy level, a persistent commitment to creative endeavour and a

strong sense of destiny which includes a degree of resoluteness and

a measure of egotism (p. 15 to 17).

4.6.4 The Encouragement of Creativity

It seemed I ikely, in the light of the above evidence, that some of

the children in the writer1s study groups would be capable of original

and unusual written and oral expression. For this reason the

atmosphere during the sessions was regulated, as much as was possible,

to encourage creative production.

No value judgments were exercised and no marks or grades allocated.

There was no pressure to produce work of a certain standard or,

indeed, any work at all. There were no expected or set answers or

media of response - the children could draw and label or write or

record. Such freedom is considered in the literature to be essential

for the encouragement of creative ideas and processes for lithe gifted

student flourishes in an atmosphere of freedom, acceptance, and

stimulation ll (Criscuolo 1963).

Kemp in IIA Study of Rigidity in the Gifted Child ll cited in Gowan and

Demos (1964) states that creative thinking can be increased I'by an

atmosphere --- in which variation is accepted, independence favoured

and psychological safety and freedom assured". (p. 84). Kemp also

con,siders the traditional classroom experience IIdetrimental to crea=

tive processes ll (Gowan and Demos 1964, p. 84).

Gallagher (1975) expresses similar sentiments when discussing

exercises to aid the processes of divergent thought or transformation:

Cognitive exercises will probably
come to nought if the general
atmosphere is not permissive and
the freedom to be different or to
diverge from the general 1ine of
study is not approved by the
teacher - not only in word, but
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in deed (p. 210) .......•. the
program of education for gifted
children shQuld include train=
ing for autonomy and independent
thinking. A program that merely
calls for the dutiful collection
of facts, which is all too pre=
valent in our educational
programs, will not lead to this
goal. (p. 228)

Gowan and Demos (1964) sum up the position as follows: "Much of the

research suggests that the creative process occurs most often and

perhaps more effectively in the atmosphere that is free from the

pressure of premature evaluation ll (p. 87). Secondly an atmosphere of

warmth and affection is required, for "a ll of us, and children

especially, tend to create things for those we love" (Gowan and Demos

1964, p. 86).

The office of the Gifted and Talented, suggests four basic rules for

teachers designed to encourage creative thinking namely: defer

judgment, generate many ideas in number and kind, sol icit free think=

ing of unusual ideas and bizarre notions and combine solutions. Some

writers provide detailed practical suggestions regarding what can be

done in the classroom to improve and foster creative output. Gowan

and Demos (1964) for example suggest that one be:-

1) respectful of unusual questions

2) show children that their ideas have value,

3) provide opportunities for self-i~itiated learnings and give

credit for them

4) provide for periods of non-evaluated practice or learning

when the child can feel free to make mistakes (Reading for

the Gifted and Talented 1979, p. 89).

Ruth Strange (in Fl iegler, 1961) stresses that creativity does not

develop in a vacuum for: liThe potentially creative person needs
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encouragement, opportunities for expression, and sound instruction,

he must derive satisfaction from. the creative process and product "

(p. 185). Strange proposes that creativitydeve10ps as the person

responds selectively to his environment with sensitivity and percep=

tion and requires motivation, purpose, persistence, self-discipline,

self-confidence and encouragement.

Torrance (in Gowan, Demos and Torrance 1967) suggests 10 ways for

parents and teachers to help young children gifted in creative

writing and speech namely:

1) Provide materials which develop imagination.

2) Provide materials which enrich imagery.

3) Permit time for thinking and day-dreaming.

4) Encourage children to record their ideas.

5) Give children's writing some concrete embodiment.

6) Accept the child's natural tendency to take a different look.

7) Prize rather than punish true individual ity.

8) Be cautious about editing children's writings.

9) Encourage children to play with words.

10) Love them and let them know it (p. 210 to 219).

Much of the above advice remains too general to be of use. Which

materials will develop the imagination or enrich imagery? Indeed

even injuctions to 'love them' and provide an atmosphere conducive to

creative endeavour remain so dependent on the personal ity of individual

teachers as to be of little value as a general guide.

The problem of the nature of creativity (and even more so of the

creative child) thus remains. For most teachers,and thus sadly for

most 'creative children', its successful identification and adequate

stimulation to a unique process or product may remain a matter of

chance. There is no all-inclusive guiding definition. Creative

adults may bear I ittle resemblance to creative children, problem

solving techniques are almost impossible to analyse, many are open

minded yet very few synthesise a multipl icity of stimul i into a unique
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production. Consrder~d evaluation is thus difficult. It is relatively

easy to quantify fluency, flexibility and even original ity~ Something

new may be recognisable as such yet few have sufficient insight,

experience, subject-specific knowledge and creativity to evaluate

children's efforts in terms of relative 'creative' content. In

addition other traits, poor motor control, inadequate expression,

erratic spelling, illegibil ity or poor concentration may further

obscure an already ill-defined area. The popular assumption that

everyone possesses some 'creative spark' provides no reassurance yet

may encourage teachers to attempt sufficiently interesting stimuli

within a framework of freedom from premature evaluation in order to

ignite dormant possibilities.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE LANGUAGE OF PRjMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN

1. Introduction

It is perhaps essential to begin a discussion of the language of the

primary school child with the active mode i.e. speech or more properly,

speech as it conveys particular meaning (i .e. talk). This is the means

of expression with which the child is most familiar and therefore

presumably most comfortable. The various theories concerning language

development and its relationships to thought have been considered

earl ier. The emphasis in this chapter is on the nature of oral and

written (i.e. active) language as well as of the receptive mode of

reading among children of primary school age.

This chapter will highl ight the differences between talking, reading

and writing as I inguistic modes of expression and also consider some

of the problems inherent in their expression in the classroom 

problems related both to the children's language itself and to the

teacher's handl ing of language-based activities. The writer has

merely selected some authors and their viewpoints from the current

mass of literature on the subject in order to broadly indicate a

framework within which to describe the reading, writing and talking

skills of a group of primary school children with superior academic

potential.

2. TALKING

2.1 The Nature of Talk

Martin et aZ (1976) state the importance of talk as follows: "All

talk is significant and is the chief means by which we develop as
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individual and social beings ll (p. 15). Talk is thus the primary mode

of 1inguistic expression (although intimately related to other 1inguistic

mqdes) and is central to both individual and social development. It

is therefore important to understand its basic characteristics.

":talk is inefficient" (Martin et al p. 169, Ital ics added) full of

hesitations, repetitions, false starts and syntactical errors both in

children and adults. There is no time as in writing to pause,

reconsider or refine and thus it is to be expected that talk among
. h I h·ld h· h . . . . I 1)primary sc 00 c I ren~even t ose Wit superior cognitive potentia ';

will display such patterns as a result of the spontaneous nature of

talk.

Talk is determined by the situation in which it occurs. Thus primary

school children need Ila variety of situations and challenges to

consol idate and broaden their language to show"how much children

can do with the language they possess, how much they know and how

ingenious they are in using it" (Rosen and Rosen 1973, p. 73). Rosen

and Rosen propose personal involvement in the topic of conversation

and pupil initiated talk to heighten the flow and structural complex=

ity of talk amongst school children.

Martin et al (1976) propose 'everyday speech ' with Ilits looseness,

its relative inexpl icitness, its focus on the speaker's own vision ll

(p. 18) as the best means of expressing thought and new learning.

Thus teachers should encourage and respect it as a means of expression

and learning.

Talk is functional arising from I'some situation of doing, or feel ing

or thinking" (Martin et al 1976, p. 25). As such it reveals

1) Or perhaps especially those with superior abil ity as they might
be more ~onsciously concerned with cognitive processes than with
their expression.
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individual differences and idiosyncracies and also displays a child's

"process of thinking" (Rosen and Rosen 1973, p. 29). Indeed talking

through matters can help children to " see cause/effect relationships

and complexity quite naturally" (Rosen and Rosen 1973, p. 33).

Also revealed through talk is the fact that children have their own

ways of learning and that some take longer to talk and join in than

others. Rosen and Rosen (1973) point out that quiet children are not

necessarily unco-operative, unsociable or without anything to say.

The shy and inarticulate may need help in order to have their say but

others merely need time "to formulate their thought more fullyl' (p. 47).

2.2 An Attempt at Classification

Rosen and Rosen (1973) define three broad types of talk namely I'talk=

ing about the pastil, "talking while doing" 1) and "talking while

observing" (p. 58). They see the primary school child's talk

developing from the already complex elements of a five year old's

talk (p. 60 and 61), i.e.:

1. observation (the need to express a strong social urge to share)

2. questions representing a search for meaning

3. interpretation and generalisation from observation and from

previous experience and knowledge

4. reasoning and argument 2)

5. expressiveness (to gain satisfaction from the expression of

feel ings) and

6. symbolic interpretation.

1) Luria1s (1959) regulative function of language.

2) Compare Piaget1s view that speech is egocentric at that age
"Rudimentary and 1inked to material action itself" (Piaget '
1969, p. 20).
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Martin et aZ (1976) in her classification stresses the situation in

which talk occurs namely :

1. non-classroom contexts,

2. the inner worlds of the imaginative,

3. work talk in school,

4. playing of roles or models (po 11).
The child in the non-classroom situation (with or without an adult

present) may talk for different reasons at different ages. Thus at

first he merely needs a listener or an accompaniment to create and

sustain imaginary situations, at five or six talk may sustain friendly

social encounters whilst at seven he may talk out his troubles in an

attempt to understand his own situation (pp. 28 to 35).

Later, at primary school level, he may discuss school topics in everyday

terms and in informal settings. Group talk may be characterised by

displays of expert knowledge interspersed with reminiscences, choruses

of agreement and shared opinions (po 58 and 59).

The talk represent~tive of inner worlds progresses from the three year

old's natural poetic expression, through the seven year old's under=

standing of the conventions of story tell ing to a fantasy world

expressed as dramatic dialogue. Rosen and Rosen (1973) suggest that

the desire to fantasize and make up words has usually receded by the

age of eleven but that children of high intell igence might switch to

common usage and more conventional speech earl ier.

'Work talk' in school is generally considered by teachers to be the sort

of responsible talk that aids school learning. Yet Martin et aZ (1916)
propose that :

"children talking among themselves can advance their understanding in

importa.nt ways" (po 79). A similar view is held by Jarnes Britton in

the article lTalking to Learn' {Barnes, Britton, Rosen ~741.

Role playing and model adoption requires "appropriate language patterns"

(Martin et aZ, 1976, p.144). The situation determines how formal the
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language should be and during formal discussions children are able to

formulate, test and revise their view of the world, confirm or enlarge

each other's understanding of some of the basic facts of living, gain

practice and confidence with words and indulge in a social and rational

act.

Martin etal (1976, p. 208) stress that ~rogress in talk depends on

personal ity traits and on certain social qualities and skills such as

concern, generosity, courtesy and humility. More specifically note

is made of such techniques as

being sufficiently interested in someone else to ask them

questions, and listen to their answers;
J

being prepared to let someone have his head; allowing him time

and space to formulate and reformulate an idea without interrupt=

ing him; and to support him with little encouraging noises;

being prepared to hold one's own point or interest temporarily

in abeyance so that one c:an help someone else in his

formulation, and so that the main thread of the discourse is

not lost;

being prepared even to lose the chance of voicing an idea because

the other person, or the mainstream of the argument,is more

important;

being able to participate in the formulation of a group construct

to which all have contributed and now subscribe.

It is unl ikely that even the older children in the writer's study

groups (i.e. the ten and eleven year olds~ no matter how advanced

intellectually, could cope with aZl the above-mentioned social skills.

A detailed description of the children's patterns of oral behaviour,

in formal talk, tape recordings and discussions occurs in Chapter four.

The extent to which pr imary school children are able to exercise their
des i re for informal everyday chatter, talking to learn and the
perfection of conversational skills depends largely on the attitude
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of the teacher to the place of talk in the school format and to the

importance of his or her own preference for "teacher-talk" 1)

2.3 The leacher's Role

2.3.1 A Suitable ~tmosphere

Rosen and Rosen (1973) advocate the open classroom as the ideal

situation in which children may explore and discuss with other

children, learn through a curiosity to know and taZk whilst doing

so, so that exploring the environment .includes lithe verbal exploration

of the environment ll (p. 56). Certain basic principles or techniques

are, however, just as likely to foster talk no matter what the

physical arrangement of the classroom.

Firstly, children are seldom short of ideas or language and may talk

profitably for considerable periods of time (often for two hours at

a time in the case of the writer's study groups A and B). If teachers

were not to separate 'work talk ' as something which is useful for

self-knowledge from all talk which helps to "ass imilate experience

and build a world" (Martin et al., 1976, p. 15) and would 11 ••• l.et; talk

happen where it would naturally happen, and ... organise things so

it coul.d happen" (Rosen and Rosen 1973, p. 84) children at primary

school level would be much more I ikely to initiate conversation and

sustain it. Speech is after all the matrix from which one moves to

new and difficult situations arid thus it should be encouraged as

important to the learher - especially as it occurs in its everyday
form.

The nature of the teacher's role in guiding such talk obviously

requires a subtle balance between directing and facil itating whether

1) Which predominates according to Barnes et al. (1974) in most
classrooms.
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the teach~r is physically present or not. As Martin et aZ (1976)

phras~ it '~dults need to know how to operate balance - help them

to talk when we aren't there and enable them to bring in everything

they need to when we arell
• In other words, the teacher's role may

be that of "joint chairman ll (p. 27) or 'background facil itator' but

this can only occur if the teacher is not intent on single-minded

transference of facts and data. The teacher thus merely monitors

and comes in ori lIa process that is basically running itself"

(Martin et aZ, 1976, p. 143). Indeed liThe interpersonal process of

inquiry that children will, in the right set up, get going by them=

selves can take them further than we usually suppose l
' (Martin et aZ,

1976, p. 143).

The correct atmosphere might be established by a willingness to

1isten, by helping others to formulate ideas without dominating the

scene, helping to keep the topic open and promoting deeper formula=

tions. Certain techniques described below may help tb promote such

an atmosphere.

2.3.2 Facil itating Techniques

Teachers often consider that questioning promotes a spirit of

enquiry. As the extensive consideration of the matter by Barhes

et aZ (1974) has shown, careless and inept questioning tech=

niques often el leit one-word answers and cut off lithe vital

elements of a child's speech" (Rosen and Rosen 1973). Teachers

seldom take time to really 1isten to their pupils and share

experiences so as to allow the child expression of the true

1inguistic competence he possesses. Indeed Rosen and Rosen (1973)

would propose that "children have available much more 1inguistic

competence than usually finds its way into their speech ll (p. 65).
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The use of the tape recorder may assist primary school children

towards a wider range of language use. The writer found that the

presence of an unknown adult disturbed the children and even

seemed to restrict the flow of their free speech yet the presence

of the tape recorder was unobtrusive in the general recording of

the sessions and a novel means of expression for individual use.

Both Martin et aZ (1976) and Rosen and Rosen (1973) comment on the

favourable reaction of children to the tape-recorder - it adds

incentive to efforts, heightens the expressive qual ity of language

(Rosen and Rosen 1973, p. 53) and heightens the speaker's sense

of audience (Martin et aZ 1976, p. 12).

Teachers might also do well to instruct children in the qual ities

and skills which encourage both true conversation and self-confidence.

Martin et aZ (1976) mention some of these namely, the need to

relax and not to feel threatened, removal of the need to win an

argument to prove oneself or defend present views against attack so

that conversation becomes an "exploration of like-minded people"

(p. 208).

The above reference to talk has been given considerable space and

indeed a measure of priority not necessarily because it is a better

mode of expression than writing but because it does have a place

(and one often neglected until now) in the primary school.

3. WRITING

3.1 The Nature of Writing

To the layman,writing may seem an exact graphic representation of

the other active mode of language, speech. In fact writing

differs significantly from talking and has a firmer grammatical
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structure yet not a different grammar. ROsen and Rosen (1973) more

speciflcally differentiate writing from talking through its lack of

intonational and other clues. its need for analysis and the

necessity of forward planning.

Almost all children talk sufficiently well to make themselves under=

stood. Users of what Bernstein, in the sixties, called 'restricted

codes' have no difficulty in basic communication among peers. Yet

many children, no matter what their socio-economic background,do

experience difficulty in the school taught areas of reading and

writing. The variety of theories noted previously in this work

concerning the nature of language development and its relationship

to thought served to predict the lack of a completely valid theory

of how children learn, or do not learn, to write.

Burgess et aZ (1973) suggest in fact that, "We need to locate

difficulties which children find in learning to write in the nature

. of writing as well as in the chi ldren" (p. 12).

Before the era of education for all, writing was carried out by the

few for special ised purposes. On the one hand we must query, with

Rosen and Rosen (1973), how much writing is actually needed in life.

As he bluntly states, lilt is easy to think of many reasons why a

young child should not want to write and very difficult to think of

reasons why he should ll (p. 84). On the other hand, despite the

difficulties inherent in writing, there are certain advantages to

the written word. Writing allows time to select IImore pondered

inventions ll (Rosen and Rosen 1973, p. 91) to find the correct meaning

for the context. It is not an end in itself, it helps us do some=

thing better, think, act, co-operate, influence or be understood,

and grapple for expression.

Writing is able to reduce time lapses and recreate experiences. It

also allows for explanation and accumulation of data in order to

arrive at a logical conclusion - an exercise perhaps particularly
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relevant for the intellectually superior. Writing has, too, a

benefit of a less academic nature for it "gives children a chance

to withdraw from day-to-day pressing contacts, to work out what

they think, to record their doings and to sort out their feel ings ll

(Rosen and Rosen 1973, p. 142).

Yet as Burgess et aZ (1973) stress, writing is not easy for lilt

imposes demands on the performer which do not characterise in the

same way either our active use of language (talking) or our

receptive ones (reading and listening)1I (p. 11). The skills

involved in learning to write are mult1ple and complex: primarily

transfer from an aural to a visual medium is required and this

entails mastery of the specific skills of spell ing, punctuation

and the resources of a more formal grammar than that required in

talk. Beyond these skills I ies the more subtle difficulty of

location in terms of II re l a tions with -- readers and their expect=

ations as to the kind of thing (written)1I (Burgess et aZ 1973,

p. 17). In addition there is of course the most important element

in any piece of written work namely a search for meaning.

It is no wonder then that

What children can write is often
far simpler than what they can
speak, nor that in the endeavour
to transfer to writing the
complexity of the ideas they can
handle in talk or 'in the head',
they sometimes launch themselves
without arriving.

(Burgess et aZ 1973, p. 12)

This latter difficulty is termed a Imazel by linguists. As far as

children with superior intellectual knowledge are concerned two

possibil ities seem to exist; either they should cope better with

the change of medium and analysis of grammatical structure that
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is required in writing or else the greater complexity of their

ideas may be reflected in an even more marked inability in their

written expression.

A I ink with the theories concerning the development of speech and

its relationship to thought may be profitable here. The Piagetian

approach would propose the gradual decl ine of egocentric speech

whilst Vygotsky's approach would consider it to become internal ised,

compressed and individuated until lithe child thinks inwards ll (Rosen

and Rosen 1973, p. 269). Rosen and Rosen (1973) propose the

necessity of a certain developmental stage before writing can be

successfully mastered namely the development of inner speech (often

aided by external speech as is reading). Luria (1959) proposes that

in fact writing helps us develop inner speech (using language in our

heads to think) because the former requires planning. Burgess et at
(1973) sum up the difficulties involved thus: liThe fundamental

problem with children writing is not so much that children find it

difficult, but that it is difficult for everyone ll (p. 12).

3.2 TheClassification'of Writing Types

Despite the difficulties stated above, children do not learn to

write without some basis from which to begin. They have all

their previous experience of talking, listening and reading

upon which to draw - an internal framework together with the

nature of the external framework in the form of topic, audience,

and other factors.

The classification of the external framework poses some diffi=

cui ties for as Rosen and Rosen (1973) point out, "We lack both

a theory and the supporting investigation to be more precise

about the different forms of writing in the primary school. The

terms usually used are totally inadequate" (p. 95).
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Writing is popularly divided by teachers into that which is 'creative'

and that which is 'formal'. The latter implies some sort of learning.

Rosen and Rosen (1973) state quite harshly that

We are so utterly indoctrinated to
believe that. no true learning has
taken place unless it is written
up or written out that no one has
seriously examined what kinds of
learning in any field might take
place without a word having been
written. (p. 132).

Thus children in the primary school and elsewhere spend much of the

time wr it ing so as to tell the teacher I'what he a 1ready knows so that

he may judge whether the pupi 1 knows it ll (Barnes et al 1974, p. 142).
They reproduce facts, copy and are kept occupied with 'busy work'

which has little or no real impact on their 1ives.

Indeed perhaps all writing should be 'creative' in the sense that it

is meaningful to the writer i.e. close to first hand experience and

to talk. Rosen and Rosen (1973) suggest that it is "dangerous to

have a stereotyped view of what 'creative' or any other type of

writing is" (p. 102).

Burgess et al (1973. p. 17 and 18) describe the classification

advocated by Barnes, Britton, Rosen and others. Language is

classified according to its function as transactional (i .e. inform=

ative and persuasive as in philosophy and science) poetic (i .e. an

art form) and expressive (i.e. an intimate, informal and relaxed

exchange). It is 1ikely that the latter form will predominate in

young children's speech. It should perhaps be exploited to stress

the necessity of quality above quantity, to convey real meaning,

(i.e. to include feelings) and to tell a story, provide information,

solve a problem or get things done (Rosen and Rosen 1973, p. 143).
The successful completion of any piece of writing but especially of

writing in the expressive mode depends very much on the teacher's

influence.
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3.3 The Teacher1s Role

All writing occurs within the confines of a particular situation

and it is invariably the teacher who determines its nature,~,namely by

stipulating the topic, the person to whom it is directed and physical

means, limits and possibilities such as length and time allowed for

completion. If children are to write with a particular end in mind

whilst still maintaining meaning they need both experience with a

wide variety of types of writing and the freedom to choose both the

nature of the topic and the time and the means of its expression.

It is only through freedom to experience such variety that a 'feel'

for the audience (i .e. either formal or colloquial) and for the

appropriateness of modes of expression can develop.

As Burgess et a"t state, children " need to try things out too, to

experiment and test themselves in a situation which is not critical ll

(p. 21). The adult1s role in this situation is seen as one of

developing confidence rather than 11 ... assessing a performance"

(p. 21). In order to do this a chi Id needs a great variety of

first-hand experiences and freedom from " res trictive choices and the

imposition of a fixed way of treating a theme ll (Rosen and Rosen 1973,

p. 95).

Indeed children write mostly what teachers expect them to write. A

first draft in which child and topic are intimately involved in the

communication of significant meaning is rare. Children are often

more concerned that someone (preferably an adult) should determine

both the form and content of their writing than to evidence the

immediacy and exuberance so often reflected in their speech. They

seem to feel safer within the narrow confines to which they seem to

have become accustomed.
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4.1 Introduction

The ability 'to read' is perhaps the most prized goal in the early

primary school years. Children are often grouped as I good , readers,

'readers' or 'in need of remedial attention'. The topic is almost

emotive especially as it concerns children who have been taught to

read (or have taught themselves) prior to school entry. In the

senior primary years much of the curriculum is based on the assumption

that children have mastered both the basic technical ities inherent in

the reading skills and, indeed, have progressed beyond these to a

fairly sophisticated understanding of the nature of meaning and

context. Reading ability thus immediately becomes related to

scholastic achievement. Often the complexity of the skill is

forgotten. as are the visual and perceptual skills required for word

recognition, memory skills and the ability to read ahead for meaning

i.e. the complex cognitive processes involved in deciphering a complex

coding, decoding, meaning inherent, organisational pattern.

That teachers are confused as to the natu re of 'read ing' ab i I i ty is

thus understandable 1). That most teachers are aware of the import=

ance of reading, however, is equally clear yet in the writer's

experience their monitoring of the children's progress once a child

is labelled la reader' is poor and even displays a lack of interest.

4.2 The Nature of Reading

Martin et al (1976, pp. 3 to 27) survey the issues arising from the

1975 Bullock Report entitled A Language for Life (HMSO). Much of

what is reported concerning reading serves to define its nature more

succinctly than has been the case in the past. Although the Report

1) See the opinions expressed by the teachers of the children in the
writer's study groups in Chapter Four.
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is concerned with the secondary school in particular much of what is

said must of necessity reflect on the primary school situation for it

is there that the foundations are laid (or not laid).

Some of the general recommendations of the report follow:

a) The need for reading and writing skills has increased

despite the more obvious noticeable predominance of

visual and oral communication media. Reading is still

the dominant means for obtaining every-day information

and for learning.

b) Reading is tied to the level of verbal experience and

is often a base from which writing and talking skills

grow.

c) the teaching of reading is a continuous process. There

is no single step to a definite point at which a child

can read. There is no threshold for " pup ils need help

with their basic primary skills in reading well beyond

early thresholds" (Martin et aZ 1-916', p. 20) and "Word

recognition is merely the primary skill inadequate on

its own. There is a hierarchy of reading skills,

through the intermediate skills of sequences of words

to the comprehension skills ll (p. 20).

d) The above skills require positive teacher intervention,

11 within a real language contextll (p. 22).

Rosen and Rosen (1973) suggest the title of real readers for some

children, the few 11 ••• who will read three or four books a week on

any and every subject ll
, (p. 165). A' true reader' has control of

his language experience,

He can decide about input, that is to
say while he can scarcely control the
the speech of those around him (except
perhaps to switch it off!), he can begin
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to seek out the book he wants, ignore
those he disl ikes and even in on£
and the same book go back, skip or
stop reading. Reading then can con=
tribute to the child's sense of himself
as an autonomous learner

(Rosen and Rosen 1973, p. 166).

4.3 Some Approaches to Readin[

By 'approaches i the writer does not mean methods of teaching initial

reading skills for these are almost infinite and a discussion of their

relative merit would be complex whilst not really germane to the

present topic. Instead the writer would like to propose several

general points of interest related to general techniques and more

specifically to those children who might be designated as of superior

intellectual potential 1)

Reading must be seen as intimately interrelated with the other language

modes. Certain tendencies in the primary school to regard reading as

a separate, special ised skill hardly related to other pursuits and

subjects have led to some pecul iarities which may affect a child's

entire language outlook even beyond the early years. First of these

is, of course, the use of repetitive and monotonous graded readers.

Rosen and Rosen (1973) point out the danger of their use to other

language areas IIWhen they (children) come to write for themselves

they imitate the examples presented to themll (p. 162). This is likely

to be especially so for children who lack self-confidence or confidence

in the verbal area no matter how intell igent they may be. In fact

IIEven from the very early stages we may be teaching many children to

mistrust their own ways of thinking in preference to the safe, stereo=

typed construction ll (Rosen and Rosen 1973, p. 162). This tendency

may hide both creative and I inguistic talent.

1) A d~tailed discussion of reading for the 'gifted' and the reading
habits of the study group children occurs in Chapter Four.
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Wallen (1971) remarks on the teacher's tendency to assign readers on

the basis of years of school ing rather than on current reading achieve=

ment level. Children may even be prevented from progressing through

a graded scheme for fear of encroachment on the following year's

scheme. He thus proposes a criterion-referenced approach to reading

by means of which performance objectives are set, followed by instruct=

ion and retesting where necessary. Such objective measurement of

reading skills may not always be an adequate tool but what is certain

is that some more effective procedure than random allocation of

readers to school levels is required, particularly for the child with

superior intellectual potential whether he possesses superior reading

ski lIs or not.

Certain American writers propose what is termed 'creative reading'

and stress the broader general advantages of reading viewed as both

process and product i.e. word-attack skills as well as reading IIfor

information, clarification, verification, pleasure and escape ll

(Barbe 1971, p. 67). Creative reading for those of superior cognitive

abil ity should entail IIMore than merely reading beyond what the

author intended ... (it) becomes an element in the character and goal

setting development of each child ll (Barbe 1971, p. 67). Isaacs (1971)

claims wide benefits for this type of divergent, interpretive,

predictive and evaluative approach to reading. These include a notion

of IIWho (the chi Id) is and who he might become l' (Isaacs 1971, p. 63)

and scope for the imagination in the midst of other I imitations.

Barbe (1971, p. 67) also proposes 'critical reading' which might

include analysis, synthesis and evaluation, as well as a consideration

of the author's background and motivation.

These approaches are not unl ike the Bullock report's call for a less

rigidly graded and delimited attitude to all children's reading.

IIThus the seven-year old should be faced with inference, reorganisation,

evaluation, and appreciation, much as word recognition, word attack

skills, and the intermediate skills of sentence construing should not

be thought of as left behind in the secondary school" (Marland et aZ
1977, p. 21).
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5. OVERVIEW

It is interesting to consider the points mentioned above in the light

of the Bullock report1s recommendations and in the I ight of present

teacher attitudes to the whole range of language activities in the

primary school.

The Report is concerned with the role played by language in learning

and the obvious need to meet the reading proficiency level demanded

by various school subjects. The reciprocal interaction proposed i.e.

that subjects should be more integrated and that language development

and content learning should go hand in hand, has not always come to

fruition.

There are several reasons for this state of affairs. Firstly, the

process is complex on a purely organisational level. The implement=

ation of a 'whole school language policy' in which each teacher is

clear as to his or her role as general disseminator or specialist

and teacher of particular language skills in order to achieve,

'Icoherence whilst retaining variety" (Marland et aZ 1977, p. 9) is

no mean feat.

Other difficulties which may impede unity between the different modes

of language,between language usage across subjects and between school

levels may perhaps be more directly explained by a consideration of

general teacher, head teacher and inspectorate attitudes.

That teacher-talk predominates in most primary school classrooms is

clear (Barnes, Britton and Rosen, 1974). Many teachers and their

superiors prefer quieter, restricted and controlled writing skills to

expressive pupil-talk as a learning medium. Indeed allowing the latter

requires considerable flexibility and patience. Inspiring the type

of talk which will enable children to learn in their own ways further

requires an understanding of types of talk, the situations in which.

they arise and considerable creativity on the teacher's part.
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Learning through talk includes the understanding of broader concepts

and social' skills such as the nature of conversation and discussion.

That many teachers are not aware of the above benefits of 'talking to

learn l (Barnes, Britton and Rosen 1974) and: that their superiors are

sometimes unwilling to allow experimentation is a clear indication

that this new field of enquiry will need considerable time for its

benefits to begin to permit the use of more individualised learning

styles through language.

Further research is necessary into the relationships of reading,

writing and talking skills one to another and to the cogrnitive

processes which both underl ie and accompany them. One of the ways

in which teachers might further such research and, at the same time,

increase their understanding of the children in their care, would be

to allow children more time to talk through their experiences rather

than around them when difficulties occur.

The firmer grammatical structure and the more rigid conventions of

writing as opposed to those of talking have already been noted. Many

primary school teachers having I ittle need to write original work of

any length have not achieved, either by practice or learning, an in

depth knowledge of types of writing or of their conventions. It may

thus be difficult for them to teach such skills to the children 1)

Head teachers and inspectors may be more concerned with neatly

presented and marked exercises and copying than with the inherent

qual ity of the writing or of its relationship of the child's learning

or cognitive processes.

1) Professor B.J. Wagner in fact described an in-service course
for qualified teachers (The Chicago Area Writing Project) to
teach them the writing skills they themselves demand of '
pupils at the Third International Conference on the Teaching
of English held at the University of Sydney in August 1980.
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Reading abil ity has a profound effect on a child's scholastic
!

performance and thus also on his self-concept. It is thus important

that teachers should understand the complexity of the hierarchy of

reading skills and the need for their continuous teaching and

encouragement. To this end head-teachers and the inspectorate need

to stipulate clearly which skills should be taught at successive

levels.

The brief review of certain topJcs of concern in the teaching of

language in the primary school in this chapter is followed, in the

next, by a general review of programmes for the 'gifted ' and a more

detailed consideration of the researcher's own programme and

techniques.
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€HAPTER. THREE

SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL PROVISION FOR CHILDREN WITH

SUPERIOR POTENTIAL

1. Introduction

Chapters One and Two have served to provide a general survey of the

theories basic to an understanding of the themes underlying the stated

topic - namely the nature of intell igence, the relationship between

language and ~hought, the intell igence quotient score, the nature and

identification of 'giftedness', 'talent' and 'creativity', the language

of the primary school child and a description of the background data

concerning the writer's study groups.

The present chapter serves to link the preceding background informa=

tion to the more specific detail ing of the writer's findings concerning

the study groups as related in subsequent chapters. This chapter in=

eludes a general I iterature survey of the nature, content and techni=

ques used in some programmes for the gifted, and a detailed

description of the stimul i and techniques employed by the writer

together with the children's and parents' evaluation of those.

The programme itself, although based on certain general themes (Bloom's

taxonomy, the need to practise viewing circumstances from alternative

perspectives, the predominance of practice. in the higher cognitive

processes) is largely based on the writer's own ideas. The value of

the programme I ies not so much in any inherent worth but in the

reactions and I inguistic responses to it. It is merely a basis from

which to proceed to an analysis and interpretation of some linguistic

tendencies amongst primary school children of superior measured

intellectual ability.
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2. Programmes for the 'Gifted'

L.1 The Nature of Programmes for the 'Gifted'

The nature of any programme for children designated as 'gifted' or as

po~sessing superior abil ity or potential is determined by the nature

of the definition used to identify such children. Such definitions

might include children who are 'rapid learners' (York et at, undated),

'superior performers and good lesson-learners' (Renzull i 1977),

lintellectuals' (Gowan and Demos 1964), 'superior scorers' on

intelligence quotient or other standardized tests, or those possessing

special talents in particular fields such as maths, science or language

(for example, The Study of Mathematically Precocious Youth at Johns

Hopkins University).

Clearly programmes designed for such widely diverse categories will

vary considerably both in content and technique. A further basic

difference between programmes is likely to consist in their relative

stress of cognitive processes (usually based on Bloom's or Guilford's

models) or more tangible products for example such as' one specified

by Gowan and Demos (1964): 'IThe ultimate goal, of course, is to reach

the point where our gifted children write spontaneously and

enthusiastically on subjects of their own choosing" (p. 148).

Any programme specially designed to cater for a particular group,

whether in a special class, school, or merely as individualised

extension in a heterogeneous group, by its very nature, must exclude

some children designated as 'gifted' by another definition. Thus a

programme for 'rapid learners' excludes the ponderous child and the

late maturer; one for 'good lesson-learners' excludes the under 

achiever with a high intelligence quotient and those with specific

learning disabil ities and one based on intelligence quotient scores

alone may exclude the 'creatively gifted'.
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Thus there can be no generalised 'programme' for 'gifted' children

without due consideration of the nature and needs of paX'tic:ulaX'

children or a partic:u'lar grioup of children. Thus so-called 'indivi=

dual ised instruction' might appear to be the ideal answer. Yet as

Renzull i (1977) points out individual ised instruction is often little

more than "a common body of prescribed material", covered at different

rates, i.e. jumping "through essentially the same set of loops"

(p. 15). What follows is a brief summary of some of the characteris=

tics of programmes proposed for the groups of children characterised

above.

York et al in thei r undated programme for rapid learners in

Grand Forks Public school provide some detailed and useful ideas for

stimulation in the social sciences, mathematics and language arts from

kindergarten to grade 6 (i .e. pre-school to ! 11 year olds). The

programme fails to consider the underachiever or the 'bright' child

with emotional or other problems which affect his scholastic pro=

ficiency. Skills to be taught are divided into three categories;

developmental, creative and recreational and can generally be said to

accelerate the abi I ity of those already displaying 'accelerated' ski ll.?

Items include early introduction to dictionary skills, grammatical

categories, etymology,original work and literary appreciation.

Renzulli (1977) proposes a hierarchy of enrichment activities (Types I,

I1 and I I I) for those children performing at clearly more advanced

levels in particular content areas (i .e. those displaying a balanced

interaction of above average abi] ity, task commitment and creativity

thus resulting in superior performance). He would thus exclude as in

need of special consideration those of high abil ity but lacking

motivation.

Much of Renzull its work springs from a desire to endow 'gifted pro=

grammes' with a programmatical defensibil ity i.e. with a theoretical

basis which embraces the need for a particular type of activity namely

"general exploratory activities", "group training activities", and
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finally "individual and small group inve'stigations of re~d problems"

(Renzulli 1977, p. 14).

Renzull i advocates proceeding from the child's in depth self-analysis

of his/her areas of interest (actual or potential) ascertained by

answering the 'Interest-A-Lyser' questionnaire. •Process-based'

activities (either based on Bloom's o~ Guilfo~dls models) arec then

advocated in order to develop the skills necessary for-advanced levels

of enquiry achieved at level I I I. Here, freedom of choice and

response must be maintained at all costs, until the child becomes an

actual investigator of real problems using the appropriate methods of

enquiry. The child is thus pre-eminently producer not consumer and

must communicate his or her results in a professionally appropriate

manner. Renzull i has based much of his approach on the premise that

'gifted' adults are producers in certain areas of human problem 

solving or artistic creation - i.e. those who have 'after the fact'

recognition after working on real world problems. From this basis

stems his plea for consideration of "s incere interests", " rea l

problems", "au thentic audiences" and "tangible products" (Renzull i

1977, pp. 66 and 68).

Gowan and Demos (1964) name the 'gifted' child's intellectual nature as

his outstanding characteristic - that which distinguishes him or her

from the general ity. Thus the child is better able "to manipulate

symbols and to engage in abstract thinking" (Gowan and Demos 1964,

p.40). Thus:

He needs the tools of his trade
symbols and ideas. The prrme
need, therefore, is to facil i=
tate this symbol manipulation
in I inguistic and quantitative
fields - in languages and in
mathematics, which leads us
directly to enrichment in terms
of depth. Certainly the gifted
child will profit proportionally
to his abil ity if he can remain
creative and original and he
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needs stim~lation and exposure to
new ideas and experiences. But
primarily he needs lexercise' and
development of his ability to
think so that he can have the
widest range of. cultural ex=
periences at a greater depth than
is possible for his fellows of
average abil ity.

(Gowanand Demos 1964, p. 140 to 141)

The above lenthy quotation is justified in terms of its relationship

to the next group of children i.e. those identified and provided for

on the basis of superior intelligence quotient scores i.e. potential

intellectuals but not necessarily 'rapid l or 'good ' lesson learners.

Gallagher (1975) points out that the higher one goes up the I.Q.

range the greater the need for highly individualised programmes:

"Since with fewer children available one would rarely find children

with closely matching abilities " (Gallagher 1975, p. 12). He also

states that because of insufficient challenge in heterogeneous groups

children are unable to sustain efforts. Thus he proposes homogeneous

grouping where: "Gifted children are not restrained by those of lesser

abil ity ... and thus the teacher feels free to create an environment

where difficult problems can be considered" (Gallagher 1975, p. 141).

Some of the abil ities possessed by children of superior intell igence

which may require the type of individual ised treatment suggested by

Gallagher above, might include the attainment of concepts "by testing

hypotheses while children of average intell igence do so through more

of a rote process", {research by OsIer and Trautman cited in Amster

1965, p. 545)as they "havemore different associations to any two stimuli

than average children doll and I'use deductive reasoning in confirming"

solutions (Amster 1965, p. 545). This last proposal is generally

substantiated by Donaldson (1978) who suggests that: "Children are

not so I imited in abil ity to reason deductively as Piaget and others

have claimed" (p. 58). One might suppose this particularly true of

children with superior intellectual abil ity.
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Colley (1979) of the In-service Education Division of Services, New

South Wales Department of Education,provides a brief yet comprehensive

summary of the general nature of programmes 'for ,the 'gifted' which

goes beyond the specialised definitions provided above. Whilst

accepting the need for balanced emotional and social development

requiring basic skill mastery, early and speedy acquisition of

concepts~ productive expression of talents, guidance in decision

making and exposure to a wide variety of learning experience~ the

need for a distinctive curriculum focused on conceptual development is

stressed. Such a curriculum is ach.ieved through.the processes of inquiry,

creative and productive thinking,aesthetic expression, problem solving

and expanded content. "It s"t're·sses a wide "range 'of "basic

principles, knowledge of processes as well as products and considera=

tion of a topic both in depth and breadth (Colley 1979, pp. 20 to 22)."

Such strategies allow the bright child to cope better with the

present knowledge explosion by stressing strategies rather than the

retention of facts. They allow too the attainment of goals proposed

for special programs for the talented in the state of New York (as

cited in Colley 1979, p. 20 and 21) namely: superior achievement,

self-directedness, acceptance of responsibil ity, creative thinking

and expression, aesthetic awareness, acceptance of divergent views,

pursuit of alternative solutions, commitment to enquiry and, ultimately,

preparation for satisfying life-styles and careers.

The general recommendations stated above would traditionally be

entitled 'enrichment ' programmes for use either in the ordinary class=

room or in special groups. The other traditional method for teaching

the gifted, namely acceleration (skipping a year or two usually in the

primary school), has not been discussed as it is merely an adminis=

trative move and usually requires that the child participate in the

normal programme of his new class.

2.2 Subject Matter and Technigues

Renzull ils (1977) complaint is that much of what is offered in the
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name ,of gifted education is merely 'cosmetic' both as regards the

content and the techniques employed Ln conveying it. Indeed some

proposals for use with the giHed-are infact relatively simple ideas

already used in many classrooms (see for example Congdon 1978). Thus

Gallagher (1975) proposes a new pedagogy uWhich is necessary to

present these difficult ... concepts to bright but immature minds"

(p. 119) - a different curriculum, presented differently.

This is impossible unless teachers are will ing to accept that "Certain

children are ready on all counts - psychological, intellectual,

emotional, and physiological - to go into fields of learning which are

far in advance for their chronological age ll (Martinson 1968, p. 17).

Even once such recognition has been achieved teachers need to readjust

both their attitudes and techniques considerably. Some of these in=

elude a general shift of both content and methodology towards more

abstract knowledge and symbolism, (Martinson 1968) or skill development

whilst the child follows his own interests and the el imination of

repetition and drill where this is possible (Cranston School Department

Curriculum Guide, 1971). Teachers need the flexibil ity and open~mindedness

to present an assignment so rich, so laden with choices that the child

is more concerned with his own choice than with what the teacher wants.

Beyond these general skills lie othe(s of a more technical nature.

Teachers who wish to take content beyond factual knowledge an~ to

exercise the skills inherent in the higher cognitive levels must

understand (and more important be able to use) the processes described

in models such as those devised by Bloom and Guilford. They will also

need to be able to devise I imited objectives to test the accompl ishment

of these skills.

Gallagher (1975) states that: lilt is entirely possible to develop a

curriculum or a unit of study in which only units, classes, or associa=

tions are stressed, and any transformations or conclusions may be given

or predigested by the teacher" (p. 182). He also notes in an article

(1962) the tendency for the majority of both teacher questions and
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student responses to fall in the cognitive-memory area. Second most

frequent was the category of convergent thinking. He thus makes a

plea for more exercise in the area of transformation~ a skill "Which

demands the abil ity to change existing circumstances to different

forms or structures", and which has "obvious impl ications for

preparing gifted children for a flexible approach to the present, so

that they can modify itfor the future " (Gallagher 1975, p. 181).

He also stresses the need for evaluative responses based on factual

data and which " requ ire the student to establ ish some value continuum

and then to weigh various alternative actions or persons on these

value dimensions" (Gallagher 1975, p. 185). Such responses might not

be amenable to infall ible correction but teachers should be able "to

indicate the impl ications which would follow from certain decisions "

(Gallagher 1975, p. 185). Such techniques may be used to evoke truly

divergent thinking. It is clear that the appl ication of the above

techniques requires in-depth and thorough initial teacher-training or

in-service courses both in the field of general education of the

'gifted'and as concerns the use of specialised procedures.

2.3 A Suitable Cl imate

The above section has advised a curriculum which is stimulating, new,

exciting and generally different in qual ity in order to "l ure the

children to think and behave in new ways, also prompt them to reach

out in language and take hold of more of the resources available to

them" (Rosen and Rosen 1973, p. 32).

Such activities require a particular 'climate' in the classroom as do

those designed to inspire creative thinking processes; i.e. an

atmosphere which favours variation, independence in assured psycho=

logical safety and freedom (Gowan and Demos 1964).

Buescher (1979) makes an interesting plea for 'playfulness' as a

strategy in teaching the language arts to gifted children. He suggests
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an attitude of 'playing with' and 'enjoying' the process of learning,

an attitude he finds lacking inso m~ny classrooms and in so many

teachers.

'Playfulness' is related to pleasure, -leisure and 'security from error'

but does not inhibit other essential elements such as concept formula=

tion and enrichment through enquiry and exposure to diverse symbol

systems; in fact it serves to heighten these. Most significantly it

prevents the curriculum from "Lock-stepping young learners into a

simple mechanistic interpretation of their world" (Buescher 1979, p. 19).

Buescher reflects sadly that Ilmany of the programs appearing in local

(American) schools to support the learning of gifted children seriously

lack imagination, pleasure and youthful exuberance, characteristics of

these chi ldren at play" (Buescher 1979, p. 19).

He cites research to support his theory of 'playful learning' as opposed

to 'heavy doses of academic enrichment'. The benefits (cited on p. 18)

include: increased scores on intell igence sub tests as well as indices

of sequential memory, increased scores on original ity in thinking,

increased abil ity in problem-solving tasks and increased abil ity in

verbal communication. Buescher believes that the range of playfulness

with spontaneous creations and more traditional patterns (riddles,

rhymes) may have a "significant impact on cognitive development and

functioning" (Buescher 1979, p. 18).

There is considerably more controversy surrounding administrative

techniques (acceleration, special classes, special schools) for the

'gifted' than exists about the techniques ~nd cl imate suitable for

the stimulation of their academic or creative skills. Yet this advice,

as can be noted above, is largely couched in general terms - in=

dependent enquiry, problem solving, freedom from censure and so on are

advocated. Few examples of actuaZ content are available, most

programmes being summarised or merely outl ined. Even fewer actual

examples of what the children produce are available. It is for this

reason that the writer has chosen to include a fairly comprehensive

sample of the work produced by the children.
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3. A Description of the Writer's Programme

3.1 Introductron

As has been demonstrated earlier in this chapter, the nature of any

special provision for children of outstanding ability or potential

depends to a large extent on the initially defined outstanding

characteristic (s). As the writer's point of departure was a notably

high intell igence quotient score (although this score was supported

by other relevant data), the programme design reflects an attempt to

investigate the expression both in oral and written form of the so

called 'higher cognitive processes'. The stimul i were designed by the

writer to coincide loosely with Bloom's (1956) categories of transla=

tion, interpretation, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation

and were consciously novel (although not complicated in the sense of

requiring special equipment or preparation) in the hope of evoking

creative responses in some of the children.

The programme was not specifically an enrichment programme but rather

a series of novel 'starters' from which the children could proceed to

speak and write. Although not overtly didactic, it was hoped that

the programme would prove to be a 'learning experience' in that it

involved considered choice of the means of expression and a sharing

and evaluation of methodological procedures and results. Complete

freedom as to means of response, (drawing, writing, taping), content,

and form of response (prose, poetry, notes) was allowed providing

flexibil ity and leeway for expression. The only constraint resided

in the nature of the ~timulu~ itself - a necessity if a wIde variety

of processes was to be covered in a relatively short time.

The children, thus remained almost entirely 'producers' rather than

'consumers' operating on what Renzulli (1977) would consider to be

type I I activities. Despite the fact that the topics were not of their

own choice,many reached a high level of abstraction, sophistication

and complexity in their answers thus reveal ing considerable personal

interest and self-inspired motivation.
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The groups of high I.Q. scorers were homQgeneousin that one regard

only, and thus a wide diversity of responses to the relatively complex

stimul i provided was to be expected as reflections of positive in=

fluences and more negative factors such as general scholastic under=

achievement and poor motivation as well as I inguistic, behavioural,

emotional or social problems. The writer's presence was largely as

'sympathetic listener' for there was no overt evaluation or grading

of what was produced. Discussion, suggestion and the consideration

of impl ications were, however, freely available.

The children were often less than happy with the flexible, open

atmosphere and sought to discover what the researcher 'expected' or

'wanted' as a final product. The writer concedes that the very

absence of traditional constraints may have "affected the qual ity of

the work produced. Some children failed to accept the challenge of

independence and freedom of expression and would resort to copying

rather than to working with others - another uption. This apparent

aversion to the exercise of freedom reflects the unfortunate habit

practised by many teachers i.e. the idea that teaching impl ies the

transferance of a rigid set of data from the teachers' heads to the

pupils' (See Barnes, Britton and Rosen1s research, 1974).

That the children enjoyed the programme was clear from the joyful and

noisy playfulness which characterised all the sessions (all voluntarily

out of school hours except for Group C), the impressive attendance

rate (100% for Groups Band C - 5 sessions, 75% for Group A over 17
sessions), and the more formal response by the children and their

parents to an evaluation questionnaire. What follows is a descrip=

tion of the programme, its nature, content and aims Xogether with the

children1s general reaction and examples of their work. Summaries of

the programme and of the processes on which it is based precede (see

figures16and 17) the detailed descriptions of each session.
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Session I Session II

Gett i ng to Know You Translation Exercises

GrouP A - Informal game. Potted biographies Exerci se 1 - Groups A, Band C
to identify. Devising a secret code.
Groups A, Band C Exercise 2 - Group A only

Touch Testing-the translation of a ser ies of textureslQues t ionna ire
into words.

Session II1 Session IV

Group A only An Exercise in Interpretation

Admi n istrat ion of the 'New South African Group Groups A, B and C
Test' . Proverbs to interpret and match.

Session V Session VI

Exerc ises in Appl ication Group A only

Groups A, B and C Adml n istrat ion of the Human Sciences Research Council
Exercise 1: Tree fell ing Engl ish Higher Achievement Tests
Exercise 2: The Murder Case

Session VII Session VIII

An Exerc ise in Analysis An Exercise in Analysis

Groups A, B and C Group A only

Sequence of Events Bridge Bui lding

Var iat ion in the sequence of events in the Design and preparation for building a dual ra i 'troad
construction of certain articles- car, bicycle. bridge.

Session IX Session X

An Exercise in Analysis An Exerc i se in Synthesis

Group A only Group A only
Factory Design Abstract Art

Choose a product then design the factory to produce it. A synthesis of known concrete objects and abstract
representation.

Session XI Session XII

An Exerc ise in ~ynthesis An Exerci se· in Synthesis

Group A only Group A only
The Senses Space Adventure

A synthesis of the five senses into a single organ An synthesis of existing knowledge with the imaginationor creature. to design and people another planet.

Session XIII Sessions XIV and XV

An Exercise in Evaluation Exerc ises in Evaluation

Groups A, B and C Group A only
The Playlets Discussion based on relevant criteria on topics suchAn exercise in understanding the subjectivity of as the bomb, urban isa t ion, popu lat ion control, franchisEassessment. rights and the education system.

Figure 16 A Summary of the Writer's Programme.
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Dimensions Factors

1) Memory

LOWER

Descriptions

Activities call ing for recall

or recogniton of information

presented.

. THOUGHT

PROCESSES

HIGHER

THOUGHT

PROCESSES

2) Translation

3) Interpretation

4) App I ica t ion

5) Analysis

6) Synthesis

n Evaluation

Activities call ing for para=

phrasing or expressing inform=

ation in a different symbol ic

form.

Activities call ing for

recognition of relationships

and seeing impl ications of

information.

Activities call ing for selec=

tion of appropriate methods

and performance of operations

required by problem situations.

Activities call ing for recogni=

tion of the structure of

material, including the condi=

tions that affect the way it

fits together.

Activities call ing for the

g~neration of new ideas and

solutions.

Activities calling for develop=

ment and application of a set

of standards for judging worth.

Figure 1?: Part of the Structure of the Class Activities Questionnaire
(based on Bloom's Taxonomy) after Renzulli J.S. (1975,
p. 43).
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3.2 Session 1: Getting to Know You

Groups A, Band C

Group A responded to the questionnaire (see Appendix I I) with verve,

sharing witty responses out aloud wi~hthe group. They had already

assessed the informal atmosphere of the sessions in an introductory

game described below. Group B did not have the latter advantage due

to lack of time and were considerably more subdued. The questionnaire

was administered to Group C by their class teacher.

The game played with Group A

This informal I ice-breaking' activity consisted of the recognition of

potted biographies typed on cards (some fictional, some authentic and

based on data suppl ied in the 'parents' questionnaires). The game was

played with all seated in a circle on the floor. It aimed to introduce

the researcher to the children (to indicate that she cared enough about

them to have dlscovered some_of their interests beforehand) and to

highl ight similarities, idiosyncrasies and divergencies amongst the

personality traits and interests of the children themselves. Most

responded well and with obvious excitement.

Most loquacious were . Louis, James and Lloyd whilst Rosemary

refused to read out the biography she had picked up and began the vigil

of silence maintained to the end of the programme. She never once

spoke to another child, recorded only once after much persuasion and

would only nod or shake her head in response to the writer's questions.

Yet she had no speech defect, responded well to physical affection

returned faithfully every week and was said by her parents to be

thoroughly enjoying the sessions. Such children i.e. those who

deliberately conceal their potential or who are painfully reserved by

nature, may be easily missed by the class teacher and may in fact

require special ised therapy to encourage them to even minimal

participation.
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Most .chi ldren, however, enjoyed interacting with one another both

during the sessions and informally before and after them. During the

latter, they eagerly devoured and swopped comics,_ read books or played

chess or 'Cluedo'. The blackboard provided a creative outlet for

puzzles, spell ing games, 'noughts and crosses' and other doodles.

3.3 Session I I: Translation Exercises

Groups A, B andC

Both the activities in this session required the transposition and

paraphrasing of data 1nto a different symbol ic form - in

1) from one graphic mode to another, and in

2) from the sense of touch to oral or graphic representation.

3.3. 1

Instructions

Exercise 1: Secret Codes

Translate the following urgent message to Major General Cramford of

the Thuloti army from secret agent 000004. Make absolutely sure that

no part of the message could be understood should it fall into enemy

hands.

The enemy is fast approaching by way of the river. There are 10,000

men, 200 tanks equipped with rays and hypothermic gas and 100 amphi=

bious craft with mounted machine guns. You will be surrounded if you

maintain your present position - suggest yoU move immediately to the

escape craft situated at point alpha.

Write your code here and then, the translation of the passage.

In groups A and B (the high I.Q. children) responses were wide

ranging and displayed considerable depth, ingenuity and complexity.

Although Group C children enjoyed the exercise, they took longer to

grasp its nature, tended to copy one another's efforts when in doubt
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and some exhibited irregularity in their codes (thus, of course, deny=

ing the very nature of the code itself).

Responses in Groups A and B (none of them irregular) ranged from simple

transference to a numerical representation, through variations on the

morse code, mixed numerically/graphic/pictorial systems, both numerical

and graphic reversals, numerical sign systems, (square roots, + - =)

to highly elaborate and creative artistic representations. Many

devised 'codes within a code'. They translated with ease and enthu=

siasm, spending up to an hour and a half engaged in the process and

indicated agility both in the considerable mental activity required

to devise the code and in its translation. Some even returned the

following week with other codes devised at home.

Those who those a numerical code plainly saw the need to translate

actual numbers in a different way. Slashes, dots, stars and spaces

were used to denote punctuation and word endings. Only one child

(Albert) attempted to translate in a fashion other than a one to one

relationship i.e. letter for letter. He grouped two or three words

under a single pictorial symbol (e.g.~ = The enemy is) but was

unable to explain how this system could be used consistently.

Some interesting examples of the children1s codes appear below:

2 3 4 5

2

3

4

5

A B C 0 E

F G H , J

K l M N 0

p Q R S T

U V W X Y

Thus T = 45

Figure 18: A Square Code, Group A (Chris).
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Figure 19: Group B (Angela, Jean and Melissa)

. Figure 20: Group A (Don) - a numerical code proceeding from a reversa.l
of the message.

Figure 21 : Group A (Sean)
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~~~~~~~--~-------~----------------------------------------~----~---

Figure 22: Group A (Rose) - substitution of vowels.

_.., ......--. ..._._----------... ----------
Figure 23: Group A (Paul).
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Figure 24: Group A (Alison).

Figure 25: Group C (Gordon).
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Group A only

Instructions
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Exercise 2: Touch Testing

Feel the following substances and translate the way they feel into

words by fill ing in this sheet or by speaking into the tape recorder.

Items: Wood, satin, cardboard, soapy water, skin of an orange, glass.

The children were intrigued by the appearance of a wide variety of

incongruous articles: wood, satin, cardboard, soapy water, oranges

(which they later ate) and glasses. Part of the interest in each

session was evoked (the children later told the writer) by the un=

expected nature of its contents. In a discussion on the education

system the children agreed that part of the boredom some felt at

school was inspired by the regularity and predictabil ity of the time=

table and lesson content.

The children proceeded to poke, feel, splash and dismember the articles

in an attempt to record the sense of touch in words. Some of their

tape recordings are transcribed in Chapter Four. The children under=

stood the nature of the exercise and enjoyed it. This is clearly

evident from the bustl ing enthusiasm and the nature of their responses

yet their written answers display a wide variety of styles, degree of

legibil ity, length, grammatical correctness, fluency, original ity and

lexical a.ppropriateness.

Some responses are rushed, repetitive and unimaginative, (lilt feels

hard. It feels rough. It feels lumpy!' ... wood. Francis), merely

careless, (IIWet SI ippery SI imy (i llegible)11 ... soapy water. Lloyd),

adequate, (II roug h, coarse, can come off easilyll ... wood. Sean) ,

somewhat studied, (Ill t is not round and is not smooth at all. There

are small bumps all round it and at two sides there are small knobbly

bits
ll

... orange. Steven) and some almost poetic. (IIFine and

del icate, sI ippery, smooth and brittle; sI ightly squeaky and sticky;
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almost pol ished and rounde~" ..• glass. Al ison}.,

Clearly very little can be said by way of generalisation about the

potential intellectual ability or even relative linguistic ability of

this group of superior intelligence test scorers if.one takes their

written expression as a point of departure. Most class teachers

have little else to guide them and would most I ikely consider the

range of examples above as indicative of a broad spectrum of intellec=

tual abil ity and thus of intellectual potential as measured on an

intell igence test.

The extent to which such written output reflects differing personality

traits, true linguistic abil ity or habits developed at school is

beyond the scope of this study. If, however, the children have similar

intellectual potential ity and similarly superior language abil ity as

measured on a standardised test (see Chapter Four) it may be concluded

that widely differing I inguistic proficiency, correctness, interest

and style may be revealed in their written output and must indeed be

expected.

The acceptance of this fact is another matter altogether. Teachers

may need encouragement and indeed training if they are to activate

such children towards a closer correlation of lingu,isticendeavour

with both measured intelligence and measured I inguistic potential.

Such large discrepancies may be the result of undifferentiated teach=

ing for those of superior abil ity and a resultant measuring of language

output in terms of a very I average I mean effort. (For deta i Is of the

teachers' failure to make any special provision for these children

see Chapter Five).

3.4 Session IV

Groups A, Band C

An Exercise in Interpretation took place, based on some pecul iarities
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of verbal understanding i,n the child between the ages of 9 and 11

suggested by Piaget - the exercise involved an interpretation and

matching of proverbs (for results, see Chapter Four).

3.5 Session V Applicatton Exercises

Groups A, Band t

Exercise 1: Tree Fell ing

Instructions

Look very carefully at the situation on this page. You must endeavour

to remove this large tree (as it is blocking the way) with as l·ittle

damage as possible to the sorrounding new and expersive buildings and

the recently re-tarred road. Write your solution to the problem on

the back of this sheet, or record it on the tape recorder or write

detailed instructions on the drawing itself.

Exercise 2: The Murder Case

Instructions

Read the following report very carefully and then complete it supply=

ing very careful clues as to who the murderer is without supplying a

name. Then pass it to another person to solve.

Report:

At 9.00 a.m. on Sunday 24 November 1979, Miss Molly Biggs, aged 28,

was found dead in the lounge 'of flat 7, Umvoti Heights by a neighbour

Mr Ronald Goodhead. Miss Biggs was a well known artist who had her

studio in her flat and who gave art lessons to children in the after=

noons and to adults some evenings.

She was last seen by Mr. G. Spiros on Friday evening at 7.00 when she
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purchased sorne crearn and.ll1ushroo(l1s from his cafe beLow the flats. She

said she was to prepare 8. special digner. He remarked that she appeared

to be in excellent health and seemed a little flushed.and ~xcited.

She was found propped upin an arrnchair. No rnurder weapon was found

and the cause of death has not yet been establ ished~ A notebook

containing a list of 13 narnes of the Friday afternoon art clas~ of

High School pupils has been removed by th~ investigating officers.

The police surgeon estimated the time of death at approximately 9.09

p.m. on Friday night. The tenants in the other flats stated that---

Solved by:

I think the murderer is:

because

These application exercises posit 'real' problem situations which

require the selection of appropriate methods for their solution. In

genera I the wr iter found exerc ise 1 'too easy' for the high I. Q.

groups and exercise 2 Itoo difficult', as the following comments will

indicate.
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Groups A, Band C
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Exercise 1: Tree Felling

of those who took the

('ITake a hel icopter and

remarkable degree of

The tree felling exercise was tackled with enthusiasm by all three

groups - with greater verve and intensity by group C if anything. The

high I.Q. groups dispensed with the problem quickl~ offering a wide

variety of oral and written solutions - cutting it down from the top,

catching the sections in a net and then poisoning the roots, using

cranes, chains and hel icopters and even a slow death caused by the

purposeful introduction of white ants. The profusion of ideas

proposed by Group C was interspersed with numerous irrelevant or

ridiculous suggestions.

Generally the tone of the discussions would seem to support Jensen1s

(1973) findings that:

Pupils with average ability used
'commands and expressed disagree=
ment with peers to a significantly
greater extent than did their
superior counterparts. . .. the
task orientation of average
subjects more often rested upon
person~l experiences, perceptions,
and preferences which were related
or unrelated to the specified
content, rather than upon general,
scientific, or practical concerns
which tended to characterise the
conversations of high abil ity
subjects.

(p. 338)

Despite the rapidity with which the high I.Q. groups dispensed with

the problem, certain inconsistencies were evident~ for exampl~ a

suggestion that trucks should catch branches, when there was no room

for vehicles to operate. The written answers

time to write more than a simple statement

attach a chain to the tre~1 Keith) display a
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logical precision and a clear understanding of the most effective

sequence of actions. Anthony writes: "Firstly chopoffall the

branches and bit by bit from the top of the' tree start chopping, when

you reach the bottom cut the trunk exactly in I ine with the tar and

then poisen (sic) it".

Edward sums up a thought that may well have accelerated the high I.Q.

group children's solution of the problem: "People shouldn't have

been so stupid as to grow a tree in the middle of the road"~~

3.5.2 Exercise 2: The Murder Case

Exercise two however, presented all the children with a greater

challenge. Despite the difficulty of the exercise they were taken up

with the excitement of the subject matter, I istened quietly while the

writer read' the details and then exclaimed loudly, whistled in dis=

bel ief and noisily tried to pin the foul deed on each other. Two

children (Arthur and Albert) wrote at length for the only time during

the programme.

The children al I appeared to be experts on the seedier side of life,

having no doubt read, heard or watched detective tales. In general

though they proceeded to complete the report and provide random clues

without careful, detailed consideration of the data already provided.

Their reports are filled with gore, multiple murders or attempted ones,

jealousies, poison, drugs, drink, gambl ing and weapons left lying

near lithe fatal chair" (Amanda) despite the fact that I no murder

weapon was found '. Al though the cause of death had not been establ ished

" she was shot down the throat the blood stopped her breathing and she

choked to death" (Albert). Other accounts contained I ists of suspects

and clues so jumbled as to make solution impossible. Yet others

pointed so clearly to suspects as to make real consideration un=

necessary. Some children cheated and pleaded 'suicide' all along.

Others, fail ing to make sense of the data given, made up their own

fl ippant solutions. 'IHe put heroin in the food which made her go mad
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and she shot herself" (Paul). One child (Roy) showed some understand=

ing of what might pass for 'detective l writing by turning his hand to a

Columbo saga with some thought to the structuring of. the account and

to arousing the reader's curiosity.

Co~ombo was set on the case at once and in ten minutes found a

co~t 45 pisto~and sent it to the po~ice ~aborotry and then the

surgeon found a sma~~ ho~e in Miss Biggs. The scientist in the

~ab. found finger-prints on the gun. He gave it to Co~ombo had

a~~ the peop~e who saw Miss Biggs between 6.00 on Friday evening

and 12.00 noon on Sunday. These were the resu~ts:

Finger print on the gun ...;- @J
the 2 other finger-prints )@
Colombo knows who C@ did it - do you???

The names of the peop~e on the list are:

J. B. Irvan

P. O. Baboon

R.I. Bigget

J. C. Gilesx

G. G. Spirosx

the two with i)have crimina~ records and the finger prints of

both are known. Who murdered Miss Biggs

The children viewed the prospect of completing a murder report and

'solving l each other's cases with considerable excitement and

enthusiasm. They began to write almost immediately obviously consider=

ing it a "creative writing" or "essay" type exercise. None of the

children adopted a planned methodology or problem solving strategy.

None considered whether to begin with the murderer and then provide

clues or vice versa. None made I ists of the given facts in order to

continue a correlative account. They seemed unused to being presented

1) Not indicated.
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with 'life-l ike' complex problems which require considerable thought

and demand mUlti-dimensional responses. They lacked both the planned

strategies for intelligent action and the patience to carry these

through in concerted oral or written presentation. Such strategies

are surely within their grasp and could well be worth cultivating

through similar exercises in the classroom.

3.6 Session VI I: Sequence of events. An exercise in analysis

Groups A, Band C

Instructions:

Think carefully of the sequence of events involved in the following

activities. What would happen if you changed the order of events?

Now think of how you could alter the sequence of events and still

achieve a satisfactory result. You may write the answers down or

record on the tape recorder after careful thought or draw and write

detailed instructions to go with the drawing.

Bu i Id i ng a House

11 Bu i Id i ng a Fire

I11 The Assembly of a Car

IV The Assembly of a Bicycle

Sessions VI I, VI I I and IX required an abil ity to recognise and perceive

the structure of various material objects or situations, i.e. to

understand components together with the conditions which determine the

way these fit together.

All the children were noisily excited about this activity and enjoyed

the initial oral discussion concerning the sequence of events usual

in the construction of these items. The high I.Q. children had no

difficulty in following the more advanced terminology employed from

this point on in the programme. In fact Roy defined the process
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involved as, Ila group of events taking place one after the other'l.

So astute were the children on this occasion that .at times they

corrected the researcher, substituting IIseweragell and: "pl umbingll for

the more humble "toilet facilities" and IIwa ter works ll •

They were at home with fairly technical terminology and spoke of

'blueprints', Ichassis', 'foundations' and 'spirit levels'. Two of

the boys (Louis and Chris) engaged in a fascinating discussion concern=

ing the dual conceptual function of the sides of a tent - were these

the walls or the roof? The session was undertaken on a remarkably

abstract conceptual level. Two thirds of the children in group Band

all except one of the children in group A managed to mentally manipu=

late the normal sequence of events to arrive at a satisfactory end

product.

On the other hand, only a third of the children in group C accomplished

this. Their oral discussion was constantly punctuated by irrelevant

interjections, personal anecdotes and long-winded arguments. They

returned constantly to the concrete - to the materials required as

opposed to the sequence of their use, to the fact that IJopie Adam l

had no plans for his house and that IPetrocelli'slwould never be

finished 1)! In general most of the children in this group were neither

able to cope with the complex instructions issued nor with the cogni=

tive manipulations required to carry them out. Beryl wrote for

example, lIif i put the roof on first it will fall down and squash

everyone. If i put the furniture in first it might rain and everything
'11 I1 AWI get wet , nd Gordon wrote "If you put the bumpers on first they

would fall off",

1) The T.V. favourites at that time.
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The high I.Q. children, however, used the stimulus as a point of

departure for fl ights of fancy expressed in creative drawings and also

to express some extremely novel ideas - some of course more practical

than others.

Dale devised a monstrous contraption - a vast intricate framework to

support a house perched on a hill with roof upside down and a railway

leading to a front door perilously angled sideways (see page 120).

Other innovations included the use of fire bombs to I ight fires, a

futuristic tent house (Louis) and conveniently placed trees to support

the roof while walls were built (Patrick).

~----t-ru
ARJAL-

~ol 0..,.. fQ.n~lj

Cl

Adventurous yet sl ightly more conventional suggestions included the

use of electrical connections to hold up the rafters (Anna), proceed=

ing from a set bicycle frame to the plan for the other fittings (James)

and attaching the windows and seats to the car body before adding

chassis, engine and wheels (AI ison).

Figure 26: Fire bombs and a futuristic tent house (Louis).



Figure 27:

120

The House on the Hi 11 (Da 1e) .
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3~7 Session VII I - Bridge Building. Exercise in Analysis

Group A only

Instructions

[Look at the deep gorge below. A vital bridge to carry traffic and

trains must be built across it. You have as much money as is required,

access to any materials and to all present technological know-how.

Would you design the bridge first or decide on the materials to use

first? Say why. State the materials you would need and give exact

details on how you would proceed towards the completion of your bridge.

Choose a name for the bridge and give the reason for this choiceL You

may write your answer down, record it after carefuZ and detaiZedthought

or draw diagrams with written instructions.

Once again the activity was greeted with enthusiasm and it inspired a

determined, concentrated effort from most of the children for an hour

or more. Almost all the children chose to draw and set about doing so

almost immediately. (See the examples on pages 122 to 125 ).

Again there was 1ittle or no evidence of strategy planning and consider=

ationof methodological issues. Most children ignored the first

question altogether, avoiding the complex issue of the relationship

between structural specifications, location and suitable materials.

They simply proceeded to draw their bridge with considerable attention

to the technical ities of supporting structures, scale and finer details

such as the 1ighting and electrical installations. Lists of the

materials required and the sequence in construction events were much

in evidence but the children failed to consider answers to the 'Why'

and 'What if'? questions. The children seemed to need practice in

considering multiple possibilities and the impl ications which would

follow fr~ these. The drawings were ingenious, inventive, some.

probably even practical, yet they reflected largely concrete thinking:

this is how I woulddo it and this is what would use, or vice versa.

Far more effort was generally expended on the drawing than on either

the content or neatness of the writing or speaking (compare figures 32,
33, 34 on· pages 126 and 127).
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Figure 32: A sample of Francis· handwriting.

Figure 33:
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Note the poor spell'executed and .. I ng and handwr it" -positioned drawi Ing In comparisongs on pages 123 n to the neat Iand 124 . Y
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Figure 34: A sample of Alison's handwriting.

3.8 Session IX - Factory Design. An Ex~rcise in Analysis

Group A only

The exercise required the planning of a large factory or company - a

consideration of the structure of the building, the machinery required

and the roles and functions of the necessary personnel. Emphasis was

once again placed on the novelty of the product and of the procedures

necessary to produce it. The task was again received with considerable

excitement although some children found difficulty in getting started
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on what was clearly a large and complex undertaking. All the children

felt a need to express themselves by drawings accompanied by explana=

tory notes. None found difficulty in following the instructions and

once again there was no need for additional clarification of terms.

(Louis distinguished a factory "which makes things" from a company

"which does things").

Few of the children managed, in the time available, to consider the

nature and role of the personnel involved and some were more concerned

with the ingenious nature of their products than with an analysis of

the procedures required to produ~e them: for example a pen with

automatic filler, miniature T.V., watch and compass (Charles), a watch

incorporating compass, thermometer, calendar, radio, coloured lights

and strap doubl ing as a magnet (Lloyd). Two children produced

compl icated machinery to manufacture clearly nonsensical products

(Oon- invisible gas and a golden egg layer and Louis - carrot

perfume). Other more viable yet equally unusual ideas included a fast

food production and service outlet (Rosemary), a multi level spaceship

production system (Albert) and a chocolate factory (Arthur).

The drawings were, in general, detailed and carefully executed yet the

accompanying writing is often careless, both graphically and gramma=

tically. The above examples draw inspiration largely from what the

children have obviously seen, heard or read - the recent flood of

multipurpose electronic equipment, space/science-fiction adventures,

and Dahl 's stories. The four examples included below 1) show a more

adventurous, creative spirit at work. Once again the variety of

response, its quality, quantity, practicability and novelty, is

remarkable and may once again strengthen the argument for highly

special ised and individual ised guiding techniques for children of high

potential. For example, two children particularly tied to the factual

were encouraged by the writer to be more imaginative; Charles first

produced a very sterile, box-like furniture factory but after some

encouragement invented the 'multi-media pen' described above whilst

Nicholas who would only read factual data and avoided all fiction,

1) See pages 130 to 134.
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refused at first even to attempt to describe the machinery required to

produce a calculator as he didn't know what it actually looked like.

Yet upon some further encouragement, he produced a detailed and complex

drawing which he obviously enjoyed doing.

3.9 Session X: Abstract Art. An Exercise in Synthesis

Group A only

A set of nine black and white ~tocopies of abstract art 1) (see

pp. 135 to 138) were presented to the children in order to guage their

initial oral reaction and then expression in a written piece. This

was one of the few occasions on which the children were asked to write

and were not permitted a free range of expression modes, although the

nature and style of the writing was, of course, not stipulated. The

writer's intention in this regard was to obtain at least some written

specimens from the children who generally preferred to choose other

forms of expression.

It was hoped that the presentation of these unusual stimuli would

generate new ideas, as a result of a comparison and synthesis of

known concrete materials with the abstract representations provided.

1) The works of art displayed were:

1) Stuart Davis. Salt Shaker.
2) Robert Hudson. Medicine Ball.
3) Andre Mason. Summer Frolic.
4) Joan Miro. Maternity
5) Francis Picaria. Amorous Display.
6) Paul Klee. The Harbor.
7) 0 Leger. Plant in Front of Tree trunks.
8) Man Ray. Promenade
9) Roger de la Fresnaya. The Conquest of the Air (Too dark to

Reproduce).

(See pages 135 to 138).
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Figure 40: Chris' typewriter factory.
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,Figure 41: Salt Shaker. Stuart Davis.
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Figure 43: Summer Frolic. Andre Mason.
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Figure 45: Amorous Display. Francis Picaria.

Figure 46: The Harbour. Paul Klee.
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Figure 47: Plant in Front of Tree Trunks. D. Leger.
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The children greeted the display with enjoyment bordering on hilarity

amidst exclamations of IJeepers l and IWOW
I

• They proceeded immediately

to attempt to reconcile the unknown before them with previous

experience, as if trying to decipher what the artist had tried (un=

successfuZZy they thought) to represent. All these suggestions were

described in terms of known concrete objects. Thus the 'circle ' in

Miro's'Maternity'was described variously as la frisby', la yo-yol,

lan eye l
- and later more adventurously was seen as, la kite flying a

spider ' , 'parts of a clock ' , 'points of a compass l
, and 'looking down

a microscope'. All these suggestions were shouted out with gusto amid

instructions to Iturn it upside down I , Iturn it sideways" in order to

comprehend better.

Hudson's'Medicine Bal 11 evoked some interesting oral interpretations

including comments such as; 'The world is too old, its cracking and

the sea is falling out l and 'the world washed and hung up to dry'.

In general oral interpretations were global and novel but not indica=

tive of much abstraction or symbol ic understanding.

Prior to the commencement of the written work, some children (Anne

and James) were concerned about their inabil ity to spell and about the

required length (Don). Others took time to begin writing whilst

Patrick (see detailed case study p. 179 Chapter Four) wrote nothing at

all, resorting to completing a puzzle on the shelf.

Once again, the writing was highly individual both in content and style

and reflected both interests and personal ity traits; Chris's pre=

occupation with numbers was clear: liThe Pugmie babies were between

ninety and a hundred-and-twenty-five metres tall, whereas the adult

males could be anything between nine hundred and one-thousand-one

hundred metres tall and weigh up to seven-thousand-five-hundred

kilograms" as was Nicholas ' continual and absorbing fascination for

facts, liThe origin of writing was in Egypt, strange shapes and strokes.

Many were similar shapes but none of us know what they mean".
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Other pieces described the pictures objectively, used them as a point

of departure for fantasy, dialogue, poetry, captions and brief cameos.

The writing varied not only in form but in qual ity, from poorly

structured slang, inept half-rhyming verse to sl ick, polished,

compact expression. The selection below will serve to illustrate

this diversity.

The Day the World was Destroyed

The day was peaceful enough. People in the small village of Leads

were still in a primitive way of life. Suddenly a prophet came run=

ning up shouting with all his might. liThe world is ending, the world

is ending". The people looked at him in scorn. There was something

else he said. He said only the apple trees would survive for a while.

Suddenly the ground shook and volcanic gas rose around them. Then

t he re wa s no mo re ..•....

Meanwhile 2 000 000 miles away in New York panic was with the people.

Skyscrapers shook and rumbled. Buildings crumbled away to be nothing

but dust. In the midst of destruction two apple trees grew only to

be destroyed. Was this strange? Yes, because no plants grew in New

York! And how do I know when everyone was killed, well ..•... ?

Rose (Picture 7)

I saw maze of different ways,

And a ball burning in a blaze,

Candlesticks on a pole,

And also a great big hole,

Also letters large and small,

And a ball on the wall,

I saw a curious stack of hay,

That never say the I ight of day,

I definitely saw all of these,

While I was exploring the seven seas.

Charles. (Picture 6)
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The Praying Mantis sits waiting, .\taiting for its prey,

Hungry, hungry even starving all day.

Then slowly slowly a beetle crawls by,

and then a very fat fly.

Slowly the Praying Mantis crawls closer, closer

then he reaches out both his hands

then buzz buzz sluurp ssluurrp!

Look at him a beetle head

sticking out of his mouth

and a fly's wing out of

it as we 11

He flew off no longer hungry

and ceased waiting, waiting for his prey.

The only trace of him being there

was a big puddle of blood.

Roy (Picture 3)

Wind. Whirling around and throwing dust up. A black cloud approaches

at a speed beyond belief. Suddenly, it descends and is seen to be a

swarm of locusts. Evil beaks destroy the country side. The air is

filled with the sound of rustling wings; Screams of anger and help=

lessness fill the air. The villagers are powerless. Then, as suddenly

as they had come, the swarm was gone. The single mind flew on, to

wreak devestation somewhere else.

Steven (Picture 3)

A thriving city, pumping foul odours into the air.

One bomb, one exp Ios ion, and it was devo id of live.

Centuries later the first plant crept out between

the ruins. Life began again.

Steven (Picture 7)
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Shapes. Meaningless as a child's scribbles.

But somewhere, there is a meaning. Don't

ask me where~

Steven (Picture 6)

The first shape on this picture I think is a person. It is the left

side of a person. It has half a head, half a bod~one leg, one arm,

one ea~one eye, half a nose and one foot. The person is throwing a

boomarang. He carved the shape out of wood and is trying them out.

The second figure is the bottom half of a person. It has a bopy and

two legs. It has no legs. It has no head. It has no feet or toes.

At the bottom of the legs it is pointed. It has got a I ine down the

middle of the figure. The third figure looks like part of a body with

one leg. It has got a funny shaped neck. There is a boomerang by its

feet.

Francis (Picture 8)

A COUPLE OF DRUNKIES meeting in an old ruin for a card game. The

weather is very misty and the full moon just manages to peep over

part of the demol ish wall. The reason for their meeting is because

one of the Drunk thugs has just swiped a bit of loot off his mother

inlaw and decides he wants to double it. But of course he is not

even half way through when he is already owing everything he owns

including his tin shack.

Don (Picture 9)

A disco-dancing lesson for deformed people

at Arthur Murray's dance school.

Johnathan (Picture 8)

A peanut processing or wire making machine

in a dingy makeshift factory.

Johnathan (Picture 5)
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3.10 Session XI - The Senses. Exercise in Synthesis

Group A Only

The children were provided with some factual data (see below) on hear=

ing, touch and smell and were then asked to proceed beyond the data by

synthesising elements of each sense into an organ, or creature,en=

compasing all five senses. They were asked to describe it, consider

its functioning and its advantages and/or disadvantages.

They listened carefully to the passages provided and then experimented

loudly on each other, testing each other's nerve reactions to pressure

and examining recently extracted hair foIl icles. They were excited by

the novelty of considering smell as capable of evoking visual images

and related some unusual personal experiences including a description

of a man who picked up radio waves through a tooth fill ing.

Output once again varied considerably in qual ity and quantity. Some

children deviated from the stated exercise to write poems or stories,

knowing themselves free to express reaction to the stimul i in any way.

The following extracts were discussed with the children before they

began the exercise.

SWEET AS MUSIC

One Octave

Middle C

Differing

r- ,.-

higher \ -)

waVelength~

The process begins with the external ear, whose shell-l ike shape helps

a I ittle in separating front from rear sounds. It acts as a funnel,

catching sounds and channel ing them inward (1)



1.44

The eardrum is the body's microphone. It doesn't change sound waves to

electric signals, but it behaves I ike the larger cones of microphones

and loudspeakers: it moves as a rigid whole when sound waves strike

it, vibrating at exactly the same frequency as the sound. By virtue

of its resiliency it can spring back quickly to its resting place. It

has been calculated that the membrane moves as I ittle as the diameter

of the smallest atom, hydrogen, roughly a bill ionth of a centimeter:

0.000, 000, 000, 4 inch at the threshold of hearing. This in itself

might not be remarkable; what makes it so is that the infinitesimal

movement is transmitted through the ear and ultimately detected as

SOUND (2), Wi lentz (1968, (1) p.160, (2) p. 161).

. ,
f1e I.s.snu-S

co i.4~d t,s

liThe reg ion i s like . If'a Jung e, Illed with swamps and streams, roots,

spider webs, and bulbous plants, sometimes clustered, sometimes lying

apart" (2) Receptors react to touch and send an electrical charge to

the brain. Wilentz, (1968, (1) p. 52, (2) p. 53).

(1)
-----.

\
)

..~-J-.
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YOUR NOSE IS A CAMERA

Smell is a potent wizard that transports us across thousands of miles

and all the years we have lived. The odours of fruits waft me to my

southern home, to my childhood frolics in the peach orchard. Other

odours, instantaneous and fleeting, cause my heart to dilate joyously

or contract with remembered grief. Even as I think of smells, my nose

is full of scents that start awake sweet memories of summers gone and

ripening fields far away. Keller, Helen: 1908: "Sense and

Sensibil ity", The Century Magazine, LXXV, February. Wilentz (1968,

p. 129).

Some examples of the children's work follow. They ranged from nonsense

poems, through complex drawings and cartoons, to stories and carefully

considered rhyming couplets (and others of lesser merit~)

Paul
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Two children both with notably higher non-verbal than verbal scores

produced only two lines during the hour and a half session. In

contrast Chris was absorbed in a lengthly rhyming epic of considerable

merit.

Sometimes when you drinck you chock and

the drinck comes out of your nose.

Patrick

Your hear with you ear

sometimes secrets

sometimes fear

You smell with your nose

Owen

Our tongue tastes fun

Like cream-cakes and buns.

But its not always I ike this

When we taste our dis1 ikes, I ike fish~

We hear frol icking tunes

Sweet music in the afternoons.

But then the music is destroyed

By loud shouts and noises.

We smell flowers in bloom

As we wander away from the gloom

From the gloom and fog of the city.

With its streets that are gritty.

Rose
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THE FIVE SENSES

The five senses, sight and smell,

Hearing, tasting, touch as well,

Useful things that help you know.

How the humans come or go,

If they're at work or at play

Eating, sleeping, night or day

Touch, an organ in your hair,

arms and legs or anywhere;

It sends a shock up to the brain,

if it feels a drop of rain

a bump on the head, you kicking a ball,

a rap on the shin, anything at all,

Sight; a sense which helps you see.

Fl ight of a bird, the shapes in a tree

watching a rugby match, a broken door

If you want to see, there're things galore.

Smell recall those happy times,

when you I istened to nursery rhymes

near the blosooms, under the tree, .

things which are now impossible to see

Hearing, sound which is loud or soft.

wingbeats of birds which are high aloft

sound of the waterfall fall ing on the rock

hearing the ticking of the grandfather clock.

Inland they're noisy, on the seashore,

sound in the towns is getting more and more

Tasting; the last sense of the five

you taste the honey from the bee-hive

tasting the sweets loved by all kids

food that's in bottles, closed with lids

Now you know our senses five,

by which we can I ive and thrive.

Chris
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Your ears make your hear

Sometimes sounds of fear

Your eyes make you see

You can see your hair and if anything is in it like a flea.

Your nose gives you a sense of smell

and if you get any strong gasses in it it will

ring 1i ke a be 11 .

You feel with your hand

Hands 1ike the feel of sand

Your tongue gives you taste

If you stick a sweet in your mouth you do it with haste

One of these days an organ will have all of

these but only in the future

But I dont think it will suit you

Maybe people will have it one of these days

Like long ago they discovered maize.

(See also Al ison and Roy·s drawings on pages 149 and 150).,
James

3.11 Session XI I: Space Adventure. Exercise in Synthesis

Group A only

The children were asked to synthesise their imaginations with their

existing knowledge of space and other planets in order to invent, name

and then describe a fictional ~lanet and its inhabitants. The initial

oral discussion was punctuated with excitement and novel ideas.

~peculation was rife; what effect would a change in shape - triangular

flat, square - have~on movement, what would be the effect of mist

rather than grass, a domed 'compassphere' for the atmosphere or air

suppl ied through radio waves from earth?

Of all the sessions this one seemed most easily to evoke the children's

propensity for playing with words and language. Much of the verse

resembles Edward Lear's nonsense poetry - child fantasy yet, in this

case, often inter-spersed with an adult interest in science, logic and
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numbers. Special delight was taken in long, compl icated (yet not

quite unpronounceable) names.

On the Ning Nang Nong

Where the cows go bong

And the monkeys all say boo

There's a Nong Nang Ning

Where the trees go ping

And the tea-pots

Jibber Jabber Joo

There's a Nong Ning Nang

all the mice go along

And its hard to catch 'em

when they do

So it1s Ning Nang Nong

Cows go bong

Nong Nang Ning the trees go ping

Nong Ning Nang

Mice go clang

What a noisy

Place to belong

is the Ning Nang, Ning Nang, Nong Nong~!

Jonathan
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PRONOMONOSONOLONOBONG

What's its name?

Pronomonosonolonobong

What a name

What a song

Mono is the animal

Prono is the plant

The only living organ

On the whole planet

Prono eats the earth

Mono eats Prono

The planet's big, very big

For short, it I S ca 11 ed bono

Sean
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the people of
planet
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are

ca 11 ed
by

name
which

is (or are)
very

strange
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name
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the
people
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Dale
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A

I invented a planet !?
call ed Kabong!
it is quite big and long. There are

INo laws so people can dO,wrong
they live upside down
King 80ng wears a crown
although no-one can drown
cos, there is no sea _.

, ~-=-

I cant see how anyone can be
Kabong!

~-.__:-_-_-----=-:Yf?
~~J1 .

Figure 51: Edward's State of Kabong.
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Subsequent sessions to complete the programme were all expressed

orally. They encompassed the highest level of cognitive endeavour 

namely evaluation on the basis of some worthwhile criteria. Topics

discussed or examined included the subjectivity of assessment,

increasing urbanisation, population control, education, franchise

rights, the freedom/responsibility dialectic and the controversy of

the bomb. An account of the children's responses to the largely

adult, abstract and complex themes occurs in the following chapter.

What remains to be done in the present chapter is to reflect the

opinions of the children and their parents on the value of the

programme.

4. Evaluation of the Programme

The children in Group A were asked to complete a questionnaire

stating whether they had liked the workshop sessions 'very much',

'fairly well' or 'not at alII. They were requested to name the two

things they had liked best, two they had not liked and two that they

could do now but not previously. They were asked to suggest improve=

ments and to state the degree to which the programme had helped them

with their schoolwork - 'a lot', Isome help', I none at all I. Their

parents (and the Group B parents) were requested to fill in a similar

form with the addition of a question asking whether they would like

their child to participate in such a programme again.

In general both children and parents were complimentary. This was

gratifying but even more reveal ing were some carefully considered

stated contrasts between the nature of the programme and ordinary

school work. Fifty-seven per cent of Group A enjoyed the sessions

very much and 43% fairly well. Forty-three per cent stated that it

had helped with their schoolwork a lot, 40% said it had offered some

help and 17% said it had been none at all. The reasons suppl ied by

the last mentioned 17% were - "because we don't do compl icated class=
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work" (Paul)>> "most of the topics were for boysll (Anne), "we donlt do

anything like this at school, school is boring in comparison"(Louis)>>

"we donlt do architecture at school"~~ (Chris).

Only six children made suggestions for improvement - "it could be more

difficult"» (Don)>> "1 1 d like to do some geography - drawmaps"»

(Francis)>> "1 1 d like to come more often" (Dale) IIl l d rather come in

the afternoons after school than on Saturday morning ll (Edward)>> I'we

need more information before we plan a factoryll (Chris) and III found

difficulty deciding what to do" (AI ison).

There appeared to be I ittle pattern to the responses concerning likes

and disl ikes within the programme (very few children disl iked anything)

and the responses seemed to be largely a matter of personal preference

rather than a display of group preference for certain items ..

More valuable were some of the more specific comments made by the

children concerning what they'd gained. Arthur stated that he had

learnt to appreciate different tastes» that his expression in written

work had improved and that the programme provided greater variety,

interest and more time to write than at school because there I~e just

copy from books". Johnathan expressed his appreciation for all the

sessions which were unl ike school as» there, one was 'hounded ' to get

on with something. He felt better able to cope»said that his reading

had improved and that he was reading more. Steven enjoyed 'the round

about way of learning ' , the unusual topics for written expression

(not I ike the usual la picnic ' ), the fact that he was not told how to

write nor did it have to be neat. He felt himself better able to

express things on tape and generally enjoyed the sessions because they

were so different ~ "we do the same/work over and over at school".

Rose» Steven1s sister» also enjoyed the novel stimul i commenting too

on the social aspect - getting to know and understand new people. She

found a more competitive atmosphere than existed at school, she wrote

more and produced more ideas to find solutions. It made her think »

"a t schoo I we just add on to what the teacher saysll.
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Roy felt that he could "think better ll and IIconcentrate harder ll • Sean

expressed similar sentiments adding that he had gained self-confidence,

was more self-assured in the expression of his own opinion, had

learnt how to evaluate and assess and liked the small group where he

was accorded a great deal of attention yet was free to do as he

pleased. Don felt that the sessions had stimulated his imagination

and led him both to notice things not previously seen and to see

other things differently. Charles enjoyed the excitement of not

knowing what held do each week - lIat school we always know what welll

be doing ll
• Dale was glad to have II something to do on Saturday morn=

ings 'l and learnt from the other children and their ideas.

Other children expressed sentiments similar to those stated above.

The reaction was overwhelmingly positive suggesting approval both for

the nature of the material and the prevail ing atmosphere. The

programme clearly 'worked' for the children. Delighted as the writer

is with such a response, it is necessary to dispel a feeling of self

satisfaction through careful attention to the nature and qual ity of

what the children actually produced and what they actually feel about

their schools. This matter will be handled in the overview of this

chapter and again later in the study.

All except one of the parents of children in both group A and B said

that they would I ike their child to participate in a similar programme

in the future (the exception was a Jewish child who had doubts about

attending on a Saturday). Their enthusiasm stemmed from general

impressions such as that the course was stimulating, interesting,

exciting, challenging and increased awareness of both the environment

and of language itself. They said that the children enjoyed meeting

and working with others of similar abil ity yet different in age.

The group discussions were said to have increased self-confidence an~

the abil ity to view the world from different angles. Other comments

included note of the freedom of expression permitted and the open and
friendly atmosphere.
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Some parents. were more specific, noting improved concentration (Roy

and Patrick), articulation,enthusiasm for learning (Charles) better

poetry writing (Francis) and even lIimprovement in all subjects this

termll (Lloyd).

Several parents commented on the variety of content included and the

methods of approach. Christ father, a paediatrician, compl imented the

promotion of original thought and individual ity although he suggested
I

smaller groups. Angela's parents felt that she had formed new ways

of solving problems. One parent even commented that the children

(Steven and Rose) were IItreated as intell igent human beings ll as if

this were seldom the case.

Children with difficulties in particular areas also seemed to have

been helpeJ)by the programme (at least to some extent). Al ison,both

intellectually and artistically gifted and a loner with no friends,

was said to have gained confidence during the in-depth discussions

because others accepted her ideas and because, IIdiscussions were not

as formal, tense and aggressive as school discussions - altogether

more spontaneousll , Thus IItension was eased in the family as a result

of the child mixing 'happilyl with others",

Louis· mother, an occupational therapist, wrote; III think his written

expression has become freer. He was 'stuck at the concrete level and

is now able to give rein to his imagination on paper as wel I as

verbally". Graham was said to have been made "excited - usually he

mopes around bad tempered. It gave him a sense of importance and he

enjoyed the freedom to do as he wished". Lloyd was said to be able

to "verbal ise thoughts much better l• and to display Ilan improved

abil ity to rationalise and solve problems".

The extent to which these improvements can be totally or even partially

attributable to the programme or to other incidental contributing

factors cannot be accurately judged in an luncontrolled ' situation

such as this. However, what can be said, (and what may, in the final

1. Three children (Patrick, Frank and Roger) were referred to other
agencies for special ist attention - see for example the report on
Frank, Appendix V,
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analJysis be more significant anyway) is that the children did enjoy

both the content of the programme and the way it was presented,

clearly saw it as different from the ordinary school programme and

as having certain desirable effects on their thinking and approach

to 1i fe.

The parents confirmed this positive impression. That several parents

wished to have been informed more fully of the content and aims of the

course further confirmed their interest. That in fact they had to

judge merely on what the children reported provides further credi=

bil ity for an overall positive impression of the programme and its

benefits.

5. Ove rv iew .

The programme described, designed especially for a group of high I.Q.

scorers in the 8 to 11 year old age group, makes no claim of complete=

ness or inclusiveness. It would need some considerable adaptation,

both in breadth and depth, before becoming workable in the ordinary

classroom. What is of value, however, are the insights gleaned from

what the children learnt and produced (or failed to learn, display

and produce) and also what both children and parents considered

valuable in the programme.

All the children in groups A and B are 'bright' and 'have potential'.

That they learnt something, were relaxed, benefited in some ways,

shared experiences, enjoyed themselves,. produced something sometimes

and were not bored can be stated with a fair degree of certainty.

Their parents largely indicated agreement with this. It would thus

seem beneficial to expose such children to the novel, the complex and

the difficult even if the stimul i provided were not of the children's

choosing (some wereso I ittle motivated as to be unl ikely to express

a choice anyway, others would have so many alternatives that it would
be difficult to choose).
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What has also been learnt is that not all children who are bright and

do have potential are good producers in the oral and written express=

ive sphere. Rosemary was not encouraged to talk, nor Patrick and

Owen to write much even in the face of admitted enjoyment, excitement

and relaxation. Obviously they need special help in these areas. It

might, however, be necessary to concede that it is not really so bad

to be predominantly la consumer'. These children should probably

not be denied special facil ities (compare Renzulli's (1977) opinion)

for they too have obtained equally valid - if less obvious - benefits

from the programme.

Clearly all the children in groups A and B are capable of

advanced and highly individual ised cognitive strategies. This is

clear from their informal chatter, some of their writing and some of

their tape recordings. They solved complex problems, proposed

hypotheses, evaluated, deduced, compared, interpreted, translated,

analysed, synthesised and evaluated on the basis of given data. How=

ever, when they exercised these abil ities in order to achieve a given

result, they did so in a haphazard, inconsistent and spontaneous

manner. They were clearly little used to practisini)these abil ities

and had I ittle idea how to plan strategies and methods to gain

maximum efficiency. They lacked too, probably through insufficient

practice and challenge, the abil ity to sustain a concentrated and

directed effort. They manipulated the abstract and the symbol ic

almost as if by chance so that an observer glimpses rather than truly

perceives and notices th is.

Such spontaneous rather than concerted effort may indeed occur as a

result of the fact that their attention was diverted elsewhere. They

were concerned (often to the exclusion of all other considerations)

with a stipulated length or style and with correctness and 'accepta=

bil ityl. They often needed merely to Iget it done l and executed

their work in an obvious, banal, trite or slapdash manner with clear

inattention to depth. They need exercise in the skills built into

the programme and exercise in the discipl ine required to execute them

1. These data are substantiated by the findings of the Lancaster
Curriculum Development Centre Project. Children failed to produce
the in-depth writing anticipated and solutions were oversimpl ified
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in creative, logical and insightful oral and written expression.

That some could already do this fairly well must be granted: that

all could make considerable strides towards improvement was equally

clear.

It is probable that in the classrooms (many of them heterogeneously

constituted) real challenge is largely absent - too I ittle is

accepted too easily by the children themselves, their peers and

especially their teachers. It is easy, even in a novel and challeng=

i ng si tua t ion, to resort tomed'il(')cri'ty. The ch i Id ren need to Iea rn

(and be specifically taught) to accept full responsibil ity for the

standard of the work they produce and for considered choice of the

manner of its execution. They need to learn what constitutes mediocre

effort - incorrect structure, slapdash expression, banal statements,

rehashing - to evaluate and see it themselves and accept the

considered opinion of others.

Buescher (1979) has stated some dramatic improvements in bright

children as a result of the sort of playful, (often boisterous)

programme devised by the researcher. That the children possess

flexible and adept mental functioning is clear. That they are unused

to manipulating multiple and complex possibil ities and considering

impl ications prior to application is equally clear. Yet still the

children produced some remarkable work, remarkable chiefly in its

variety (from child to child and from session to session) of style,

graphic proficiency, original ityand appropriateness - a full range

from the obviously poor to the brill iant and sparkl ing.

If then, even half of the benefits said by both the children and the

parents to have resulted from the programme, were in fact due to it,

some considerable impact has been made on the lives and thinking of

these youngsters (or at least some of them). The results are extreme=

ly gratifying .. A· great deal of effort is required to initiate

and sustain such a programme but it is unl ikely that such dramatic

and speedy results could be obtained with children other than those

with considerable intellectual potential (often untapped and un=

recognised). It is a joy many teachers have yet to discover.
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CHAPTER FOUR

AN ANALYSIS

OF SOME

1. In t roduc t ion

OF THE

HIGH I.Q.

ORAL AN~ WRITTEN PROFICIENCY

PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN

There is some supportive evidence for the trends in oral and written

expression noted by the writer during the course of the programme

used. The present chapter serves to summarise these but then to go

further and propose certain more detailed possible categorisations

of the high I.Q. children's written and oral responses. These

proposals are based on an analysis of the children's actual linguistic

output together with supportive evidence such as performance on a

standardised language test and more detailed data concerning specific

cognitive or personality traits.

2. SUPPORTIVE EVIDENC~

Gowan and Demos (1964) and Oleron (1977) make note of the I ikel ihood

of a noticeable variation in I inguistic development between indivi=

duals. Gowan and Demos (1964) refer to the I inguistic development

and output from children of high intellectual ability as "var ied

and uneven", ranging from "above average to somewhat below average'l

(p. 147). They note a superiority in impromptu oral monologue

(often as a result of high reading abil ity and favourable socio

economic background) yet less impressive performance in discussion,

prepared oral work and lithe mechanical aspects of written language"

(p. 147) (this is also noted in the Terman, Baldwin and Bronson

study quoted in Dunn 1973, p. 44).

Both Gowan and Demos (1964, p. 22) and Bridges (1975, p. 22) note the

absence of interest or motivation among subjects to express themselves

in any terms beyond the merely adequate or commonpJace. The

expressions are often poorly spelt as well (Gallagher 1975, p. 3,
citing Terman 1951).
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Yet, as noted earl ier in Chapter Two, certain types of superior

linguistic performance are often included as basic characteristics

of children possessing superior intellectual potential - use of more

advanced vocabulary, more complex sentences or the early accomplish=

ment of language milestones and reading proficien~y for example 1)

(Fl iegler 1961, p. 184, and Gowan and Demos 1964, p. 52).

Early reading skills have special significance as regards both other

language areas 2) and scholastic performance. Thus, McNeil's

statement (in Cashdan and Grugeon 1972) that by four years the

average child will have "mastered very nearly the entire complex

and abstract structure of the Engl ish language" (p. 145) may need

adjustment for many children of high intellectual ability to state

land will be able to read it as well '. The impl ications of learning

to read are admirably stressed by Donaldson (1978). She states

that far from the mere mastery of a mechanical skill, learning to

read offers, "much more favourable opportunities for becoming aware

of language in its own right than ... earl ier encounters with the

spoken word are I ikely to have done ll (p. 91). Those chi ldren who.

are able to read before school going age have a tremendous

advantage over the average child, many of whom, "come to school

not even aware that separate words existll (p. 91). Donaldson also

quotes the work of Fox and Routh which shows that the average child,

by the age of four, is "not capable of breaking speech up into

progressively smaller 'little bits' if encouraged to do so; and that

of Jess Reid which shows that, "many five-year-olds have very

confused notions of what is meant by the word 'word' (p. 91).

1) For a summary of data provided by some of. the parents of the
children in the writer's study groups concerning the Language
Development of children, see Figure 52, Page 164).

2) Talk is basic and central yet both writing and talking may be
influenced by reading superior in technical excellence, breadth
and depth.



First words spoken Johnathan, Rose, Ernest, Sentences spoken Anne, Arthur, Johnathan,
before nine months Francis, Arthur before eighteen Nicholas, Edward, Graham,

months Rosemary, Louis

First words spoken Steven, Roy, Nicholas, Sentences spoken Paul, Steven, Rose, Roy,
between nine and Sean, Don, Dale, Edward, at the average Sean, Chris, Al ison, Anna,
eleven months Chris, Graham, Jill, age Malcolm. Keith. Ernest,

Rosemary Hugh, J i 11

First words spoken Al ison, Malcolm, Paul Late Talkers Lloyd, Owen
at the average age

First words spoken Mel issa. Hugh, Charles,
later than average Lloyd, Anna, Keith

Speech defects Mel issa, Graham, Frank Arthur (very rapid speech)
( 1i sp)

\

Children who did not Anne, Arthur, Steven, Albert, Nicholas, Charles, Owen, Edward, Rosemary,
speak freely to adults Angela, Ernest, Jill, Laura, Mel issa,
not we 11 known

Children who did not Pau 1, Lloyd
ask many guest ions

Children able to Anne, Sean, Owen, Chris, Don, Ernest
express abstract ideas
between the ages of -
twenty-four and forty-
two months

Children who taught Johnathan, Steven, Rose, Roy, Nicholas, Sean, Francis, Dale, Owen. Frank,
themselves to read Louis, Chris, Alison, Angela. Hugh, Laura
prior to school entry

'"~

Figure 52 Data provided by some parents concerning Language Development of Children in the High
I.Q. Groups.
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Donaldson (1978) further notes that in some homes "awareness of the

spoken word is greatly encouraged" (p. 91). In these homes parents

"talk about words to their children, play word games with them and so

on" (p. 91).

In fact 79% of the parents of children in the writer's high I.Q.

group forwarded and fostered intellectual skills (including language

skills) at pre-school level. But more than this, they displayed

considerable interest in enjoying language activities with their

children and in ensuring that the latter used correct grammatical

structure, pronunciation and sequence, a suitable level of vocabulary

and socially acceptable speech. Seventy-nine per cent of parents of

children in the high I.Q. groups played word games with their

children (Patrick, Francis, James, Paul, Arthur, Roy, Nicholas

excepted) and 84% stated that the children enjoyed and took part in

puns, riddles, rhymes, nonsense rhymes, parodies and spell ing games

(Arthur, Nicholas, Jean excepted). All the parents paid attention

to correct speech - 74% always corrected errors and 26% did so

occasionally. Ninety-seven per cent of the children real ised the

value of asking questions 'and 71% were said by their parents to

have started this trend almost as soon as they could speak. Most

children were said to have exhibited a general curiosity and asked

questions beginning with 'what', 'why' ,_ 'how' and 'when'. Some

displayed their particular interests through the nature of their

questions, for example Joan was preoccupied with word meanings,

Owen with how things worked and Chris with mathematics especially

concepts such as the fastest and longest. Sixty-three per cent of

the children were said by their parents to speak freely and openly

to adults not well known and yet only 55% of them were said to

write stories, poems or letters at home of their own accord.

When asked about improvements that they would I ike to see made in

language teaching in school, however, 47% of the parents failed to

respond. The others I isted as cause for concern a lack of suitably

advanced spelling and reading programmes, the repetitious content of
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reading texts, inattention to grammar and pronunciation, insufficient

variety, challenge, interest and freedom of expression and a need for

less learning and more attention to style and expression than to

neatness and standardisation.

Jensen (1973) has recently drawn attention to the relationship of

language performance to intellectual rather than sociological factors.

She considered casual and careful oral language fluency, grammatical

control and function in a group of randomly selected and paired boys

and girls - 80 children in the fifth grade. She reported that

"superior subjects spoke a larger number of words in both language

styles, displayed more diversified vocabularies and exhibited a

lower incidence of language mazes. Grammatical control findings also

indicated a consistent superiority of the high abil ity sub-group.

Average subjects spoke in significantly shorter communication units

and clauses than did superior subjects. A lower incidence of

subordination, less variation in structural patterning, and a higher

incidence of non-standard usage typified the ~peech of average

subjects" (p. 338). Jensen's work cited above is the only study

located by the writer which provides a more detailed and in~depth

analysis of the Zanguage of children with superior potential, than

the previously cited general descriptions of the linguistic

advantages or disadvantages they are said to possess .. She expressed

surprise that, "with the possible exception of a growing body of

I iterature related to able readers and creative e~pression, the

language of the gifted child has received little attention. This

neglect is perplexing when one considers the relationship between

language and intellectual performance, as well as the demands, placed

by society on an individual·s abil ity to express concepts symbol ically
through language" (p. 337).

The writer hopes that some of the proposals which follow concerning

the oral and written expression of a group of high I.Q. primary

school children may serve to counteract some of the above stated

neglect, and thus contribute a more real istic picture of the
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actual linguistic output of these children. Hopefully the work may

enable teachers to deal more proficiently with shortcomings and also

recognise superior linguistic potential disguised by poor spelling,

hasty expression or inadequate mechanical skills.

3. ORAL PROFICIENCY

3.1 Introduction

There seems to be some evidence to suggest that home background plays

some part in a child1s tendency to analyse words spoken to him and

to think before he speaks. Donaldson (1978) notes that "children

from more privileged backgrounds are more I ikely to pay scrupulous

attention to the words of the question, reflecting on them, analysing

them before answering" (p. 89). Bernstein (1973) notes that 'Imiddle

class children as a whole were found to have more genuine hesitation

pauses1)at within-clause locations which suggested an incl ination to

pause for the selection of individual lexical items" (p. 248).

Despite the rather studied approach to the spoken word on the part

of middle-class children (such as those in the high I.Q. study

groups) suggested by the above quotations, Bridges (1969) noted a

great propensity for and enjoyment of speech, discussion and debate

in his high ability groups, so much so that "by the end of the year,

discussion was taking up half the afternoon" (p. 143). He goes so

far as to describe some of the children as being affl icted by the

'disease l of compulsive talking. They talked to themselves

expressing a seemingly conscious need accompanied very often by

restless movement. Their wit was predominantly verbal. Bridges

(1969) was surprised by the depth of thought and by the thought

I inks evidenced through the children's speech. Although there were

children more fluent on paper than in speech, he found their

written work generally disappointing. The children preferred

discussion but, seemingly as a result of inadequate practice in the

classroom, were unable to see others' point of view despite a certain

" emphatic understanding in advance of their years ll (Bridges 1969, p. 80).

1) Although as Jacks~n (in Co~in 1977) points out, no one knows what
actually happens In the pauses.
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3.2 Findings in the Present Writer's Hi9h I.Q. Study Group

The programme offered a wide range·of opportunities for oral expression

both in the form of unbridled general conversation and comment and in

the form of more formal discussion and tape recording. In fact the

oral 'output' ranged from childish slapstick classroom skits and

'Herbie ' jokes, through flights of the imagination, the planning and

designing of factories and bridges to serious discussions on topics

such as the bomb, responsible government, overpopulation and

urbanisation. The children were certainly aware of the seriousness

of the latter topics yet those who participated freely seemed to

del ight in and respond to all of those activities with equal verve.

As Jensen discovered (1973) there was no sign of an "intel1ectua1

dialect" and the children maintained a fairly uniform level of

vocabulary and grammatical structure. They described complex

concepts and performed campi icated exercises in analysis, synthesis

and evaluation in the same tones as they used when speaking to each

other about everyday events.

3.3 Patterns of Oral Behaviour

Prior to the commencement of the programme the children were asked

the following question:

If 1 could choose I would always answer questions by: (see Appendix 11

question 43)

writing down

speaking into a tape recorder

te 11 ing a f r iend

tell ing the teacher

drawing and writing instructions

drawing and explaining
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Forty-six per cent of the children ingroup A adhered to their

original choice. Forty per cent who did not resorted to writing and

8% to tape recording when they had intended to do otherwise. Figure 53

below summarises their choice:

Actual Mode of Mode of MajorStated Preferences Expression Expression

Writing 25% 96% 71%

Taping 33% 88% 29%

Telling a friend 17% - -
Tell ing the teacher 17% - -

Drawing and writing 8% 71% -
Drawing and explaining 33% 88% -

Figure 53: Stated, Actual and Major modes of expression in Group A.

The children obviously enjoyed the variety of means of expression

afforded them,for 50% wrote, taped, drew and wrote or explained whilst

38% tried three of these modes. It was obvious that they were unused

to such a variety of choice for most of the questions asked concerned

what they were permitted to do and how it should be done despite

constant reassurance that any means of expression was acceptable.

Children in both groups A and B stated preference for oral means of

expression three times as often as for writing and drawing yet,when

it came to the actual product in each programme,many resorted to

writing, presumably as this was the form to which they were most

accustomed. Several children enjoyed drawing and then labelling

or explaining their drawings on tape. This, for many, was a novel

mode of expression and seemed to lead to exceptionally clear, logical

and detailed descriptions which proceeded step by step and were only

concluded when all had been said.
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For example, Session V: Tree Felling (on tape):

I would cut the branches into little pieces and let them

drop. Then pick them all .up and then start cutting the

stem at the thick part right down the middle till you

reach the bottom and then st~rt cutting it in divisions

off and eventually you'd get a whole mound of wood and

you can just pick it up with a pick up truck.

After careful attention to the tape recordings of the programmes,

it was possible to group the children in Group A according to their

predominant oral behaviour patterns. These the writer has chosen

to designate as,

The Verbose Innovators

The RespondErs

The Quiet RecordErs

The Non-Communicants

The Non-Participants 1}

The qual ities displayed will now be described.

The Verbose Innovators taped and talked at length. They were

sociable and needed to have their opinions heard and valued. They

were sometimes loud and dominant yet prepared to I isten to others'

ideas. They had exciting, imaginative and innovative ideas to

express. They spoke fluently in long complex sentences and used

standard pronunciation and correct grammar.

The Responders spoke only when spoken to, did not use the tape

recorder with ease yet were productive in other areas.

The Quiet Recorders seemed reticent to express themselves often in

publ ic but would convey their thoughts, as if in secret, to the

1) Children unwill ing to participate in any aspects of the programme.
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tape recorder. The non-communicants often failed to respond even

when spoken to, did not ever volunteer information and seldom spoke

to the other children. The non-participants seldom wrote, drew,

recorded or spoke and produced I ittle if anything at all. They

appeared quite happy to while away the time in idleness and returned

each week to do so.

The following profiles of each group will provide more detailed

information:



General Comments Reads wi th Teacher1s Estimation Often asks Speaks freely, Speaks often

N a m e Expression, of Oral Abil ity questions fluently and to teacher
Attention to in class with ease to and class
Punctuation class & teacher
& Meaning

Roy An expressive, Exce 11 ent. Yet
fluent and described as noisy
imaginative and spasmodically
speaker. The Yes disruptive. Yes Yes Yes
most restless,
active, verbal
ch i Id in the
group, also the
most productive

I,

Don Tends to dominate Disruptive and noisy.
in discussion. , Above average - hasNo No Yes YesOccasional use good vocabulary and
of slang enjoys speaking in

front of the class

James Eager, excitable
No Very good. Busy Yes Yes Yesand expressive

Louis Fluent expression Yes On a completely Yes Yes Yesof mature ideas adult 1eve 1 with the
additional joy of a
bubbling sense of
humour

-...,J
N

Figure 54 : The Verbose Innovators



General Comments Reads wi th Teacher's Estimation Often asks Speaks freely, Speaks often
Expression, of Oral Ability questions fluently and to teacher

N a m e Attention to in class with ease to and class
Punctuation class & teacher
& Meaning

Paul Often disruptive. Restrained. No Yes No
Tends to speak in Nodisjointed phrases.
Grammatical
errors occur.

Anne States that she Average. Questions
only talks a lot Yes instruc= Yes Yes
at home. tions not

heard.

Arthur Extremely reticent No Doesn't volunteer
information No Yes No

Charles Never volunteers Does not communicate
information. freely and easily.
Speaks quickly & Yes Difficult to draw out. No No No
fluently when
questioned.

Francis No isy on a r r iva I Hesitant in front of
& in corridors, Yes the class. Merely No No No
otherwise quiet. answers yes or no.

Doesn't volunteer
information.

AI ison Sedate & quiet. Good with precise
Fluent speech & Yes pronunciation. Some- No Yes Yes
mature ideas when times a tendency to
spoken to. gabble if hurried.

.......,
w

Figure 55 The Responders



General COl1Tl1ents Reads wi th Teacher's Estimation Often asks Speaks freely, Speaks often
Expression, of Oral Ability questions fluently and to teacher

N a m e Attention to in class with ease to and class
Punctuation class & teacher
& Meaning

Steven Possesses advanced Very good. Expresses
vocabularyeloquent= himself fluently and
Iy expressed. Yes with ease. No Yes Yes
Would only tape
what held written
down.

Rose Tied to the written Excellent
word. Would read No No Yes Yes
this onto tape.

Nicholas Would only record Has good cOlTfl1un ica tion Yes
what previously Yes with the teacher - not Especially Yes Yes
written. as good with peers. the con-

Speech always tech= sequences.
nically correct.

Sean Quiet yet respon-
sive and liked to No Good Yes Yes Yes
tape.

Lloyd Quiet. Responded Good when feels like
we 11 & I i ked to No joining In - at times No Yes Yes
tape •. says things for effect

Chrls Meticulous perfect- He has a wide range
lonist. Never Yes of facts which he No Yes Yes
spoke or taped until enjoys talking about.
sure of facts. Speaks jerki ly.

Dale An extremely Fair - can hold an·
imaginative Yes intelligent conver= - No No No
ch I Id - expresses satlon. Re 1uctant to
these ideas converse with peers.
fluently on tape.

'-.I
-l=""

Figure 56 The Quiet Recorders



General Comments Reads wi th Teacher1s Estimation Often asks Speaks freely, Speaks often
Expression, of Oral Ability questions fluently and to teacher

N a m e Attention to in class with ease to and class
Punctuation class & teacher
& Meaning

Edward Spoke very Seldom seen communi=
occasionally when No . eating with others. No No No
spoken to. Quiet but fluent.

Rosemary. Whispered if No She is able to No No Nospoken to. communicate adequately
but does bot often
take opportunities to
communicate orally
in class.

Johnathan Inaudible, spoke Good. No Yes Yes
only to gain No
attention.

Albert Spoke freely and Good No Yes No
well occasionally
if motivated. No
Otherwhe in=
audible.

Patrick Disjointed phrases Immature expression
interspersed with No often making babyish No Yes Yes
sentences. In- sounds and gestures.
audible.

Owen Inaudible. Would He speaks well & Is
communicate only Yes able to make himself No Yes Yes
with encouragement understood.

Frank Gives up easily. Vociferous, argumen=
Incorrect usage. No tative. No Yes Yes

'-.I
V'1

Figzaae 57 The Non-Communicants and Non-Participants
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Some of the conclusions that may be reached from the above data

are as follows:

The majority of the children failed to communicate orally as freely

and as expressively as one might wish or expect from children of

apparently high intellectual potential. In almost all cases - except

that of the non-participants - the children appeared to follow

similar patterns of oral behaviour in class and during the special

programme. This may have been due, in some cases, to personal ity

traits such as extreme shyness or reticence, yet the children made

it abundantly clear throughout the programme that they were unused

to a wide variety of modes of expression. They tended to resort to

the written word and to rely on it as a basis for tape recordings

or oral expression. The writer sees a need for encouragement in

the classroom for children of high potential to be more adventurous

and expressive, for they often failed to express the depth of insight

and thought of which they were capable.

It would seem from the teachers' responses to questionnaires 1) that

the children alsoofte~ failed to ask questions regarding either

content or methodology. Many of them have thus become passive

learners. As such they have little opportunity to share their ideas

(and often wide background and general language knowledge) with the

rest of their class. It was clear that some children (Chris for

example) had become so tied to facts and to perfection that they

avoided spontaneous speech for fear of stumbl ings and errors.

The children's ineptitude was clearly revealed in the inabil ity of

nearly half (46%) to read with feel ing i.e. with expressive attention

to meaning as revealed in punctuation, tone and dialogue. All read

with technical excellence as far as word recognition was concerned

but many could go no further and rendered passages in a dull,

stumbl ing monotone. It was no surprise then that 25% of Group A read

so infrequently as to be classifiable as 'non-readers,2).

1) See case study, page 179.

2) Used in this dissertation to. signify 'children who do not read'
rather than cannot read.
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Clearly those children in the non-communicant and non-participant groups

require specialised individual attention. The' former may need special

therapy to aid them in communicating ideas and feelings if they are

to contribute to society and fulfil their true potential. Edward

was, in fact, so disturbed and so cut off from his peers and even

his parents that he had often threatened suicide. The non-partici=

pants obviously warrant special consideration. All of them stated

that they had enjoyed the programme either 'very much' or Ifairly

well' yet they produced very little. One might be tempted to

attribute this to ~eneral apathy as Johnathan, Albert and Patrick

were said to be unenthusiastic about school whilst Frank was

'reservedly' so. The writer would like to propose that certain more

basic linguistic deficiencies such as those detailed below may have

contributed to their apparent lack of motivation.

Four of the non-participants spoke inaudibly ahd appeared to lack

confidence when speaking. Some of the others were unable to con=

struct full, grammatically correct sentences. It was interesting

to compare their I.Q. scores with their results on the Human Sciences

Research Council Engl ish Higher Achievement Test (See Figure 58, p. 178).

It would appear that such children would benefit greatly from short

periods of intensive individual ised instructionl) in their areas of

weaknes~ namely, spelling, usage and grammatical structure. They

have the intell igence to grasp concepts quickly and improved verbal

efficiency would no doubt benefit their school performance as none

are, at present, said by their teachers to be achieving at their

peak. Short periods of instruction with the aid of a tape recorder

could aid their oral efficiency and audibility. Such short periods

of individual ised instruction could be carried out by specialist

teachers who are trained and able to fulfil this task. Lest it

should be thought unnecessary to provide specialised attention for

such children the writer includes more detailed information on

Patrick, including a psychologist's report.

1) See the results of such instruction suggested in Frank's case
in Appendix V.



N.S.A.G. T. N.S.A.G.T. N.S.A.I.S. H.S.R.C.
Administer during School Achievement C 0 m men t s

N a m e Programme Test

V. N.V. T V. N.V. T V. N.V. T Voc. Us. Comp. Spell T

Johnathan 105 119 112 117 132 126 131 126 132 93 78 82 85 88 More than a 10 point
~ - f- - -~ advantage in favour of non,:",

verbal abilities in both
group tests. Usage score
lower than the others.

Albert 120 115 118 126 120 129 133 f.+127 133 99 @ 84 88 88 Significantly poorer
- -+ - -7 - performance on the Usage

Test.

-

® @Patrick 108 f. 126 117 not avai lable 113 f 148 131 78 76 62 Noticeable stress on non-
-, "- verbal ability. Signifi='

cantly lower Usage and
very poor spelling.

Owen 114 105 110 113
f

115 115 125 150 140 91 ® 79 75 72 Very large stress on the
- et - '" "- non-verbal ability on the

N.S.A.I.S. Very poor
Usage.

Frank 123 132 129 114 145 129 137 135 140 @ @ ® ® @ Stress on non~verbal .
f- - f- - -'t ability in both the Group

Tests. Very poor scores
in Usage, Spelling and
overall achievement.

-....J
00

Figure 58 A Comparison of the Non-Participants I.Q. Scores with their Scores on the H.S.R.C. English Higher
Achievement Test.
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N.S.A.G.T. N.S.A.I.S.

V. N.V. T.

108 126 117

H.S.R.C. Engl ish Higher Achievement Test

V.

113

N.V. T.

148 131

Vocabul ary Usage Comprehension Spe 11 ing Total

78 63 76 36 62

Attended 14 sessions

General Profi le

Age 8.4

Patrick displays several indications ofa negative self-cohcept and

states bluntly that he does not 1ike his teacher and his sibl ings and

that they feel the same way about him. He has few friends. His main

interest at school is art. He enjoys cubs and his favourite hobby is

'electric'. He says he thinks rather slowly, 1ikes to make models,

does not 1ike writing and reads 'nothing'. Yet he says the teacher

expects too 1ittle of him.

Patrick's Teacher's Response to the Questionnaire

1. What is your opinion of the child's general intellectual abil ity1

Average. Mother believes him to be very bright. I have noticed

only some isolated moments of areativity.

2. What is your opi,nion of the child's 1inguistic abil ity in :

. Wr it ing: Patrick laaks motivation. He very seldom produaes

muah. Does not put ideas on paper with ease.
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Reading Fair. Patrick's reading age is beLow his chrono=

LogicaL age.

Oral Communication Satisfactory. Immature expression, often

making babyish sounds and gestures.

3. How would you rate the child's performance in comparison to the

other children in class?

Generally: He copes weU with the standard of work, but onLy

works when he wan ts to. Mediocre.

In the language skills: Average. Is he under-achieving?

4. Is the child performing at his/her peak in your opinion? No. I

feeL he is under-achieving.

5. How does the chi 1d behave in c Iass? Very difficuLt to settLe doum

to his work. Erratic, can take confident part in group discussions/

activities.

6. Please indicate evidence of the following tendencies with a tick.

independent ,/ bored ~

soc iab Ie qua rre Isome ('0." be...
re 1iab 1e

po lite

noisy

conscientious

restrained

disruptive

absorbed

troublesome

fidgety '"

a dreame r ""

an unt idy worker ""

calm

7. Compared to the rest of the class, the child works

quickly 0
slowly 0
at an average pace 0

8. Does the child ask many questions? Not reaLLy.

Of what type? Often geared to making things (his father helps
him a Lot).
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9. How do you deal with the questions asked? Answer truthfuUy.

Try to encourage his ideas, hoping for some positive motivation.

10. Is the child enthusiastic about his/her

general schoolwork? No

language activities? No

11. Would you say that the child has developed sound study habits? No

Please supply details: Lacks motivation,· concentration. Is not

constant.

12. Has the chi Id many 0
friends in the peer group?

few 0 some 0

13. Does the ch i Id show any signs of emotional problems? If so, please

give deta i Is. Emotionally immature. Once he refuses to do some=

thing it is difficult to show him he needs to do it. Stubborn and

impertinent at times .

.14. Do you have regular/any contact with the child's parents? Parents

attended evening set aside at beginning of year. Have not had

contact since other than one or two incidental meetings.

15. What educational level would you expect this child to reach in

adulthood? Standard 10, hopefully.

16. Does the child show any signs of leadership qualities? Please give

details. Patrick could organise a group (if he so feels/wishes)

but his peers object to being overtly domineered.

17. Would you say his/her powers of concentration are

good 0
average ~ to poor depending on the child.

poor 0
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Language Ab i 1i ty

Writing

l. Does the ch i 1d enjoy writing? No

2. Does he/she write at length? No

3. Does the child ever show you work written at home? No

4. What is your estimation of the child's written work as concerns

Grammatical correctness? Basically correct.

Punctuation? Satisfactory

Leve 1 of vocabu 1ary? . Good

Complexity of sentence structure? Simple sentence structure

Original ity? Shows spurts, not very often however.

Fluency? Satisfactory

Evidence of logical thinking? Average

5. Please describe some of the stimul i you have devised to encourage

writing. Recorded extracts. Films. Extracts from books (e.g.

Witch's Egg). Poetry. Let's imagine. Write from experience.

6. To whom is class writing directed? To the class. Good stories

read out - build self-image.

7. Have you taught the children to take notes? I feel J.P. level is

a bit young.

8. Have you taught the childre~ any research sk ill s in order to aid
them in project work? Yes. If you have,. please give details:
Theme work, workcards based on books from library. Page of answers
supplied in most questions.

9. Have you devised any special activities for this child which the

other children are not required to do at all? No. If so, please give

deta i J s. Patrick does not finish his work, has no time for

extending activities. (Has made a model of a cave at home).
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10. Do you exempt this child from some activities related to

sections of the syllabus in which he/she is already proficient?

No. Please supply comment: He does not appear proficient in

any sections of the syllabus.

Yes 0
No 0

Please supply details in either case: Language at J.P. level

is incidental.

11. Do you teach such areas as time sequence, word order, the format

of dialogue, direct and indirect speech, paragraph construction,

etc. in a formal manner?

12. Do you think that the linguistic register that you usually

employ in the classroom is:

Completely understood by the child ~

Too difficult for this child tJ
Be low the ch il d I S own language reg ister 0

Reading (3 mths. behind C.A.)

1. What is the child's

reading age? 8 yrs. ? mths. Test: D & D No. 1 Date: 11.06.80

spelling age? ? yrs. 8 mths. Test: Burt Date: 13.11.79

si lent reading 7 yrs. 8 mths. Test D & D Date: 5.05.80
abil ity?

2. Describe the child's choice of reading matter: Does not take a

library book out each week as do peer group.

3. How many books per week does he/she read? 1 (100 pages) or 3

(30 pages).

4. Do you recommend titles for this child? Have tried.

do, please give examples.

If you
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5. Do you request him/her to do set reading or do you allow a free

choice of titles? There is a selection of reading books of their

reading age. They se lect an appropriate book.

6. Does the child read fluently? Yes

No
o
o

7. Is he/she often asked to read aloud in class? Yes

No

[Z]

o
Belongs to local Library, but "I haven't taken any books out

for a long time".

8. Do you ask this child to help others with other English work?

Yes· 0
No 0

9. Does the child choose to read if he finishes work early? Never

finishes early.

Do you allow the child to do so? N/A

10. What method/s do you use to teach comprehension? Reading

laboratory story cards (pictures). Story cards (writing).

11. What type of comprehension questions do you prefer? Finding out,

use your imagination, follow instructions, how do you feel about?

12. Do you read to the children
often ~

seldom c=J
occasionally c=J

Please give details of the titles: The Witch's Egg, This is

Ridiculous, The Castle of Adventure.

13. Do you use passages of prose or extracts of poetry as stimul i to
written work?

[2]Yes

No D
Please supply examples: Twigwidge, Witch's Egg, I'm Hiding,
The Tortoise, Weather.
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Oral Commun·ication

l- Does the child speak freely, fluently and with ease:

before the class 0
to you Cd
before a larger audience ILl (Inclined to put his

before those in authori ty Q head doum)

2. Does the ch i Id speak often in class:

to you 0 But insists on babyish

to the other children [2] tone of voice and
mannerisms.

Psychologist's Report on Patrick

Graphic Representation of I.Q. Test Results:-

Verbal I.Q.: 113 Nonverbal I .Q.: 148 Total I.Q.: 131

(Key: 1-Vocabulary; 2-Comprehension;

5-Memory; 6-Pattern Completion;

9-Form Board).

3-Reasoning; 4-Arithmetic;

7-Blocks; 8-Absurdities;

(NSA IS)

New South African

Individual Scale

6

7 9
NON-VERBAL

TESTS
VERBAL TESTS

61 + 19 2,0 1

13-15

11-12
10 ~veraQe

8-9

5-7

0-4

1 2 3 4 5 6 8

III
+-J

C

o
0..

ltI
U

V')

According to the NSAIS intell igence test, the extremely large

discrepancy between and non-verbal I.Q. scores reflects a specific

learning disabil ity which is manifest in a concentration problem.
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The verbal tests are vulnerable to this as the cues require auditory

attention, whereas the non-verbal cues are still visible when concen=

tration is resumed.

His verbal I.Q. score is above average, and his non-verbal, logical,

abstract reasoning abil ity is well within the gifted range. Since

our school system is language orientated, his abil ity would not show

in the classroom and he would underachieve in terms of his potential.

Hand-eye co-ordination, measured by the Bender Gestalt Test, is normal

for age.

Background History

An emergency caesarian section was performed due to foetal distress

and the baby did not cry immediately. He was allergic to milk and is

prone to allergies.

He doesn't follow instructions and doesn't I isten, probably due to

his concentration problem. He is only just coping in school.

Conclusions

His para-natal history may account for his present learning disabil ity

and concentration problem. Also, many children with allergies have

learning disabilities.

He has apparently benefited from the medication and should now begin

to achieve better results.

Patrick's serious problems in the language-based areas were reflected

in both the qual ity and quantity of the written and oral output over

the fourteen sessions attended. He said that he would prefer to draw

and then explain, yet despite some obviously interesting and creative

ideas was reluctant to do either. His only tape recording required

considerable gentle coaxing by the researcher in order to elicit a

broken yet still comprehensible narrative.
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Tape Recorded Interview with Researcher 1)

Session IX Factory Design

The railwayson railways .

got a wheel on them.

They've got wheels.

. .. they ... pause go

The coal trucks have

Researcher: Right.

They, they ... pause

are electric.

Researcher: Right.

and then the electricity goes into the wheels ... into the engine

inside the coal trucks, ... pause.

Researcher: Right.

and it starts to dig ... pause ...
Researcher: Does the electricity turn the wheel round?

No reply

Researcher: And the wheel is the digger?

Uh?

Researcher: What has the wheel got on the outside there? What are

these things?

They ... pause ... they ... pause ... dig out the coal and put it in

the truck.

Researcher: What are they made of?

(Long pause). They're made of steel ... pause ... and a crane tips

it up when its full and it puts it comes up and gets emptied off

(long pause) the conveyor belt ... pause ... empties it out in a

building goes into like a big tub and these big cement things are to

make it slide to different places so that when it goes there you can
dig there.

1) He needed a great deal of persuasion and encouragement before he
would say anything at all.
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In all, he wrote a mere 36 words, and executed six drawings - one

of them a cartoon character drawn during a discussion session in which

he did not participate. In fact, he never joined in discussion at all.

His drawings were more adept than his writings and afforded considerably

greater attention to detail and depth. Torrance (in the foreword of

Gowan and Demos 1964) comments on the complexity of the functioning of

the human mind and personal ity with reference to creative giftedness

and notes that "some children are exceptionally fluent in the product=

tion of ideas expressed in words but are unable to express ideas in

visual or auditory symbols: others may be tremendously fluent in

expressing ideas in visual symbols but appear paralysed mentally when

asked to express ideas in words or sounds" (p. ix). Patrick clearly

fel I within the latter category. Yet, despite the difficulty he found

expressing himself he admitted to having enjoyed the sessions fairly

well - especially the drawing of the bridge (See Fig. 59, P.189).

He did not I ike having to describe his picture (in the tape recorded

interview). His parents considered that he had enjoyed the programme

very much and that he was always interested except during the last few

discussion sessions. They said that he didn't I ike to "write on

Saturdays" yet that since attending the programme, he had begun to

read more and that his concentration was 'much better'.

3.5 General Talk

Bridges' assertion (1969, p. 143) that children of high abil ity enjoy

talking is certainly borne out by the level of noise on the general

recordings made by the researcher. Not only did the children in

Groups A and B talk a great deal, they also accompanied their pursuits

with an almost endless variety of whistles, grunts, snatches of song,

hisses, mumbles and engine imitations. Yet these bursts of cacophany

were interspersed with spontaneous periods of silence during which

they were all busily occupied. Most of the children appeared to have

singular powers of concentration no matter how loud the talk or how
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restless the movements of the others. They settled down to their

tasks and ensured that they completed them. The non-participants

were, of course, the exception, they commenced I ittte, produced less

and yet were only occasionally disruptive.

Most children chatted informally to one another while they worked

with the notable exception of Charles, Anne, Arthur, Rosemary,

Edward andPatrick. In fact Rosemary could only have spoken ten words

or so during the fifteen weeks but would respond warmly to displays

of physical affection from the writer.

The general level of noise would generally be considered unacceptable

in the ordinary classroom - it would certainly disturb others and

could probably not be borne by a teacher for the entire school day.

It could perhaps not even be sustained by the children for more than

a two hour period! Yet it seemed to be an essential part of tne

initial stimulus required to produce anything unusual or imaginative.

There was always silence as the researcher introduced a session

followed by hoots of excitement, hilarity, expressions of wonder,

disbel ief and exclamation. All speech was spontaneous and simple.

There were no signs of a conscious attempt to raise the level of

vocabulary or to increase the structural complexity. Usage was

generally standard i.e. grammatically correct and couched in

acceptable pronunciation. There was no need for the researcher to

repeat compl icated instructions or to explain technical terms.

Indeed, the children took del ight in spontaneously providing their

own definitions. The technique employed was often one of definition

by contrast, thus for example,a framework was I ikened to a skeleton

whilst a shell was termed an 'outside covering'.

The discussion of lexical terms was thus seldom necessary or a

matter of conscious debate. An exception can be found in Session XI I

in which they took del ight in manufacturing words and rhymes to

describe a new planet. Some were long yet logical for example,

PRONOMONOSONOLONOBONO (Sean) in which each syllable represented the
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name of an object i.e. mono was the animal, prono the plant, and so on.

Some were weird and exotic: 'Eirpion ' , Ilnframode l
, (AI ison); some

funny: IPonque l (Francis) and IZonk ' (Edward) and some simply

unpronounceable.

In general language was seen primarily as a vehicle for expressing

concepts, thoughts, ideas and imaginings; for clarifying and con=

veying processes of analysis and synthesis, rather than as being of

special interest in itself. It was seen as a tool to express new

ideas in great variety and profusion, to illustrate points with

personal anecdotes and to display considerable general knowledge and

knowledge of world affairs. As Jensen .(1973) noted the conditional

I if' occurred often with reference to possible consequences and

outcomes - especially as regards moral issues and the present state
\

of world affairs.

A failure to reflect the speed, efficiency, depth, sophistication and

degree of abstraction of the original thought in the written word

often noted in the previous chapter unfortunately characterised some

of the more informal talk during the sessions - the playlets and the

tape recordings. The discussions and informal chatter provided

clearer insights into the depth and breadth of thought of which the

children were capable. The tendency to utter the mundane, obvious

and conservative may reflect the notable absence of originality both

in stimulus and product in the classroom where often no special 1) effort

has been made to evoke it.

Even more disturbing was a tendency to reproduce what had previously

been read or heard or to attempt to rely on memory and to 'give Upl ,

rather than hazard novel and original ideas when memory failed. Some

1) See comments on the teachers failure to provide special facilities
noted in Chapter 5 page 237.
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children recognised the phrases in .Session IV as proverbs and hastily

attempted a mental review of those previously learnt thus mismatching

them with the new ones. They had to be constantly reassured of the

value of their interpretations as opposed to 'the correct answer'

probably a symptom of the convergent nature of the work to which

they are most commonly exposed in the classroom.

The only consciously 'prepared oral' work in the programme - the

playlets in Session XI I I - similarly displayed inattention to adequate

preparation of content, speech, style or final effect. The efforts

were generally short, common expressions of juvenile wit and slapstick

humour, which could not be sustained for longer than a few minutes.

The only pol ished performance came from Keith and Amanda who were able

to 'perform ' their Eisteddfod pieces, being in the same class at

school. These findings substantiate Gowan and Demos' proposition

(1964, p. 147) that Il some gifted children do poorly in oral work

that requires preparation'~

An overall impression of disorder and chaos may have been given in

the above account of the children's talk. In fact, despite the

level of noise and constant activity, the writer had very little

occasion to reprimand the children. 'Pranks' were usually related

to the programme content or to some explicable (if unusual) 'experi=

ment l
•

3.6 Session XI I I - The Playlets

An Exercise in Evaluation

Groups A, Band C

The children were asked to perform solos or to work in groups in

order to entertain the rest. They were allowed a little time to

prepare. Each act was then both marked and assessed by the 'audience'

whilst the researcher indicated the variety and range of marks on the
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blackboard. It was hoped that the children - besides the enjoyment

of both performing and watching 7 would arrive at some understanding

of the subjectivity of assessment and of the wide variety of differing

views expressed about the performances. In order to arrive at this

understanding, some set standards for judging work had to be developed

and then applied.

All the children enacted their performances with childlike enthusiasm

and 1ittle style, in the manner described earl ier. Six children in

group A arrived at some understanding of the subjective nature of

assessment, whilst eight in group B did so (half the children). None

of those in group C were able to accompl ish this task. In the latter

group there was a considerable degree of open vindictiveness during

the allocation of marks whilst the children in both high !.Q. groups

seemed to accept contrary points of view and opinions with greater

sincerity and honesty.

3.7 The Tape Recordings

The taped answers in most cases represented unprepared pieces

spontaneously recorded. Steven, Rose and Chris were interesting

exceptions and reflected an uneasiness with the freer, spontaneous

characteristics of the spoken word. The first two, a brother and

sister, who both taught themselves to read at the age of two years,

would only read onto tape what they had previously prepared in

painstakingly neat written form. Chris was likewise so attached

to precision, perfection, and 'correct' facts that he would only

record after careful written preparation. For example, in response

to the translation of textures into words during Session I I he wrote

liThe wood is rough and coarse and has spl inters. The

satin is soft and slippery and smooth. The cardboard

is rough and has corregations. The soap water is

very soapy and slippery. The skin of an orange is damp,

slippery and rough. The glass is smooth and sI ippery" -

simple and compound sentences executed with assured fluency.
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In general though, the recordings display an abundance of hesitations,

pauses, rewordings and stumblings 1) executed in a monotonous tone

with little attempt to convey expression, respect punctuation or

elevate vocabulary. The children were concerned that what they said

should be a logical reflection of their thoughts and not a pol ished

verbal performance yet there was evidence of a conscious effort to

sort out and rearrange events for the benefit of the listener.

Roy, in the second session, displayed considerable attention to

correctness of detail and to technical data but executed his descrip=

tion in longer, complex, more adventurous and descriptive tones with

eyes screwed tightly closed so as better to translate the FEEL and

not the 'look' as directed by the researcher.

liThe skin of an orange is ... urn ... bumpy. It has got

a very characteristic place where the orange has got a

big ... urn ... rough l~mp. The or ... the orange isnlt,

isnlt exactly round but is more or less. Urn ...• It

has got three cracks in it, as far as I can feel •.. (pause)

and is about as big as my hand".

liThe bubbles on top of.the water feel I ike snow, soft

snow. The water is very cold and sort of I ike, on the

bottom of the bowl, is slimy ... pause When you

splash the water, is - gives a sort of like .•. urn ...

mushy sound.

Besides the obvious use of the pause exampled above i.e. to aid the

choice of individual, suitablerwords, the researcher noted a tendency

for the children to pause in order to ensure correct and logical

expression of a sequence of events, (IIFirst you put the body ..•

(pause) ... body and ... (pause) ... and second you put the chass i Si' -

Owen, Session VI I) and in order to clarify or render a previous

statement more specific (" the buildings surrounding it prop

the tree up and then chop (pause) ... then, gradually chop it down").

1) As would probably be the case with most adults.
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Those children who used the tape recorder regularly operated it with

efficient ease and came to see it both as an audience in itself (to

which one explained d)fficult concepts carefully, often accompanied

by elaborate gestures!) and as a means of gaining the researcher's

undivided attention. Thus the recordings were punctuated with little

persona I messages such as "bye for now l
, Ilsee you Iater" and "that's

all for now".

3.8 The Discussions Sessions XIV and XV

The discussion sessions were the last two items on the programme and

were intended as exercises in evaluation, requiring both an under=

standing and acceptance of others' points of view and a personal

stand based on certain relevant criteria. The topics used as a

basis for discussion included the global effect of the explosion of

the first bomb, increasing urbanisation, population control, franchise

rights and the present education system in Natal. These were beyond

the range of topics usually encountered at primary school level.

Martinson (1968) proposes the early exposure of bright children to

such topics;. 'tIt is sounder educationally to use subjects of concern

to the children than to postpone them until the children are old

enough. Learning on these and other similarly abstract topics, such

as voting rights and responsibilities or the meaning of free enter=

prise is a cumulative process" (p. 25). That children of high

abil ity enjoy (especially as an alternative to writing, tape recording

or drawing) discussion was clearly demonstrated on the tapes. That

it suited the older children more than the eight and nine year olds

was also clear. Gowan and Demos· (1964) suggestion that children of

high ability are not so successful in 'Ithe give and take of conversation

or discussion" (p. 147) was largely substantiated except during the

discussion on education in which everyone participated with great

verve. During the other discussions on moral issues and world

affairs the verbose innovators were dominant. They needed to be

heard, to share their ideas and to have them recognised as val id and
valuable.
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The children would often offer their ideas all at once until the

loudest became dominant. The discussion was often between two or three

children who made no attempt to draw out the quieter ones or to ask

another's opinion. They were quite prepared to listen to what the

others had to say but did so in order to redeflne and continue the

topic on their own terms. In spite of this rather roughshod attitude

to discussion, they were well aware of differing possibilities and

were well able to sustain a topic for an hour or more maintaining at

least some impression that it was real conversation and to some

extent collectively determined (Martin 1976, p. 15).

They displayed an exceptionally mature awareness ·of the complexity of

moral issues and were not afraid to state controversial views. They

made mention of corrupt government, the difficulty of implementing

global pol icies and of fine and delicate issues such as the point at

which control and freedom meet and the difficulties of implementing

policy which affects personal issues such as birth control. All these

issues were discussed in the same tone and the same terms as were

used in general informal chatter to each other.

3.9 Overview

As was noted in connection with written expression in the previous

chapter, the children's oral output was characterised by a great

variation in terms of degree of voluntary participation, length,

depth, fluency, original ity and correctness of utterance.

Informal talk was much in evidence as was the loud and immediate

reaction to most of the topics introduced by the researcher.

Although a general level of everyday language was maintained

throughout the programme, a tendency to consider the' choice of

lexical items, to clarify previous statements and purposefully to

sequence events was noticeable during the tape recordings.
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Although the children initially stated a preference for oral taped

expression they finally often resorted to the more familiar modes of

writing or drawing. However, the researcher was able to define

certain patterns of oral behaviour and was thus able loosely to group

children under headings such as: the verbose innovators, the

responders, the quiet recorders, the non-participants and the non

communicants. These terms largely coincide with their patterns of .

oral behaviour in the classroom. Sadly an overall consideration of

these patterns marks most of the children as passive learners and

some as in need of specialist attention if they are to part~cipate

fully in the scholastic world and beyond.

The children clearly had no difficulty in following complicated

in~tructions or technical terms, or in understanding discussions on

complex, abstract issues. However, thetr willingness to participate

in discussions and to use oral expression as an effective tool for

the manipulation of the higher cognitive processes varied considerably

from child to child.

It has become clear that such children need to participate in the

discussion of advanced and abstract topics not merely because they

CAN do so, or because they may have valuable ideas to contribute

but especially because they need practice in order to cumulatively

develop a balanced personal stand through experience in hearing and

understanding other divergent views. It is equally clear that all

the children from the most dominant and verbose to the most reticent

need to learn the skills which will lead them to this end- some

must learn really to listen rather than dominate whilst others must

learn to begin to participate.

4. READING

Fl iegler (1961) comments that only in rare cases are 'gifted students'

liable to satisfy their great desire for knowledge by some means other
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than reading" (p. 214). He goes so far as to nominate good reading

ability as a characteristic of superior ability. IIJust as vocabulary

has been identified as the best single indicator of intelligence,

good reading ability and a wide variety of reading interests have

become characteristics of those school children identified as gifted.

There are many exceptions to this generalization, but most gifted

students are avid readers of a wide variety of materials".(p. 214 and

215). This opinion is substantiated by Terman's work (cited in

Laycock 1979, p. 43), by Gallagher (1975, p. 5) and by Dunn (1973, p. 210).

The chi ldren in study groups A and B had indeed an average of two

years nine months advantage of Reading Age above chronological age 1)

and an average of two years advantage of spell ing age over chrono=

logical age. Their teachers were impressed with their reading skills

(even of those in the 'non-reader' and predominantly 'non-verbal'

group) but were divided as to the exact meaning of 'reading ' • Some

merely stated 'good' or 'very good I , others referred to fluency or

expression, understanding of meaning and vocabulary or the amount

and level of reading material. Yet nearly a third (29%) of these

teachers could not comment on the child's choice of reading matter

and 32% did not know how many books the child read per week. Thirty

nine per cent failed to recommend titles to the children. This is

surprising in the I ight of the emphasis placed on reading in the

primary school and in the I ight of the fact that reading was

encouraged after the completion of work by 97% of the teachers

whilst 84% of the latter read to the children often and the other

16% did so occasionally.

The key to the above contradictions may He in the stress placed on

technicaZ reading abiZity i.e. the abil ity to recognise words and

pronounce them accurately. Ninety-seven per cent of the children

1) Sixty-eight per cent of scores were available on the Burt or one
of the Schonell tests.
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were regarded as skilled by their teachers in this area. Teachers were

less concerned with what and how much was read. In fact they estimated

that the children read an average of 2,6 books per week (the most

was six) whilst the children actually read nearly double - an average

of 4,2 per week (the most being more than ten). More significant

though (andaZso more distressing) is the fact that only 28% of the

children were reading more than children's literature of the level

of Nancy Drew, the Hardy Boys or Enid Blyton. The non~readers

(Arthur, Johnathan, Patrick, Don, Frank and Jill) read an average of

only one book per week (usually the school set book) whilst Patrick,

Arthur and Johnathan never read for pleasure. The children with

noticeably higher non-verbal abil itiesin the I.Q. tests (Paul,

Patrick, Lloyd, Owen, Frank, Rosemary, Malcolm and Hugh) fared better 

reading an average of two books a week - yet their reading age was on .

average only one year seven months above chronological age -

certainly wel I below their mental age (average N.S.A.G.T. Total 131).

None of the children designated as 'non-readers' or predominantly

'non-verbal I were said by their teachers to be achieving at their

peak in schoo I .

Gowan (as cited in Gowan and Demos 1964,) p~ 220) conduded "that

reading abil ity, even apart from its intelligence component, occupies

a central position in the determination of achievement". The

advantages said by Criscuolo (1963) to be possessed by superior

readers are many and may explain why children who have I.Q~s above

130 (i;e. superior academic potential) yet are unwilling readers,

perform poorly or only at an average level in the classroom. Criscuolo

states superior readers as able to "perceive relationships", 'Ideal

with abstractions", as " capa ble of drawing conclusions", as "being

" cur ious, creative and imaginative" and as able to memorize quickly.

He thus advocates exemption from "unnecessary routine drills and

repetition of materials already known" (p. 163).

The teachers of children who do not possess such advantages (such as

those designated 'non-readers' or predominantly 'non-verbal') should
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perhaps note Sabaroff's. advice (1965, p. 394). She warns that even

bright children might not have developed the mechanics of word analysis 1)

sufficiently. As they dislike d~ill and may be impatient with details

they may in fact begin to disl ike reading, pay insufficient attention

yet pick up sufficient clues to maintain reasonable progress and even

score a little above average on multiple choice type standardised

tests. Unless teachers regularly examine the reading aloud of short

graded passages, such difficulties may remain unknown. Sabaroff

advocates, "dictionary skills, the use of the encyclopedia, and other

reference skills, such as outl ining and note-taking", as valuable

skills for bright children rather than "just going on to the next

grade level reader" (p. 398). Indeed 87% of the teachers of study

groups A and B often taught such skills in conjunction with the

1 ibrarian.

Gensley (1975) and Renzull i (1977) go even further. Gensleyadvocates

the following:

"Reading for the gifted should be a process of gathering information,

interpreting information, processing information, analysing information,

evaluating information, and using information" (p. 21).

Renzulli (1977) advocates that the 'gifted' pursue real problems,

" produce rather than .•. consume information (p. 32) and thus require

some general instruct ion in "advanced I ibrary ski 11" (p. 59) i.e.

"beyond the usual exercises that deal with the Dewey Decimal System

and how-to-use-the-card-catalogue" (p. 59). His extensive list of

knowledge of the 'Iexistence, nature and function" (p. 59) of reference

materials includes (p. 59 & 60)

Bibl iographies

Encyclopedias

Dictionaries and Glossaries

Annuals

Handbooks

Directories and Registers

Reviews

Reader's Gu ides

Abstracts

Catalogues

Source Books

Pe r i od i ca Is

1) See Frank's case for example in Appendix V.
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Indexes

Atlases

Yearbooks

Manuals

Surveys

Anthologies

Histories and Chronicles of
Particular Fields, Organizations

Maxims and Famil iar Phrases

Video Tapes

Fi Ims tr ips

Transparencies

Kits

Fi Im Loops

Records

Charts

Study Print

Flashcards

5. WR IT! NG

5. 1 Support ive Ev idence

Concordances

Data Tables

Digests

Record Books

Almanacs

Art Prints

Books of Quotations,
Proverbs

Talking Books

Microfilms

Rea I ia

Globes

Maps

Pictures

SI ides

Films

Models

Filmstrips with Sound

Burrows (1967) advocates that a gifted child requires protection

IIfrom school expectations that he has an obligation always to do better

than others ll (p. 33). It would seem that chi ldren of high academic

potential are noted for poor achievement in both the mechanical skills

of writing and the qual ity of the written product. Holl ingworth (as

cited in Dunn 1973) noted IIthat children with very high I.QI S often

have problems with games and tasks requiring close co-ordination such

as writing ll (p. 208). Of her famous Ichild El she wrote: IIHis

writing is not equal to his other accomplishments. He is very slow

at it and for this reason dictates most of his IIhomeworkll to a

stenographer" (in Dunn 1973, p. 7).
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Bridges noted in both the Millfield and Brentwood experiments, a

disinclination to commit thoughts to paper and considerable disinterest

in the final product. He states that :

on the whole, the written work, although
satisfactory technically and although
I ikely to pass muster in the classroom,
was almost always disappointing. The
tendency was for the work to be churned
out with the least possible manifestation
of interest or of response toa challenge.

(1969, p. 16)

and

the performance of severa 1 of the pup i Is
studied at Mi1lfield and Edgarley was
particularly disappointing on the literary
side, so much so that a few of them were,
in a sense, handicapped c~i.ldren, because
they lacked a satisfactory means of
expressing their quite often abundant
ideas.

Besides the most obvious influence of poor mechanical skills, a

publ ication of the Office of Gifted and Talented in the United States

(1979 Fact sheet) warns of children 1 whose " verbal skills lag behind

their creative abil ities". The above fact sheet thus sounds a warning

to teachers.

Here instruction must maintain
a careful balance. While the child needs to
develop structure and organization, the
teacher must be careful not to discourage or
inhibit the child's creativity. Constant
reassurance as to the worth of the child1s
ideas, as well as reinforcement of basic
language skills become the primary goals for
teachers of gifted children whose abil ities
are unevenly developed.

1) The work of such a child, Roger, has been described in some detail
in Chapter One.
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Burrows (1967) too notes an overconcern among highly creative young=

sters for !Iwhat they write, not with neatness and other externals"

(p. 34). The dilemma of minimum standards thus faces the teacher.

Burrows suggests 'fair' copies for display whilst other work should

be read aloud and then filed away.

Dunn (1973, p. 208) suggests that requirements for precision and

neatness may interfere with ideas and that stipulations to produce

'neat work' may result in 'Iimpatience and confl ict ll when mental

functioning is rapid and at an advanced level.

Many authors have advocated a language programme which includes many

different kinds of writing programmes for, children with superior intellec=

tual pot~ntial. The United StatesOffice,of Education Fact Sheet (1979)

emphasizes for exampl,e that not alolgM=ted children should necessarily be

developing I'creative writing techniques l
' but might find greater need

to develop the i r ab i I i ty in 'Iexpos i tory wr it ing and research sk ill s"

especially as much emphasis is often placed on independent study for

children of superior intellectual potential. Individual interests,

journal ism and advertising can be used to integrate all the language

arts with critical reading "yet still provide ample opportunity for

creative expression ll
• In g~nef"al then, lIan integrated language arts

program that stresses the appl ication of many writing skills to

numerous content areas ll is recommended.

Martinson (1968) warns against the compulsory writing of 'book reports'

for the gifted primary school child whose "writing is far more labor=

ious than his thoughts" (p. 80) and advocates that "oral communication

about especially l,iked books and poems should take precedence over

written reports" (p. 81) lest he should "avoid the pleasures of

reading extensively in order to avoid also the pain of having to write

reports" on what is read (p. 80).
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5.2 The Children's Attitude to Writing

All children in the writer's Study Groups A, Band C were asked to

indicate their preferences as follows:

enjoy writing

like to wr i te
stories

letters

poems

other (specify)

o
o
o
o
o

()

<:)

I do not like writing at all because •.....•.....•.....•••.••.•.•

....- .

The followin!f-)figure indicates the results:

0

I like to write

I enjoy writing Stories Letters Poems Other1)

. Groups
53% 60% 43% 43% 8%A & B

,

Group ,
73% 87% 47% 67% 13%C

Figure 60: The Children's Attitude to Writing.

Twenty per cent of Groups A and B completed the last alternative, 'I

do not 1ike writing at all because .••.• 1)

as follows :

'I cannot write neatly' (Arthur).

, It hurts my hand after a wh i le I (Johnathan).

'I am untidy' (Sean).

'I have untidy writing' (Lloyd).

'It is boring' (Chris).

'I can't think of anything' (Graham).

'I don't like composition at school' (Hugh).

'My arm gets tired' (Laura).

1} Included in the 'other' category were 'songs, jokes, descriptive
pieces and imaginings'.
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Only one child in group C completed the sentence, and then as follows

lit board me a I ittle ' (sic) (Marg~ret).

As indicated in the literature reviewed,some children with superior

intellectual ability are discouraged by the laborious, mechanical

process of writing and the physical discomfort it~may cause. They

reflect an impatience with the usual demands for neatly presented

work.

5.3 Teachers' Assessments of the Children's Writing

The teachers of children in Groups A and 8 were asked to state their

opinion 1)of 1inguistic abil ity as seen in written work. They were

also asked whether the child enjoyed writing, wrote at length or ever

showed them pieces written at home. Teachers were also asked to

estimate the child's proficiency in terms of punctuation, level of

vocabulary, complexity of sentQnce structure, original ity, fluency

and evidence of logical thought.

({

Many teachers responded to several of the questions with a general

'good' or 'above average' comment. Others were only concerned with

neatness and some were clearly confused, for example, Jean's writing

was described as 'fairly fluent .. She does not use much vocabulary

although she knows the meanings of words'!!

Other teachers were clearly more acquainted with the real value of

the children's work and offered such comments as the following

(Arthur) "He enjoys extra stimulation but not ordinary work" •

(Roy) liVery good indeed. His work is full of action and humour".

(Lloyd-) "A thorough command of the English language used effectively

and imaginatively".

1) See example of the teacher's questionnaire in this Chapter
pages 179 to 185. '
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(Dale) "Good when sufficiently motivated l
'.

(Frank) "Good but tends to be lazy and tries to get away with the

bare minimum".

(Keith) "Has a good command of language but doesn't enjoy putting

thoughts to paper - comprehension is always answered concisely".

(Angela) "Could be excellent - inclined to write as 1ittle as possible

and use a I imited vocabulary".

One wonders if Arthur's and Dale's teachers felt some degree of

conscience at their admitted inability to 'motivate' and 'stimulate'.

Teachers were also at variance as to the meaning of the term 'I inguis=

tic proficiency', taking it to mean either mechanical skill, abil ity

to sustain a piece of writing, grammatioal correctness, level of

vocabulary or qual ity of the ideas expressed.

When asked their opinion of specific areas of proficiency,~many

teachers again simply made a value judgement.· Others made particular

notes of some abil itiesvfor example,Steven, Lloyd, Edward, Frank,

Rosemary, Chris, Keith and Angela were said to be 'original' (yet for

Steven "in examinations he tends to sacrifice original ity to correct'7

ness of expression") whilst Johnathan, Nicholas, Francis, Owen and

Al ison were said not to be 'original' often basing pieces on favourite

authors or television shows. Grammatical correctness and complexity

of structure were generally favourably rated, yet Albert wrote

incomplete sentences, Frank evidenced poor sentence structure, Ernest

wrote 'short' sentences and Jill only 'simple' sentences. Poor

punctuation seemed to cause concern (Frank, Anna, Malcolm, Amanda) in

only a few cases and poor spell ing was noted only twice (Don and James).

Seventy per cent of the teachers considered that the children 'enjoyed'

writing despite the fact that 38% were said not to write at length,

and that most (68%) had never voluntarily presented written work

executed outside school.
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5.4 Overview

Clearly concern for 'writing' can be divided into several categories 

a concern about graphic accuracy and neatness, or the nature and

quality of the content or the grammatical correctness of the final

expression. That graphic facil ity and technical excellence are

dominant concerns in many of the teachers' and childr.en's minds is

clear. This may indicate a need to readjust priorities in order to

direct attention to the soundness and original ity of ideas and their

adequate expression. An inabil ity to express ideas or to 'think of

something to write' causes frustration which builds further barriers

to adequate expression in the future.

Just as 'talking' is something children are expected by teachers to

do spontaneously, so are reading and wr.iting skills considered 'gifts'

which children either do or do not possess. In facet all three areas

require skilfull, special ised and careful handling both as separate

abil ities and as integral parts· of the total language profile of

each child. Thus children who have difficulties in some or all

aspects of writing need to be provided with alternatives - a different

kind of writing (lists of research findings rather than the usual

"essay", for example) or even transference to the oral mode. The

latter is neither spontaneous nor without difficulties, for children

need to be guided to effective oral expression just as they do in

reading and writing skills. Above all, though, they need to be

allowed to exercise and practise 'the spoken alternative'.

6. RESULTS OF THE HUMAN SCIENCES RESEARCH

COUNCIL ENGLISH HIGHER ACHIEVEMENT

TESTS FOR GROUP A.

The H.S.R.C. Engl ish Higher Achievement tests are 'graded' to suit the

supposed language facil ity of children according to number of years at

school rather than actual or mental age and thus provide problems at
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a set level in vocabulary, usage, comprehension and spelling. As they

are geared to 'mean' performance levels both total scores and sub

scores often fail to reflect the bright child's true potential or

abil ity - a percentile of 99, for example, says little more than that

the test was far too easy for the child. The value of the tests lies',.

however, in the detection of weaknesses in particular areas - i.e.

they have a general diagnostic value. Thus, as their teachers have

noted, Albert and Frank experience difficulties in expression (usage)

and Don spells poorly. Chris however has considerable difficulty in

comprehension exercises and, contrary to the teacher's opinion, would

apear to be an extremely able speller.

Vygotsky (as published 1962) suggested more complex tests than those

standardised at set levels. He provided clues and more difficult

problems in order to measure what he termed "proximal development"

(p. 103) and thus provided a more accurate gauge of I ikely progress

in school.

The results of the tests administered (and some comments) follow
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. Ch i Id I S Name & Std. Vocab. Usage Compre= Spell ing Total
hens ion

Verbal Pau I 2 91 <fiJ 89 92 91

Anne 2 91 ® 99 84 88

Arthur 3 78 83 75 61 75
Johnathan 4 93 78 82 85 88

Steven 4 99 98 98 99 99+
!

Rose 3 H5 99 96 99 99
Roy 4 @ 96 93 85 89

AI bert 2 99 @ 84 88 88

Nicholas 2 99 94 , 98 - 97.
Sean 0 3 85 99 98 99 99,

-Verba I Patrick 1 78 ®. 76 ® 62
Don 4 76 67 82 15~ 72
Charles 4 89 83 89 92 92
Francis 3 78 92 @ 89 58
James 3 56 76 @ 93 54

-Verbal Lloyd 3 78 88 ® 84 79
Dale 3 95 99 96 93 99

-Verbal Owen 2 91 <2?) 79 75 72
Edward 2 99 ® 84 95 93

-Verbal Frank 2 68 @ 66 ® 56
-Verbal Rosemary 1 84 91 86 99 94

Louis 4 99 98 98 79 99+
Chris 3 99 96 98 95 99
AI ison 4 81 83 95 99 94

(2049) (1904 ) (1941) (1911) (1946)
Average Score 85 79 81 83 81

% Above Mean of 50 35 29 31 33 31

Non

Non

Non

Non

Non

Non-

L.2

o = Scores be low other sub
sections or expected
outcome.

N =' 24 .

Figure 61 : Results of the Human Sciences Research Council Engl ish Higher
Achievement Tests for Group A.
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The above percentages substantiate Terman's findings (as cited in Lay=

cock 1979) that children with superior academic potenti,al "consistently

did very well, averaging about 48 per cent ahead of their age-mates"

(p. 41) on standardised tests. The Terman, Baldw'in and Bronson(1925)

population exhibited similar patterns of advanced learning achievement.

The highest levels of school achievement were

found in areas that required verbal comprehension

and usage, while the fields requiring manual

dexterity such as writing, art, and handwork, were

areas of relative weakness
(quoted in Dunn 1973, p. 209).

The standardised test results clearly indicate certain areas of relative

weakness in some children; Don's spelling and Edward's usage for example.

These areas of weakness could be remedied by intensive individual instruct=

ion. The group of six children who had considerably higher non-verbal

scores on the I.Q. tests did not fare quite as well as did the rest of the

groupl), yet sti 11 achieved above average total scores. This suggests

either that the tests are too easy or that the children are able to over=

come most of the difficulties presented in such standardised tests by

virtue of their superior intellectual ability.

Vocabulary Usage Compr Spe 11 ing T

Average scores of
the non-verbal group 81 66 75 70 76

Average scores of
the rest of the group 87 84 83 83 83

Deficit in non-
verbal scores 6 16 8 13 7

!
i

Figure 62 . Comparison of the H.S.R.C. Scores of predominantly
non-verbal scorers with the rest.

1) See Figu re 62.
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Thus, in the areas of recognition of vocabulary and understanding, it

would appear that the non-verbal group is able to overcome many

difficulties by means of superior reasoning powers whilst in usage and

spell ing it is less easy to cover up relative I inguistic weakness.

The fact that half the group achieved scores of 90+ (and a-quarter, 99)
underl ines the fact that such tests fail to stretch such children to

their utmost and merely scratch the surface of their linguistic powers.

7. SOME PECULIARITIES OF VERBAL UNDERSTANDING IN

CHILDREN BETWEEN THE AGES OF 9 AND 11

ACCORDING TO PIAGET

(Session IV)

In chapter four of his work The Language and Thought of the Child, (1959),
Piaget described how children between the ages of nine and eleven will

reason syncretistically and match prov~rbs and their meanings at random

(using relations which are not objective). He described in some detail

the mental functioning by means of which he believes this process to

occur:

"As he reads the proverbs, the ch i Id makes for

himself a schema in which such things as the

symbol ic meaning of the proverb, the mental

imagery released by the words, the rhythm of

the sentence, the position of the words in

relation to conjunctions, negations, and

punctuation, all enter as elements. All

these factors would thus give rise to a

unique schema, in which would be condensed

the various concrete images called up by

reading the proverbs. Then comes the search

for the corresponding phrase. By now the

schema is ready to be projected whole into

the words ,and ideas wh ich present themselves"

(p. 142).
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Piaget considered this to be a process of "subjective synthesis" (p. ,140)

devoid of true analysis or deduction. He saw this as the result of the

child's tendency to egocentrism.

The writer considered that it might be interesting to use proverbs as a

basis for an interpretation exercise which required the interpretation

of proverbs and their relationship to interpretive meaning. To this

end all three groups of children were presented with a 1ist of proverbs

to interpret and to match (see pp:. 214 and 215).

Although group C once again had some difficulty in following the

instructions, all the children completed the matching exercise with

little difficulty. Group C children displayed considerably less

proficiency in the initial interpretation of meanings.

The writer chose some more unusual proverbs to avoid the children

having previously encountered them at school, whilst items 2, 5, 6 and

7 were more common. In fact the children tended to describe proverbs

by means of other proverbs and to sear~h for possible Icorrect l

interpretations rather than .hazarding adventurous, original ideas.

The Table below reflects an impressive performance in the matching

exercise by all the children whilst group C fared poorly in the

original interpretation.

Proverb Meanings Proverb Matching

qroup A 68% 81%

qroup B 61% 78%
qroup C 35% 78%

%~ percentage of correct responses.

Figure 63:, Results of Proverb Interpretation and Proverb
Meaning Exercises.
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Although the exercise does not pretend to duplicate that carried out

by Piaget, the results may provide some indication of cognitive

processes of a considerably more deductive, objective and analytical

nature in children of superior intellectual abili ty l) than Piaget

would have considered possible.

1) And in some degree in children of normal ability.



Sess ion IV', Proverb Interpretation

Instructions Find the hidden meaning in the following sayings and

then wr i te your ideas in the spaces provided, or say them into the

tape recorder, or draw your ideas and explain them to me, or draw

your ideas and write the explanations next to the drawing.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Omelets are not made without breaking eggs:

It is no use crying over spilt milk:

Blood is thicker than water:

•••••••••••••••••••• O •••••••• lIl.~ •••••••• O ••••••••••••• ••••••••••••

One cannot get blood out of a stone:

· - .
5. Birds of a feather flock together: . .

· ' " .
6. When the cat is away the mice will play: . .

7.

· " .
Do not count your chickens before they are hatched:

· .
8. Dog does not eat dog: ...........................................

· .
9. Every dog has his day:

• •••••••••• a •••••••••••

. .
• •••••••••••• Cl ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

10. Give a dog a bad name, then hang him:

· " .
...........................

.. .. . .. .. .. ... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .... .. .. .. ..... .. .. ..
11. Big fleas have I ittle fleas: ................................................

· . . ., ............

Figure 64 : Proverb Interpretation Exercise

Adapted from Co 11 ins, V. H.
London, 1959.

A Book of English Proverbs" Longmans,
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Session IV: Proverb Matching

Instructions: Read all the information in both columns carefully.

Then niatch the sayings to the correct meanings on the right by drawing

penc ill ines •

1. Omelets are not made without
breaking eggs.

-----------------------------------

Give a person a bad reputation
and helll be seen as guilty of
any mi sconduct.

---------------~,-------------------

2. It is no use crying over
spilt milk.

--~--------------------------------

People of similar characters
mix together.

----------~------------------------

3. Blood is thicker than water. There are some things that
cannot be done without violent

:ac t ion.

----------------------------------- ----------------------------------

ALL of us have people and
things that trouble us.

4. One cannot get blood out of
a stone.

-------------------_.------------- ----------------------------------

5. Birds of a feather flock
together.

It is useless to regret what
has been done and cannot be

.changed.
---------------------------------- ----------------------------------
6. When the cat is away the mice

will pI ay.
We all have a time of success
sometime during our lives.

----------------------------------- --~-------------------------------

7. Do not count your chickens
before they are hatched.

One cannot get sympathy from a
hard-hearted person.

--------------------~------------------------------------------------
8. Dog does not eat dog.

----------------------------------

One ought not to attack, injure
or profit from one of one's own
kind.

----------------------------------

9. Every dog has his day.

----------------------------------

The family relationship is
stronger than other relation=
ships.

----------------------------------
10. Give a dog a bad name, then

hang him.
-----------------------------------

When a master leaves, the
workers can do as they please.

----------------------------------
11. Big fleas have 1ittle fleas.

---------~-------------------------

Don't make plans before the
event has happened.

----------------------------------

Figure 65: Prove rb Ma tch ing Exe rc i se

Adapted from ColI ins, V.H. - A Book of English Proverbs, Longmans,._-_._--
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Sketch by AZison

~language is for living with. Children1s language emerges from the

lives they lead and we cannot hope to make sense of it without under=

standing their lives· ' (Rosen and Rosen·1973, p. 21).
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CHAPTER FIVE

A SURVEY OF THE COMPLEX INTERACTION OF

SOCIO-ECONOMIC, MOTIVATIONAL. AND PERSONALITY FACTORS
, ,

AND tHEIR EFFECT ON LINGUISTIC ACHIEVEMENT

AND SCHOLASTIC SUCCESS

1. Introduction

Chapters Three and Four have examined in considerable detail the

characteristics displayed by the subjects in the writer's study groups,

in reading, writing and talking in response to a variety of stimul i.

Inherent within the exercises were attempts to provoke the enactment

of higher cognitive processes such as analysis, synthesis and evalua=

tion. The programme was also designed to encourage abstract and

logical thinking. Standardised tests in language were administered in

an attempt to confirm or contrast intellectual ability with potential

or actual I inguistic ability. The present chapter proceeds beyond

this point to consider some of the possible influencing factors behind

the linguistic (and thus often scholastic) performance previously

described.

Some parents are more interested than others in the developmental,

intellectual and other successes of their children. The degree to

which this parental interest is a product of socio-economic factors

or of parental educational level is not easy to determirie although

much has been written on the topic. What has been written often

concerns the disadvantages suffered by 'working class children ' or by

children from minority groups and their apparently-related poorer

scholastic achievement. Craft (1970) points out that working class

children have lower educational and occupational aspirations whilst

Robinson (1976) highlights the association between poverty and school

underachievement positing a need either to change the criteria for
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educational success or to develop an ~lternative track. Floud (in

Craft 1970) suggests that childrerrof different origins but with a

simi lar level of measured inte11 igence will respond differently to

school.

Less attention has been paid to the effects of the complex personality

and experiential factors which determine the unique inter-personal

relationships of the family unit and which often influence the way a

parent feels about a child. Even less has been written about the

result of intense parental influence and stimulation in early child~

hood.

Pre-school stimulation may take the form of the provision of toys of

an educational nature, the opportunity to experience mUltiple and

varied situations and especially the provision of an environment

saturated in rich language experiences. As has become increasingly

clear in recent research, (Barnes etaZ, 1974) it is a child's

linguistic abil ity which, to a large extent, predetermines success or

failure in the veroally orientated school arena.

This chapter will attempt to unravel some of the multiple and complex

factors which serve to determine a child1s linguistic facil ity and

thus also his scholastic success. These are especially relevant to

the topi~ as

the language arts probably are
the area of greatest importance
in the school I ife of a young
child with unusually high
ability, for it is through the
language arts that the child
enjoys the delight of learning
in nearly all fields.

(Martinson 1968, p. 78)

Unfortunately many children with 'unusually high ability' neither

exhibit an excellence in the language arts nor seem to take much

del ight in many fields of learning.
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2. THE. PRIMARY ROLE OF THE HOME

Not only are children dependent on their parents to supply physical

necessities but even their future 1ife styles and opportunities are

"distinctly affected by the sort of family into which (they are) born ll

(White 1977, p. 18). That certain conditions are advantageous and

others disadvantageous is beyond doubt. Exactly which stimul i aid

developmental potential is more difficult to determine. White U97~

posits emotional security and therefore I'consistent interaction

patterns" as essential. The latter need to include "Demonstrations

of affection, opportunities to play, ~ncouragement for verbal and
. I

physical exploration, and the stimulus of conversation and other

symbolic communication with adults and peers" (White 1977, p. 19).
Dale and Griffith (in Craft .1970) also stress the importance of Ila

good supporting home background for the satisfactory academic pro=

gression of children" (p. 85).

Adult models, especially the parents, constitute the main source of

learhing by means of imitative and internalised learning. The richer

the patents· experience, the richer the possibil ities for learning

offered to the child and the closer the match with the wider social

mil ieu the easier it is for the child to "associate --- family life

norms with the demands of wider social interaction" (White 1977, p. 20).

Despite the fact that lithe factors that govern the achievement of

superior performance may be even more idiosyncratic than those deter=

mining shifts at other levels of the scale ll (McCall et al 1973, p. 76)
certain general isations can be made about the influencing role of the

home and about its role in determining language proficiency. The home

establ ishes the basis of language patterns both in speech and in

attitudes to the written word. The Plowden Report (1967) stressed
that
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Environmental forces bear most heavily
on the brightest of our children and
the factors in the home areoverwhelm=
ingly more powerful thanth~se of the
neighbourhood and the school - and of
these, factors of parental attitude to
education, to the school and to books
are of far greater significance than
social class and occupational level.

(p. 382)

Douglas (in Craft 1970) has noted the effect on test scores and

scholastic progress in general, of parental interest. Marjoribanks

(in Eggleston 1974) stresses the need for greater teacher involvement

in adult education to manipulate environmental characteristics such

as "Parental expectations for the equcation of their children and

for themselves, the language environment of the home, the use of books

and other I iterature by the family, and the productive use of leisure

time" (p. 74). Moore (as cited in Mc Call et aZ, 1973) would probably

affirm the value of such action having shown "positive relationships
i

between general I.Q., vocabulary, comprehension, and reading abil ity

on one hand with four measures of the home climate on the other:

1) toys, books, and experiences;

2) parental example and encouragement;

3) emotional atmosphere; and

4) child adjustment" (p. 9).

An assessment of the qual ity and degree of intellectual stimulation

afforded the children in study Groups A and B confirmed that they

enjoyed a considerably enriched environment 1) and should thus have

been at a considerable advantage upon school entry. According to

responses to a questionnaire (see Appendix IV~ 79% of the parents

lencouraged, fostered and forwarded l intellectual skills at this level

1. IUne fam ill e educogene I as the French wou Id te rm it. .
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whilst 95% admitted to 'consciously exposing the child to educational

toys, books and experiences'. All the children were fortunate in

having parents who read to them. They possessed a ~onsiderable

number of books and were encouraged to use the library at an early

age. Many were consciously taught the concepts of size, shape and

colour and were given educational toys to reinforce these concepts.

Only one chi Id was taught the alphabet and phonetics (Ji 11). Almost

all were denied 'baby talk ' and were spoken to in full and complex

sentences from birth. The ultimate in stimulation is perhaps

described by one mother who Sitated her children's early learning

experience in terms of a 124 hour learning day' (Steven and Rose).

The. facil ities provided involved considerable financial outlay - an

average of over R200 per child per annum for educational outings,

extracurricular activities and educational toys.

Such intense intellectual stimulatio~ has variously been reputed to

increase I.Q. scores and the level of performance (Mc Call et aZ 1973,

p. 67), make the able Ilmore able" (Gowan and Demos 1964, p. 27) and

even "1 ower the age at which developmental readiness for a particular

task takes place" (Gowan and Demos 1964, p. 27). Gowan and Demos

(1964) in fact, accuse Piaget, on whose work most of our assumptions

about the suitabil ityof various tasks for clearly defined age levels

rest, of neglecting lithe effects of the qual ity of stimulating

educational experiences on the maturational level of the child 'l (p. 27).

They also consider that Piaget gave insufficient attention to "superior

mental abil ity, socio-economic status, personal adjustment or teaching

ski 11 11 (1964, pp. 27 and 28) as factors 1ikely to speed up develop=

mental stages.

If then, the children in the study groups can clearly be seen to have

enjoyed a pre-school environment rich with opportunities for fertile

minds to discover and explore - an environment filled with books and

a positive attitude to intellectual pursuits - one must look elsewhere

for the root causes of the negative attitude to school, poor motivation

and achievement and unimpressive oral and written output of many of
the children.
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One of the reasons may be that upon school entry parental influence in

the intellectual sphere is reduced to a minimum. Veroff states that

in the pre-school years, the child, "s imply compares his achievements

and str'ivings towards parental standards with his own past performance"

(Veroff cited in Mc Call et aZ 1973, p. 68). Once at school, he

evaluates his performance against that of his peers, may find

"excessive parental acceleration" (p. 69) threatening, the school

environment " re la tively uninteresting" (p. 69) and thus may abandon

the academic race.

Other factors which may cause a discrepancy between potential and

actual performance include genetic disorders such as specific learning

disabilities, poor motor to-ordination, visual defects, poor powers of

concentration, and a large imbalance between verbal and non·verbal

powers. These factors together with those resulting from personal ity

traits and feelings of emotional insecurity must pbviously be

considered in detail as they affect particular children. Other factors

such as descipl inary patterns, and the role played by the financial

and intellectual status of the parents can be commented on in general.

3. SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS

3.1 Parental Occupation

The Plowden Report stated the matter quite clearly;

There is also, as with height, a
well marked correlation between
children's I.Q. and parental
occupation. The children of
professional parents have an
average I.Q. of about 115, and
at the other extreme the children
of unskilled workers average about
93, although there is considerable
overlap between individuals in
different socio-economic classes.

(The- Plowden Report. 1961 p. 21)
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,
Floud (in Craft 1970) proposes a relati.onship between father's

occupation and success in school besides that between father's

occupation and intell igence-test scores.

rhus certain combinations of socio-economic factors may tend to

increase the incidence of children who score well on I.Q. tests.

Gallagher, (1975) in fact, estimates the percentage to be more than

three or four times the average Ilina good environment such as a

highly favoured socio-economic suburban area of a large city" (p. 12).

Laycock (1979) is in agreement and states that I'surveys nearly always

find that children with high scores cpme disproportionately from homes

that have some accepted economic or cultural advantage" (p. 36).

The approximate incidence of children by Binet's I.Q. standards can be

tabulated as follows:

% in average % in high socio-
community economic area

Hiqhlv Gifted 148+ • 1 .3 to 1
,.'

Gifted 132+ 2 6 to 10

Academically
Gifted 116+ 16 . 30 to 50

Figure 66 Approximate incidence pf children according to Binetls
I.Q. standards (Gallagher 1975, p. 11, Table 1 - 4).

Similarities in socio-economic status and in I.Q. scores,however, are

no guarantee of similarities in personal ity, motivation or academic

achievement. A,s Mc Call has pointed out, I'The current emphasis

placed on gross between-family differences may have to give way to

more compl icated and more idiosyncratic environmental dynamics ll (in

Ga11agher 1975, p. 76).
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In the high I.Q. study groups 89% of the children had a parent or

parents whose work would be classed as of a professional or semi

professional nature - lecturers, lawyers, bankers, surveyers and

managers. The mean I.Q. of these children was 134 on the N.S.A.G.T.

Twenty one per cent of the group had a parent or both parents involved

in the teaching profession itself or in other specialist work with

children - paediatricians, occupational therapists etc. The remaining

11% of the children had parents who were skilled workers - motor

mechanics; cranedrivers and fitters, and these children (Patrick,

Francis, Jean and Laura) averaged 133 on the N.S.A.G.T. None of the

children had parents who were unskilled workers.

Fifty five per cent of all the high I.Q. children were first born,

indicating the advantages said to be enjoyed by such children

(Gowan and Demos 1964, p. 28). The children thus all belonged to a

relatively privileged white middle-to-upper class social structure.

Parental interest in school progress has, however, been reputed as

more influential in academic success than the level of educational

status and occupation (Pidgeon 1970 as cited in Laycock 1979, p. 160).

3.2 An Attempted Definition of Linguistic Success

There has been growing opposition to Bernstein's theory that children

from different socio-economic backgrounds speak fundamentally

different codes (Rosen 1972, Ginsberg 1972, Ryan 1971). Indeed

Jackson in an article entitled 'The Myth of elaborated and restricted

codes' (in eosin et aZ 1977, p. 163 L) proposes a fundamental

reversal of theoretical stance during the course of Bernstein's

writing and argues that, in fact, such 'codes' do not exist. Be that

as it may, certain of Bernstein's hypotheses may be of value at least

as starting points for discussion in the present study.

If, as he proposed, "children's strategies are only very weakly

related to their measured intell igence" and if the working-class

child's disadvantage is ~ social rather than a lingusitic one (1973
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p. xiii) then the inverse may be true. The advantage possessed by the

high I.Q. children in the study group has been clearly shown to be of. ,

a social nature but this may not neeessari'lyandinevita'bty place them

at a linguistic advantage.

These children may indeed be users of an 'elaborated code', but

Bernstein used the term to distinguish "different orders of meaning ll

used by cultural sub groups (1973, p. xv) rather than to describe a

child's general oral and written linguistic proficiency. He stressed

the modelling power of the middle-class child who imitates the mother

in an enriched verbal environment where "abstract definitions",

"exp licit rather than implicit concrete definitions "and lithe verbal

transmission of principles are favoured" (1973 p. 70).

Bernstein also stressed the role of the middle-class mother in provid=

ing a use of toys closely in harmony with experience in the infant

school. Some of the children in the writer's study groups could

perhaps even be said to have enjoyed 'mini nursery school' or

'junior primary training' at home and thus to have increased their

abil ity and almost certainly lithe opportunity to benefit from school"

(1973 p. 21).

Clearly not all high ability children who speak "e laborated codes'l

avail themselves of this opportunity. Their greater understanding of

abstract concepts, the greater flexibil ity in their thought may indeed

make them more agile at responding to I.Q. tests, for these abi! ities

are abundantly required in the latter, but may not make them 1inguis=

tically more proficient in the common sense of the term. Superior

cognitive abil ity and agil ity may not necessarily make them able to

write coherently and at some length, spell correctly or express

themselves in flowing, logically ordered, complex .sentences.

Thus Bernstein's view of linguistic depression may not be balanced at

the other end of the scale by I inguistic superiority as an expected

result of advantaged socio-economic status, at least when one
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considers the differences between Ilactuat and potentiat linguistic

abilityll (Cashdan and Grugeon 1972, p. 100) so often found in the

written and oral expression of the high I.Q. children in the study

groups.

It may well be that these children had had their environment so

governed during the early years as IIto achieve a substantially faster

rate of intellectual development1) 1;;1 (Gowan and Demos 1964, p. 28),

had hadaccess ll to a great.er_range of educationally rerevant

knowledge 'l (Bernstein 1973, p. 70) and that their speech was, as

a result, "more differentiated ll (Bernstein 1973, p. 9), but the

writer feels that this, in itself, does not justify Bernstein's

label of IIlinguistic succes'sll (1973, p. Xvi).

The writer would 1ike to define linguistic success for a bright eight

to eleven year old as la spontaneous, joyous and natural desire to

speak and write at some length on a topic of interest, or in response

to novel stimul i in an original and logical manner. Written expression

should display a reasonable abil ity to spell correctly, a knowledge of

the conventions of punctuation and acceptable usage. Speech should be

fluent, convey the desired meaning with ease and show some sehsiti=

vity to the effects of rhythm and rhyme I • Children who display few

of these abilities Can hardly be said to be shining examples of

11 inguistic success'. Either we must neither expect nor desire such

I inguistic abilities in the intellectually able or we must take steps

to close the gap between their actual and potential 1inguistic ability.

4. MOTIVATION AND DISCIPLINE

4.1 Responses to Some Questions Based on the Modified Fels Parent

Behaviour Scale

Discipl ihe in the home has several ends, to dissuade the child from

what the parents consider to be negative or anti-social behavioural

1. This is clearly indicated by the superior I.Q. scores.
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patterns, to encourage the child to achieve greater success in a

particular sphere or even merely to serve as an outlet for parental

aggression and authoritarianism. As 'the nature 'of discipline may

affect how a child feels about himself and is related in a complex

way to motlvational attitudes, it is necessary to consider what type

of distipl ine had been exercised on the children in the study groups.

Mc Call et aZ (1973, p. 67) propose that lithe envi ronnient associated

with optimum I.Q. profiles seemed to be one in which the parent

encouraged and attempted to accelerate intellectual behaviour, but in

a context of moderate structure and discipl ine ll
•

Sugarman (in Craft 1970) has further characterised the features of the

parent-child relationship amongst higher socio-economic status

fami 1ies as;

Consistent in the standards of
conduct which are defined in terms
of general rules .•. child-centred
in that much time is spent on the
care of the child and in 'taking
him seriously'; it is non
impulsive in the sense of rewarding
and punishing not on impulse but
only after considering the 1ikely
effect on the child's character
development; it involves standards
of conduct and performance that get
progressively higher, but not arbi=
trary demands for instant obedience
by an all-powerful parent.

On the basis of information concerning parental behaviour patterns of

high I.Q. and middle-class orientated children, the writer was

interested in the handl ing and motivational patterns found in groups

A and B. In order to establ ish these, questions based on a reduced

Fels Parent Behaviour Rating Scale were put to the parents (Roff, M.A.

Factorial study of the Fels Parent Behaviour s~ales. Child Development,

1949,20, p. 29-45 as cited in Mc Call et at 1973, pp. 52 and 53).
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The reduced scale consisted of 10 dimensions 1), each of which CQuld

be rated as high, moderate or,low, namely:

1) The adjustment of tne nome: the general internal adjustment

of the family in day-to-day relationships.

2) Restrictiveness of regutations.

3) Severity of actual penalties.

4) Clarity of the policy of regutations and enf~rcement.

5)· Coerciveness of suggestion.

6) Parents ' accelerationat attenrpt.

7) General babying.

8) General protectiveness.

9) Direction of criticism - the relative stress on reward and

punishment.

10) Extent of parental expression.

(For a I ist of the questions based on these dimensions please see

Appendix IV).

As predicted by Mc Call et at (1973), the majority of the high I.Q.

children in the study groups enjoyed guidance within a "moderate

structure and discipl ine". Yet 16% (Johnathan, Francis, Dale,

Rosemary and Alison) suffered from unpleasant, repressive or insecure

home environments, 8% were highly circumscribed in their behaviour'

by numerous and severe requirements whilst 18% had to exercise a great

deal of discretion within a framework of excessively mild requirements,

1. The questions used serve as a guide only and make no claim to
absolute validity or reliability.
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16% (Ar'thur, Johnathan, Francis, Edwa.rd, Rosemary and Ernest} suffered

severe penalties with some evidence of fear or personCll resentment

whilst 8% (Frank, I<eith, Angela) could indulge in fairly gross mis=

behaviour and receive only verbal remonstrances. Eleven per cent of

parents (those of Arthur, Sean, Alisonand Halcolm) issued commands

and displayed a high dictatorial quality whilst only one parent avoided

cbercion completely. As has been indicated earlier in this chapter

almost all parents made attempts to accelerate behaviour and

deliberately train the children in mental and motor skills.

None of the parents felt that they neglected their children whilst

21% felt themselves guilty of overprotection. Twenty-one per cent of

the children were, likewise, subjected to excessive verbal criticism

and blame and a corresponding lack of approval and praise. Thirteen

per cent of the group were denied physical affection.

Whilst these percentages are indeed low they are yet of interest in a

group of children from the upper levels of the socio-economic stratum

who had apparently received considerably concerted efforts at accelera=

tion from their parents. The parents were obviously using a variety

of means to constitute extrinsic motivation. The conversion of this

to intrinsic motivation was not necessarily assured. All the parents

stated 'success· of one sort or another - occupational, material,

famil ial - to be very important in their I ives. Yet 55% thought that

their children did not consider success as important. Here then may

be a confl ict of interests. Some parents who were success orientated,

had expended a great deal of time, effort and money on the intellectual

acceleration of their children were disappointed with the result.

The teachers were in agreement, with 74% of the children not considered

to be achieving at their peak. The children were aware of their

parents l desire that they should achieve, for 90% of them stated that

they 'worked hard' to please their parents. Yet, as will be seen in

the following table, more children in the high I.Q. group seemed

concerned with the importance of the self-satisfaction that success

brings and they were also more concerned to show their prowess to

other children than were those in group C.
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A B A+B C

Myself" 79 69 (ill (53)

. Mv parents 88 ,94 90 93

My teacher 79 81 80 73
-

to show other children how - (Wqood I am 13 30 20 ,.

Others 42 19 . 30 ,47

Figure 67 : Responses to the question: "I work hard to please".

(See Appendix I I, Question 17).

4.2 Poor Ra~ings on the Questions based on the Fels Parent

Behav iour ,Sea Ie

Eighteen per cent (Anne, Francis, Dale, Rosemary, Arthur, Paul,

Johnathan) of the high I.Q. children were affected by three or more

negative disciplinary patterns which occurred in various combinations,

for example an insecure home atmosphere, together with high penalties,

a great deal of verbal criticism and an overprotective attitude.

Three (Edward, Paul, Anne) of the children had the added disadvantage

of not being the faVOurite child in the family. None of these

children was considered to be achieving at his or her peak at school,

only one was thought to be success-oriented by parents and yet all of

them bel ieved themselves to be working hard to please themselves and

their parents. All but two of these children had been referred to the

School Psychological Services for behavioural or scholastic problems.

This suggests that Gowanand Demos (1964) were correct in suspecting

"gifted children (to be) more in need of psychological guidance than
"

the average child" (p. 48).· Work by Angel ino and Shedd using the

Rosenzweig Picture Frustration Test confirms that, "high intell igence
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may not help the individu~l meet everyday situations any better than

the average persoh does " (cited in Gowan and Demos 1964"p. 48). All

but one of the children 1isted above were described as having

difficulty communicating with ,peers. Despite the smallness of the

sample, the writer feels justified in stressing that the effects of

inconsistent, lax or over rigorous discipl lne in the home should not

be underestimated.

Some children not subjected to more than three adverse disciplinary

measures were, however, affected by a particular combination of the

stated dimensions; for example few restrictions and no penalties

might be presumed to affect motivational drive as in the case of

Fral'lk, Keith and Angela. Twenty six per cent of the children

were described by their teachers as achieving at their peak (Mel issa,

Louis, Alison, Anthony, Anna, Ernest, Jean, Laura, Steven and Rose).

None of these had three or more negative discipl inary traits inflicted

on them 1) and seven had moderate scores on all ten dimensions.

Freeberg and Payne 0967, p. 65-88) came to the conclusion that,

"Children of superior intelllectual abil ity came from homes where

parental interest in their intellectual development is evidenced by

pressures to succeed and assistance in doing so, particularly in the

development of the child's verbal skills· ' (as quoted in McCa11 etal1973,:

p. 65). The writer would I ike to suggest this qual ification: in=

correct handl ing (i .e.too much or too 1ittle pressure, 1ittle

affection,inconsistency and overprotection) may hamper a child with

superior intellectual abil ity from using his abil ity to the full, and

this may contribute to emotional and interpersonal problems (see also

1. These data substantiateGONanand Demos I (1964), finding that
achievers had been subjected to acceptance, democratic control,
clear goals and good examples set by the parents themselves
(p. 306).
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Whi~e 1977, p. 21). These ~re often ~anifested.in a reticence to

communicate or~l1y in c'~ss and may even inhibit the ability to speak

freely, fluently and with ease. " Of the seven children (the 18%)

affected by incorrect handing, most showed signs of reticence to

communic~te orally in some areas and one child displayed an almost

complete breakdown" in all areas of communication. The above sugges=

tion finds support in Laycock (1979) who, in case studies of boys

with problems in school adjustment, summed up what he considered to

be the mos~ common sources of difficulty among the exceptionally

br'ight as, IlparentS who expect too much and parents who do not

expect enough ll (p. 24).

The degree to which problems in oral communication in the classroom

were manifested by the children concerned, is represented in the

following figures.

The chiJd does not speak freely, fluently and with ease

NeQat ive Responses

aefore. the class 4

To the teacher 1

Before a larger audience 5

Before those in authority 6

The child does not speak often in class

Neqati~e Responses

To the Teacher 5
I To the Other Chi ldren 6

Figure 68: Number of Negative Answers received from teachers of
those (7) children with poor parental handl ing patterns.
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. ;

Thes:e children, then, spoke to the teacher only when necessary yet

were able to cornrnunicatefluently when they did so. They seemed to

lack the usual childhood desIre to chatter to the other children in

class and, as seen above,nad difficultyrela.ting to their peers.

It is, of course, difficult to separate cause from effect in such

cases. Inappropriate handling may affect seHconfidence,cause

tensions in relationships with others and thus inhibit speech. On

the other hand a reticence to speak and-participate may affett stand=

ing in the peer group and thus adversely affect self-confidence. What

is certain is that "academic underachievement appears to be a

symptom of more basic personal and social prob1 emsll (Laycock1979,

p. 310).

5. THE ROLE OF MOTIVATION

5.1 Introduction

Increasing attention is now being given to Ilnon-intellectual supports,

1ike motivation, that are required for full development of the

personal ity" (Laycock 1979, p. 44). Motives, no matter how diffuse,

vague or difficult to define they may be, provide a driving force for

action and thus also for learning. As a large percentage of the high

I.Q. group (74%) were considered by their teachers not to be achieving

at their peak academically, it is necessary to consider some possible

reasons for their apparent lack of motivation. Terman was extremely

disappointed that any significant number of his 'termites l should fall

Short for they all had enormous potential . The least successful were

shown to score lower lion the indications of motivation that

distinguished those who were successfu1" (Laycock 1979, p. 44).

All chilqren are driven by certain basic needs - a natural curiosity,

the need to affiliate with the community (called lithe affil iation

motive" by Thompson 1971, p. 115),or lithe wish for relatedness"

Young 1960, p. 26) and the need to assist oneself - to act in parti=

cular ways. It seems reasonable to suppose that other related
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factors such as interest, the need for competition, success, parental

influence and teacher beh~viour may play a greater role than usual in

motivating a child of high abil fty.

5.2 Interest

Intense interest in a topic heightens the possibil ity of achievement

and achievement itself perpetuates further interest. Thus interest

can heighten a feeling of competence and adequacy in a particular

field. Sawrey and Telford (1968) propose lIa high positive correlation

between interest in school subjects and achievement in those subjects ll

(p. 307). Terman's subjects, "liked school ll (cited in Laycock 1979,

p. 142) in retrospect. He warned,however,that what they remembered of

school, II may have been colored by rational ization of later experience

but it was surely related to the parents~educationll (Laycock 1979,

p.42).

The majority of children with high l.Q.'s in the writer's study groups

were seen by their teachers as enthusiastic about their general school=

work (61%) and also about language activities (63%). The remainder

(Paul, Anne, Arthur, Johnathan, Albert, Patrick, Don, Charles, Francis,

Oa 1e, Edwa rd, Frank, Anna, J ill and Jean), (38% and 37% respect ive 1y)

who appeared unenthusiastic and disinterested were, in the writer's

opinion,a cause for concern. More than a third of the children in

this privileged, high potential group apparently showed 1ittle

enthusiasm in the classroom. Half of those read I ittle or were non

readers, 40% appeared to be affected adversely by parental handl ing,

40% had emotional problems, (noted by their teachers) 47% were un=

communicative and had difficulty relating to peers, 11% had a large

imbalance in favour of non-verbal abil ities and all but one were

considered by their teachers to be ach.ieving at a level below their

capacities. These unenthusiastic and underachieving yet high

potential youngsters were clearly affected by a complex interaction of

I inguistic and discipl inary factors which seemed to result in social ,
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emot iona 1 0 r pe rsona 1 ma 1adJ us tmen t, and thus also., it seemed, in a

lClCk of interest in schoo1and a resultant f"ilure to ac;hieve their

true potential.

The complexity of the abOve data clearly demonstrates a need for

special ist trainin~ for all teachers of childreh with high potenti~l,

in order to increase awareness of the severity'of the problems, both

personal and scholastic, faced by such children. Hol1 ingworth's ,

approach may have considerable merit; IIshe spent much of her energy

urging bright children to be sensible and their teachers to be

sensitive 'l (cited in Laycock 1979, p. 29).

As a group the high I.Q. children displayed wide and multiple interests,

most (76%) were avid readers, many were accomplished sportsmen and

women, played instruments, enjoyed art and built tollections. When

asked their main interests at school, all but 16% included academic

subjects but they showed an interestingpreferance for mathematics

and the sciences (68%) as opposed to 'English' Or even specific

aspects of language such as spelling, composition and reading (37%).

And this despite their intense love of reading described earlier

(many spent 20-30 hours a week reading for pleasure) and their

apparent preference for reading above television watching (an average

of 13 hours per week, as opposed to a hours in front of the T.V.).

Either many of these children found the sciences more interesting and

challenging than 'language study' as taught presently in Natal, Or

they had difficulties in the language skills which tended to lessen

their interest. Some children possibly experienced both problems.

The Natal Engl ish Syllabus together with the Guidelines for its

implementation will be considered in the I ight of the techniques

employed by the teachers of those in the study groups in the final
chapter.

5.3 Competitive Spirit and Challenge in the Classroom

"A pupil from whom nothing is ever demanded which he 'cannot do, never
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does all he C,,\nll (Laycock 1979, p. 5). If a child with superior

intellectual abil ity has, few others of similar abil ity to compete

with and a teacher who provi~e~ few ch~l'enges, he is unl ikely to

experience success as a personal reward. He may satisfy basic

requirements but is this enough? The fact that the teachers of 74%

of the high I.Q. children under consideration felt that their charges

were not achieving at their peak suggested that they would have

replied in the negative. Terman{ IIheld the schools responsible for

a great deal, especially when they did not interest his pupils or

sustain their efforts. He was intensely proud of what his IItermites ll

did and deeply disturbed by unnecessary failure ll (Laycock 1979, p. 42).

It was interesting to consider the attitude of the teachers involved

with the children in the study groups towards the provision of stimu=

lating and special challenges, and then to make some assessment of

the extent to which these were being provided.

Eighty-two per cent of the parents of the high I.Q. group considered

that their children were well adjusted to school and to their teachers.

Of the remainder, 18% (Anne, Albert, Charles, Dale, Owen, Edward and

Graham) were not considered well adjusted to school and the same

percentage did not relate wel I to teachers in general. Albert, Charles,

Dale, Edward and Graham were seen to display negative feelings to both

school and teachers. These figures were substantiated by the children

themselves. Ninety-five per cent considered that the teachers I iked them

(Patrh:k and. Maria being the exceptions). Ninety per cent liked

their teachers (i.e. excepting Arthur, Johnathan, Patrick and Albert).

In response to the open question: liMy teacher thinks of me as .... 11,

(see Appendix I I, Question 6) the high I.Q. children considered the

teacher's image of them to be largely favourable (71%) whilst only a

third of group C felt this way. Half the high I.Q. group attributed

this to positive academic factors i.e. they thought they were seen

as Icleverl, 'hard working' and 'good at school subjects', and 23%

attributed it to favourable personal ity traits. Almost half of the

children in group C considered themselves to be viewed unfavourably

and a further 13% thought they were seen as 'ordinary' or 'medium l _

a total of 60% in these two categories.
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In conjunction with other d~ta obtained, these, figures suggest that

it is the teache r who mo~ t cl ea r1 y ,conveys to, the ch iJd an image of

his or her relative academic status. Both parents and children

tended to guage the children's value in terms of personal ity factors

and did not convey an image of predominantly academic self-esteem.

(Figures in percentages)
Group A Group B Groups A & B Group C

Positive Persona 1itv Factors 8 38 23 13

Positive Academic Factors 54 38 48 20

Positive Factors (Total) 62 76 71 33

Negative Personal ity Factors 17 6 13 27

Negative Academic Factors 8 6 8 20

Negative Factors (Total) 25 12 21 47

Ordinary 0 0 0 13

Reticent 0 13 5 0

Talkative 8 6 8 0

Figure 69 : Summary of factors influencing scholastic self-image.

The teachers were indeed aware of the intellectual abil ity of children

in the high I.Q. groups. Thirty-nine per cent were described as

"intell igene', "above average", "bright"; 40% as "well above average",

"highly intell igent", "Gifted", "Extremely Gifted"; whilst 21%

(Paul, Johnathan, Albert, Patrick, Don, Graham, Hugh, Joan) were rated

as "average". Yet 95% of the ch i Idren were expected by the i r teachers

to complete university, with reservations expressed about Johnathan

and Anne ("she may drop out") and Graham (Jlif he can overcome his

emotional drawbacks"). Two children(Partick,NSAIS V. 113, N.V. 148

T. ~ and Jean NSAIS V. 142, N.V. 139, T. 140)were expected to reach

matriculation only.
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To SlHll up then, the majority of the chi 'oren were seen as we" adjusted

to their sChools and teachers;. 1iked their teachers and were,iked by

them, were seen as inte'l 'gent and expected t~ achieve academically in
. '.

adult I ife. Why then did teachers have the feeling that 74% of them

were not achieving 8ttheirpeak? Indeed many were not even achieving

in relation to the rest of the class. Fifty-eight percent were rated

as above average in this respect, 24% as only average (Anne, Johnathan,

Patrick, Dale, Edward, Anna, Keith, Hugh, Joan) and 18% as below

average (Albert, Charles, Frank, Lloyd,Graham,Amanda,Jill). Lloyd's

teacher made a reveal ing statement, '~ithwork relating to his own

intellectual level he performs well above average, but otherwise his

performance is low". Here then may be the key - a consideration of

the level of teaching appears necessary. Seventy-two per cent of the

children considered that the teacher set a 'fair' standard but then

87% of the children in group C did, too. Only 15% of the high I.Q.

group thought the teacher expected too much of them (Anne, Arthur,

Johnathan, Don, James, Owen) and 13% too little (Maria, Malcolm, Lloyd,

Patrick, Dale). The children were clearly quite happy to work ata

'fair' standard and despite the fact that the teachers were aware of

this they did 1ittle or nothing to remedy the situation. Eighty-one

per cent of the teachers did not provide the children with speical

activities and 79% never exempted a child from activities in which he

or she was already proficient.

The teachers were teaching at the average child and obtaining average

results. They displayed I ittle surprise that for example Don (NSAIS

V. 135, N.V. 135, T. 139) was "average in his class and does not

display any special talents", and was not "proficient at any sU,bject or

section thereof" or that Patrick (NSAIS V. 113, N.V. 148, T. 131)

"does not finish his work, has no time for extending activities".

Those teachers who did provide special act'ivities saw "harder work

cards", "more difficult maths" and "harder projects" as a solution.

There was no evidence of special ist teaching techniques or means of

evaluation, merely a succession of isolated tasks, as Ernest's

teacher put it, "There is always a new activity for him to complete
when he is fin i shed" .
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Margaret Donaldson (1978) states a very import,:mt part of the teacher1s

job as,llto guide the chilc1to tasks where he will be able objectively

to do well, but not too easi1 yll ..•• (p. 114). If teachers are unable

to do this, considerable underachievement may occur in those with high

academic potential. Yet are teachers to blame? They have received no

special training 1n this complex area, have no influence over the

IIsevere personal ity maladjustment involved in underachievement 'l

(Gowan and Demos 1964, p. 297) and no control over the "idiosyncratic

interaction of specific environmental events with the skills and

motivational dispositions of the child at the time ll (Mc Call et aZ

1973, p. 76). Thus, in order to obtain a clearer picture of the

possible reasons for the somewhat disappointing results stated above,

it will be necessary to look at the way the children see themselves,

their abil ities and the world around them.

6. THE ROLE OF THE SELF-CONCEPT

6.1 Introduction

Will iams and Cole (1968) state that, IIFew factors are more fundamental

to a child's success and happiness than his evaluation and acceptance

of himself ll (p. 480). In fact many have viewed the self-concept as

central to man1s behaviour as a whole. In more specific terms, a

positive relationship between the self~concept and academic achieve=

ment has been noted (Bruck and Bodwin, 1962; Walsh, 1956); Levy

(1956) postulated the child's conception of school as an extension of

his self-concept. Brookover et aZ (1966), proposed positive feedback

from II s ignificant othersll,such as parents and teachers,as influential

in establ ishing a positive perception of self-abil ity and school

achievement in the child. Will iams and Cole (1968) would include

communication from the peer group as a IIdecisive determinant of both

self-evaluation and achievement" (p. 479).

The concept of self in adulthood is achieved after years of complex

interactive processes with others and with the environment. The
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movement is cycl ic"for our view of ourselves colours our social and

intellectual proficiency ~nd the latter influences how we feel we

re Iate to and rank amongst others. Yet, "when it comes to sel f

esteem, not even a young child depends entirely for his judgments on

the views of others. For he can often see quite well for himself how

he is doing ll (Donaldson 1978, p. 114). Mc Michael~,(as cited in

Donaldson1978, p. 114) in a study concerning the relationship between

early reading skills and the self-image, concluded "that there was a

good deal of objective truth in the children's assessments of their

competence. When they agreed that they were not able to do things

as well as some other children they were admitting to a real ityll.,

Gallagher (1975) cites numerous research projects to support his

contention that IIthere is I ittle or no question about the general

social status of high I.Q. elementary level children. It is high ll

(p. 33). The Plowden report (1967) suggested, however, that the

'bright child' may Ilnot feel at home with his contemporaries and

may not be accepted by those who are older" (p. 306). The chi ldren

in the study groups were asked to state how they saw themselves, how

they would rate their abil ities with those of other children and how

they thought others saw them. (See Appendix I I, 'Getting to Know You').

The writer was then able to weigh up the characteristics stated as

predominantly positive or negative and as thus constituting a positive,

negative or contradictory self-image. These data ar,e especially relevant

in the I ight of findings that lIaca demic success is one of the factors

that raises peoplels self-esteemll (Coopersmith as cited in Van den

Aardweg 1975, p. 163).

6.2 Esteem in Relation to the Peer Group

Ninety-five percent of the high I.Q. group and 93% of the children in

group C considered that they were I iked by the peer group. This was

not entirely substantiated by the teachers of the children in the high

I.Q. group, who considered 34% to have few friends at school.
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When asked to complete the open question "other children see me as

...... " almost all the chi ldren stressed the importance of personal ity

factors in relationships with other children. The lack of stress on

academic factors was interesting, especially the nil return displayed

by group A. This response may reflect the negative attitude to school

and thus to academic factors in general displayed by group A~

(Figures in Percentages)
Group A Group B Groups A & B Group C

Positive Personality Factors 75 75 75 60

Positive Academic Factors 0 13 5 13

Positive Factors (Tota 1) 75 88 80 73

Negative Personality Factors 8 0 5 7

Negative Academic Factors 0 6 3 7

Negative Factors (Total) 8 6 8 14

Figure 70 : Responses to the question: Other children think of
me as .....

As would( be expected, a larger percentage of the high I.Q. group

considered other children as generally "worse at most things than

am" than did those in group C where a greater percentage saw others

as 'Ibetter at most things than I am ll (See Figure 71 ). The majority

of children, however, indicated an identification with the achievement

and performance level of the peer group, perhaps substantiating the

writer's earl ier contention that teachers teach, and are seen to be

doing so by children, towards the average performer.
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(Figures in percentages)
Group A Group B Groups'A & ,8 Group C

worse at most thinqs than' I am 29 - 18 7

better at most thinqs than I am - 13 5 33

about the same at most things
as I am 71 69 70 60

Figure ?1 Responses to the question: 'Other Children are generally

' I (See Appendix f I question 15).

6.3 The Fami ly

The majority of the children in all thre~ group~ con~idered that their

parents saw them in terms of positive and negative personal ity factors
1)

and not in terms of intellectual abil ity None of the children in

group C offered dual answers, for example 'naughty sometimes but mostly

good) whilst 23% of the high I.Q. group thought this appl ied to their

father's view of them and 28% to their mother's. This bears out the

often noted abil ity of high I.Q. children to analyse their characters

and to Ilsee into relationships" (Hoyle and Wilks 1979, p. 12). The

Plowden Report (1967) noted that, 'Iself-criticism, beginning usually

with criticism of others' work, often develops early" (p. 306) in

such children.

It is clear from the data obtained that sibl ing relationships are

seldom straight forward, the children in group C were fairly evenly

divided between those who thought that their sibl ings saw them in a

1. Seven per cent of group C fathers and 13% of mothers whilst the
figures for the high I.Q. group were 8% and 5% respectively.
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positive light and those whQ thought the opposite. More of the high

I.Q. group children than those in Group C thought that they were

viewed negatively.· Yet only 11% of the parents (Johnathan, Sean,

Dale, Edward) stated their children to be poorly adjusted to sib! ings.

A small percentage of the high I.Q. group thought that their sibl ings

viewed them in academic terms.

(Figures in Percentages)
Group A Group B Groups A & B Group C

Positive Personal itv Factors 25 19 23 40

Positive Academic Factors - 6 5 -

Pos~tive Factors (Tota 1) 25 25 28 40

Negative Personal ity Factors 58 50 55 46

Negative Academ ic Fac to rs 8 6 8 -

Negative Factors (Tota 1) 66 56 63 46

No response 13 19 15 13

Figure 72

6.4 The Self

Responses to the Question: My brothers and sisters think

of me as ••(See Appendix 11, Question 8).

Only one child Wohnatha~ said that he did not 1ike himself most of the

time. The other two choices i.e. "most of the time I like me" or the

sI ightly more negative choices of I1I quite/sometimes 1ike mell were

chosen as follows:
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(Figl.lres in . Percentages)
Group A Group B Groups A & B Gr<JlUp C

!

:
Most of the time , I i kefl1e 41 81 58 27

I sometimes or quite like me 54 19 40 73

Figure 73 Responses to Question 1, Appendix I I. (Most of the time
I t h ink 0 f myself as - - - ) .

It is notable that 73% of the children in group C chose the sI ightly

less positive choice and that double the number in Group B, than in

Group A, chose the more positive choice. Nine children in Group A (Anne,

Arthur, Roy, Albert, Nicholas, Don, Charles, Dale and Al ison) had been

referred to the Association for Gifted Children by the School

Psychological Services, having been considered as children in need of

therapy for various behavioural/scholastic problems. It was thus

1ikely that there should be a higher incidence of negative feelings

about the adequacy of the self amongst this group.
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When ~sked the open-ended question III think of myself as
the children responded qS follows 0: (Appendix 11, Question 2).

11

(Figures in Percentages)
Group A Group B Groups.A & B Group C

Positive Personal ity Factors 29 44 35 13

Positive Academic Factors 17 6 13 7

Positive Factors (Tota I) 46 50 48 20

Negative Personal ity Factors 13 19 13 7

Negative Academ ic Factors 4 6 5 7

Negative Factors (Total) 17 25 18 14

Sporty 21 6 15 20

Busy 17 0 10 7

Reticent 4 t3 8 0

Ordinary 8 6 8 13

As Readers 13 0 8 0

Talkative 0 6 3 0

In terms of future Occupations 0 0 0 33

Figure 74 Responses to the question "l think of myself 'as

(Appendix I I, Question 2).

11

1. The percentages do not total 100 as some children stated more than
one attribute whilst some failed to respond.
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More than twice the percentage of high l.Q. children saw themselves as

possessing positive factors - these being predominantly personality

traits - almost three times the number of those who chose positive

academic traits. None of the children in this group spontaneously

saw themselves in terms of future occupations although 79% had a

clear vocational plan or goal 1). All except four of these children

(Arthur t Johnathan t Hugh t Jill) chose exacting yet traditional

professions~ I ikely to be within their reach (teachers t doctors t

engineers, scientist~ a 'legitimate businessman' ~). The girls revealed

an interest in traditionally feminine occupations - teachers and

nurses .. Only one wished to become a doctor and one a scientist.

This reflects society's stress on such occupations as 'suitable' for

women and could strengthen a plea for early and extensive vocational

guidance of girls 2)' with high potential in order to interest them in

a wider field of activities and thus ensure greater personal satisfac=

tion and a greater contribution to society in adulthood.

When asked to state their best and worst points the children responded

as follows:

1. Nason, (as cited in KerrYt undated, p. 10) states this as one of
factors which encourages bright pupils to achieve.

2. And also, of course, for boys.
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(Figures in Percentages)
Group A Group B Groups A & B Group C

Positive Personality Factors 88 19 60 60

Positive Academic Factors 25 31 25 53

Sport 4 38 18 47

No Response - 25 8 -

Figure 75 Responses to the question I think the following are my

best points (Appendix I I, Question 12).

Group B children revealed a certain modesty in a high percentage of I no

response l
, perhaps because it was their first encounter with the writer

and with any such extra-curricular activity. They were noticeably more

interested in and more adept at sport. Group A children revealed a

predominance of positive personality factors. Their reluctance to state

their best points in terms of academic factors probably reflects their

teachers ' views that the majority possess high abi1 ity and yet under=

achieve in terms of it. The fairly substantial number (53%) of

children in group C who included positive academic factors in their

1ists may again be suggestive of the teacher's tendency to teach at a

level best suited to those of laverage potential I.

The following table summarises responses to the question "l think the

following are my worst points It
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(Figures in Percentages)
Group A Group B Groups A & B Group C

Negative Personal ity Factors 92 31 68 60

Negative Academic Factors 4 50 23 73

Sport 4 - 3 7

No Response 4 19 10 -

Figure 76 Responses to the question: 'I think the following are

my worst points ..... I (Appendix 11, question 13).

The children in group C often stated a combination of personality and

academic factors as disadvantageous; 'I don't like doing dishes School

work Afrikaans Engl ish and me and my brother always fight'. Other

comments from this group related to academic matters included 'shouting

out in class', I irritating the teacher l
, 'untidy writing', merely the

word 'schoolwork' and the rather poignant sentence I I am not too

intell igent l
• Al I the children in group C felt that there was room for

improvement whilst 17% of group A and 25% of group B were content with

their images. In the areas of desired improvement the pattern was

consistent with the figures given above - group A children desired

improvement in the area of personal ity factors and group B and Group C

favoured academic factors.

6.5 Overal I Assessment

When all the above factors are weighed up, one is able to see fairly

clearly which children saw themselves (and thought others saw them}

positively, which negatively and which in a dual light (i .e. where

positive and negative factors were almost equal). The findings are

tabled in Figure 77.
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(Figures - in Percentages)
Group A Group B Groups A & B Group C

Positive 71 75 70 93 i

Negative 8 19 13 -

Mixed 21 6 15 - 7
I

Figure?7 : Predominant Characteristics of the Self-Concept.

It would seem then that more of the high I.Q. children suffered

conflicting and negative feel ings about themselves than did those in

Group C.

7. UNDERACHIEVEMENT

7.1 General Characteristics

-
Generally the bright underachiever is male (Gowan and Demos 1964, Kellmer

Pringle 1970), may have a mother who is fairly lenient in demands for

the early accomplishment of tasks (Drews 1957) and may be first-born of

well-educated parents, who tend to handle him inconsistently. He may

be less concerned with educational progress than are his parents

(Kellmer Pringle 1970).

General descriptions such as the ones above are unl ikely to fit any

particulat child with ease. They do however provide some guide for

teachers in the timely identificationof such children. As any child

will deviate markedly from a set description so the causes of

underachievement in bright children are likely to be complex and

individual ized. Once again, however, certain generalisations can be

made. Although everyone may display temporary maladjustment at times

due to jealousy, insecurity or similar difficulties, the maladjusted

underachiever may tend to display reaction in an intensified form.
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Maladjustment tends to manifest itself in a general apathy and lack

of interest which subsumes superior potential. Lts causes may be

multiple, multidimensional and lnterrelated,conterning the family,

the personality or social interaction.

The Inon-achievement syndrome l may consist of general self-depreciation,

no clear goals, vulnerability and depression, poor parental relation=

ships, lack of insight, and free anxiety. (Roth, in Gowan and

Demos 1964). Although bright children are said to possess superior

emotional adjustment (Dunn 1973, p. 211) some have difficulty in find=

ing satisfactory peers and in coping with authority. Such difficulties

may engender attitudes of rebellion, contentiousness and general

cynicism. Anxiety and feel ings of isolation and shyness may result

(Dunn 1973). Thus personal, familial or social maladjustment may

manifest itself in nervous, habitual or behavioural disorders(Kellmer Pringle

1970) and contribute to the profile of the underachiever suggested by

Kerry in the Nottingham University School of Education, Teacher

Educ,Hion Project Trial Materials. Thus he or she may be anti-school,

apparently bored, restless or inattentive, absorbed in a private world,

tactless and impatient of slower minds, excessively self-critical,

unable to make social relations with peer groups and/or teachers,

emotionally L1nstable and outwardly self-sufficient but aZso creative

and persevering when motivated, quick to learn, able to solve problems

and ask provocative questions, given to abstract thought and responsive

to inventive,open-ended questions and activities. On the contrary,

however,Gowan and Demos (1964) cite instances to support the theory

that the underachiever may perform as he does through lack of

creativity rather than through lack of motivation.

7.2 Implications of Underachievement for Linguistic Expression

Since teachers tend to rate the children who are most expressive most

favourably, endowing them with higher ratings in cognitive abil ity

(Gallagher 1962), children who express themselves poorly, either in

oral or written form and, perhaps as a result of the type of
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verbal expressive abil ities.

about their world, displayed
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maladjustment descri.bed abo\le, may be labelled 'average' or 'below

avefage' by the teacher who thus unwittingly reinforces the under=

achievement syndrome.

Kellmer- Pringle (1970) suggests ,that the bright under-achiever is average

in reading and weak i':1-spelling., Kerr:y (undated-publication described

above) classes them as, 1I0ra ll y knowledgeable but poor in written

wor-k ll
• Not only do such children fall short of potential achievement

in terms in their intelligence quotient scores butdo so even in terms

of average abil ity scores.

Labuda and James (in Barbe 1971) emphasise that some children of normal

or superior intelligence fail to learn academic skills because of

significant deficits in perception, conceptualization, or verbal/non-

Their subjects were reputedly curious

certain' specific or creative talents and
. ~

were thus not referred for diagnosis in the face of evidence to suggest

adequats or superior mental functioning. Many acquired poor attitudes

to school or severe emotional disturbance whilst oth~rs masked 1)

their problems. Even poor reading ability may be hidden by astute

I istening and rapid processing of ideas.

Gowan and Demos (1964, p. 304) note that non-achievers with high non

verbal scores are I ikely to be penal ised within the traditional

curriculum's stress on spell ing and mechanics and that they may need

a real ignment of stress towards the spatial, numerical and other non

verbal abil ities.

1. For example by illegible writing to conceal poor spell ing or the
substitution of oral facil ity and artistic expression for other
linguistic diSabilities.
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7.3 Profiles of Negative Traits for Achievers and Non-Achievers in

the Hi9h I.Q. Study Groups

On the basis of the cited data on bright underachievers or non

achievers, the writer decided to consider the profileJ)of children in

Groups A and B in terms of

a) poor rating on questions based on the Eels parent behaviour

scale,

b) considerably higher non-verbal scores,

c) those noted as displaying signs of emotional disturbance by

their teachers and

d) those said to be achieving at their peak at school.

Only five children (Roy, Sean, Chris, James, Amanda) said not to be

achieving at their peak had one or no negative traits. Children in

all the other groups showed a distressing combination of negative

attitudes to schoolwork,their teachers, themselves and their peers as

well as resultant (or causal?) designations as 'average or even

'below average' in class.

The profile for the ten children rated as achieving at their peak is

noticeably less negative, containing both a smaller variety of traits

and less serious individual profiles.

7.4 Some Case Studies

The following case studies2)of three children not achieving at their

peak at school may serve to illustrate the complex web of circumstances

which surely affect scholastic and I inguistic success. All three

children's parents rated poorly on the questions based on the Fels

parent behaviour rating scale. In addition, Paul has an imbalance in

favour of non-verbal abil ities whilst Anne shows signs of emotional

disturbance at school. The case studies are accompanied by examples

of the children's work and by suggestions for improvement in each case.

1. See pages 252 to 255.
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Figure 81 : Profile of those described as achieving at their peak at school.
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Case Study

Paul (Age at 1.1.80: 9 years)

N.S.A.G.T. N.S.A.I.S.

V. N.V. T.

126 142. 136

134 143 139 (School)

V. N.V. 1.

137 128 137

Appeared unmotivated

Non-verbal area predominant on the group tests. Attended 11 sessions.

Chose to tape and write in more or less even amounts. Said initially

that he would prefer to tape.

H.S.R.C. Engl ish Achievement Test

51 ightly lower onlUsage'than on the other sub-tests.

Total percentile: 91

Notable - sibling rivalry with older brother of superior intelligence

(but I.Q. less than 130) who achieves scholastically, is verbally

effective, physically stronger and the father's favourite child whilst

mother favours the younger.

He is the middle child.

Development - normal.

Walked and uttered single words early (12 months).

Social - He displays a balanced view of the world and adult affairs and

a generally positive self-concept but is reticent to communicate with

peers at school, his parents and teachers. He is quiet and restrained,
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neither asking questions in class or at home, hor showihg much enthusiasm.

He is somewhat of a loner who does, however, enter into discussions more

freely since he has been grouped with others of similar ability at

school. He is physically undemonstrative and his mother describes him

as "abrupt and abrasive ll
• He speaks and communicates little and spends

a great deal of time (:t 20 hours a week) reading. He ,wou 1d appea r to

be content with this state of affa i rs and is regarded as genera 11 y we 11

adjusted by both teachers and parents.

Emotional - Stable and supportive home environment with the exception

of the sibl ing rivalry stated above and the child's complaint of his

father's preferential treatment of the older son. He is trea,ted as a

social, intellectual and emotional equal at home within a flexible

disciplinary framework which allows a great deal of freedom. He copes

well with this and is level-headed,with a good sense of humour.

Intellectual - He was not an early reader but received considerable

intellectual stimulation at the pre-school level as his father read to

him a great deal and played sequencing and problem-solving exercises

with him. There was no 'baby talk'. He is not success-orientated at

school but wishes to achieve in sport. He appears generally unmotivated.

He says standard two is too easy and that the work at school is not

'as complicated as the writer's course'. He underachieves in terms of

his ability. His parents think heis bored at school, that there is in=

sufficient stimulation and overprotection. He says he is seldom bored

(alth9ugh his parents say that he saysheisbored at school!) but admits

that he(issometimes quarrelsome. He may be a divergent thinker as he

says he prefers to supply new answers to set problems. He says that

both his parents and teachers set a fair standard - he obviously feels

they'arecontent with his present level of achievement.

Extra-curricular - Likes sport and art, especially sculpture.

He has musical talent but has given uphis piano lessons.
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Language - Although he says he enjoys writing, the bre~i.ty of his written

work (often nonsense rhymes with fri\lolousdrawings), his reticence to

communicate orally and his preference for the problem..,solving activities

during the writer's programme tend to substantiate the group I.Q.

ratio of superior non-verbal ability compared to verbal ability.

During the exercise based on abstract art stimul i he preferred to

write little but to combine several pictures in a novel way. At school

he is rated as average both in language work and originality. His

read ing age is two years and four months andh is spe 11 ing age is one

year and six months above his chronological age. He reads avidly but

at the level of 'Hardy Boys I and 'Willard Price' adventures. He also

takes an interest in world affairs~li~teningto the news on television

and reading the newspaper. His parents fe~l that he does. not express

himself well and often speaks inaudibly as a result of a 'l azy tongue'.

Summary.

Paul needs specialized language teaching to improve his facility with

the written and spoken word. His father and older brother need coun=

sell ing to improve the feelings of Inferiority which result from

favouritism for the older son.

Both the above would, hopefully, improve his confidence in the sphere

of inter-personal relations.

He needs more stimulation both at home and at school as regards both

variety and difficulty level of activities in order to dispel his

'laissez-faire' attitude, lack of motivation and enthusiasm. This

must be combined with direction to suitable, more advanced (and

perhaps to non-fiction) reading material.

Some examples of his work follow:
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3 The mechanical beach ball (made by Professor Braintin) soared

up into the air and exploded, then landed in a million. pieces,

The mars had played to much heavy magic; to much to cope with,

now all the curses were flying back at him, then an arrow hit him on

the back of his neck and immediately he died.

7,8,2,4,5 The world exploded all its parts flew into the air, the

moon crumbled and fell down to the exploded earth years

later the moon went back to its original place and life

started again

...,~;;;":

Paul's response to session X (Pictures combined: See pp. 135 - 138).
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Case Study 2

Arthur ~ge as at 1.1.80: 9 years and 1 month)

N.S.A.G.T. N.S.A.I.S.

V. N. V. T. V. N.V. T.

129 136 134 139 142 146

126 126 127 (School)

Very slight non-verbal advantage. Initially keen but then reticent to

use the tape recorder for he prefers to use diagrams t models and oral

exp1anat ions as he "doesn I,t 1ike wr it i ng as he can It do it neat 1y" .

Attended 14 sessions

H.S.R.C. English Achievement Test

Total percentile 75

Spelling 61

Notable - Accelerated - skipped standard one.

Development - All developmental milestones were reached early - he lifted \

his head soon after birth t walked at a year, uttered single words at

three months and full sentences at fifteen months. 'He showed an early

abil ity to memorize t reason and apply insight.

Social - He says that IIp Iay ing wi th twi ts" bores him. He has few friends
at school and prefers the company of older children. His parents are
conscious of the need for him to make adequate social contact and thus
often invite many children to play. He tends to lead play at home and
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quarrels if he can not_ do so. He says he often argues with his parents

but displays a generally positive view of them and of the adult world.

He appears restrained in class, talks seldom either to hi,s peers or

the teacher and generally appears to be too good',- lacking verve and

spontaneity.

Emotional - His emotional problems are manifested both at home and at

school. His apathy at school is, he says, a result of boredom and at

home heis noisy and troublesome if not profitably occupied. The fact

that he is a non-reader could contribute to his inability to profitably

fill the hours of the day. He appears1tohave a fear of failure, being

reticent to enter any new field until such time as he knows he can

master it. His father comprehends the complexity of his nature and

sees the need to motivate him and encourage him to try - this over

emphasis on the need to succeed may in fact prove to have a ,negative

effect and serve to create greater instabil ity. He has a notable

sense of humour.

Intellectual - No particular efforts were made at pre-school intellectual

stimulation although he had many educational toys. His attitude to

school is negativ~). Given the opportunity to rule the world he ~ould

labol ish school I. He complains that all they do there is 'just copy

from books'. This negative attitude is seen clearly by his teacher who

says he is apathetic towards both general school work and .language

activities, has good powers of concentration and works quickly but

tends only to respond to extraordinary stimulation, being bored by

ordinary class work. His creative work is erratic and he seldom asks

questions. He has not found it easy to adjust to some of his teachers

and says they expect too much of him (although he clearly seldom

attempts to impress them). His problems at school may be aggravated

by his tendency towards divergent thought as he says he I ikes to think

out his own problems and solve them.

1. Acceleration did not improve his feelings about school.
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Extra-curricular - reflects his father's devotion to sport-wrestl ing,

surfing, rugby.

Language - The teacher rates his language ability as 'good'. in relation

to the rest of the class although he writes briefly, is a non-reader,

stumbles when he reads aloud, does not express himself in class or

communicate with the other children and tends to speak too fast. He

could not read prior to school entry.

Summary

Arthur achieves satisfactorily in a class of older children. He shows

signs of emotional instabil ity in withdrawal at school and difficult

behaviour at home.

He has a completely negative attitude to school and some incapabil ity

to relate to peers. He competes in demanding sports with older

children.

He shows excessive desire to please/placate his father and thus his

father needs counsell ingin sympathetic and reasonable handling.

Arthur's language difficulties may stem in part from emotional distress

resulting in an inabil ity to communicate and nervous oral reading.

He needs an intensive language programme to encourage him to write at

greater length, improve the physical act of writing and encourage him

to begin reading for pleasure and information.
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PLANET FlNG

1. Alien force with battle star behind it.

2. defending Fing ships

3. Fing ships going to attack

4. Fi re shooter

5. small fire shoot

6. Iaser cannon

7. Place where fing people live

8. Fi re ring

Arthur's reponse to session XI I

I think that this picture is a maze with

with wild I ions which are quite hungry.

1ions which where put there a week ago.

because you are are aloud a gun but you

houses and trees and high walls

There are 50 buck and twenty

Only stuntmen go in not

are only aloud six bullets.

One day a beginner stuntman wanted to try the maze for R1 000. He got

a rifle a six bullets and set off. The first hour he saw nothing then

suddenly he saw some lions he was lucky he was near the end so he shot

a bullet at a wall which stopped the lions he got out and got the

R1 000.

Arthur's response to picture 6 in Session X
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Case Study 3

Anne(Age at 1.1.80: 8 years and 6 month~)

N.S.A.G.T.N.S.A.I.S.

V. N.V. 1.

124 118 122

Sl ight stress on verbal ability.

this was her stated preference).

H.S.R.C. Eng1 ish Achievement Test

V. N.V. 1.

132 125 132

appeared unmotivated

(Tape recorded only once although

Attended 12 sessions.

Significantly lower on'Usage'sub-test

Tota 1 percent i 1e: 88

Notable - Patents recently separated.

Development - Walked at thirteen months

Talked in sentences early (before eighteen ~onths).

Showed signs of understanding concepts of volume and distance prior to

the age of two and a half. Shows exceptional perception of moral and

religious issues and constant evidence of abi1 ity to analyse and

synthesize.

Social - She is shy especially of boys. She 1s treated by parents as

spcia1, emotional and intellectual equal and is oversensitive and

hypercritical of herself and her appearance. She is constantly

worried about her relationships with peers at ~schoo1, often being

critical of them. Anne is initially wary of strangers but then warms

to them.
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Emotional - She appears scared to commit herself fully both academically

and in the realm of personal relationships for fear of failure. At the

age of six she received treatment at a clinic as a result of her

mother's inability to cope with her troublesome behaviour. The clinic

reported an imbalance between the intellectual sphere and emotional

maturity. She displays an ambiguous self-image. Her emotional

insecurity .may have been heightened by a recent parental separation.

Yet~ she has a good sense of humour and can laugh at herself.

Intellectual - She says she is seldom bored but that'church bores her ' .

When asked to make further comments about herself in the questionnaire,

(see appendix I I) she wrote in capital letters I I DO NOT LIKE SCHOOL ' .

She states that she wants to teach 150 I can smack people' and constantly

teaches her I ittle sister and dolls. She complains about going to

school and once there displays poor concentration, finds it difficult

to settle to a task, is restless, easily distracted and a preoccupied

dreamer who sometimes needs to query instructions not heard. She works

slowly and says she thinks slowly. Her writing fluctuates according.

to her emotional state. She lacks motivation and drive in school work.

Her early learning background reveals considerable stimulation, she

memorised early, was not subjected to baby talk and is still read to.

She was not able to read before school entry. She says the teacher

expects too much of her but her parents do not. She spends a lot of

time setting problems and solving them in her own mind - hence the

apparent day-dreaming.

Extra-curricular - Skating, swimming, pottery - finds it difficult to

persevere with these. Enjoys music and sometimes composes.

Language - An average performer in class, she is far more verbal at home.

She reads widely but mostly 'Enid Blyton ' to which she retreats when

emotionally unhappy. Word recognition is two years and eight months,

her reading age thirteen months and her spell ing age one year and ten
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months above chronological age, In comparison to her mental age, her

choice of reading material lacks both variety, depth and breadth. She

says she likes to write poetry but in twel'vesessions with the researcher

produced one acceptable poem, otherwise 'she waswithdrawndudng the

sessions and non commital . She thought most of the exercises too boyish.

She said that she enjoyed the programme fairly well and that she didnot

like writing at school either.

Summary

Anne displays a generally negative attitude to school, she is unmotivated

and underachieves in terms of her ability. She has suffered from an

imbalance in the intellectual and emotional spheres from an early age.

Her difficulties have probably been exacerbated by recent familial

discord and she thus displays symptoms of emotional insecurity.

As she finds it difficult to accept herself and make sincere friends

in the peer groups she needs special ist guidance with a view to improv=

ing her self-image and promoting emotional security. More specific

guidance is required in order to encourage sounder reading habits and

an improvement in her attitude to work, school and achievement. Anne

should be encouraged to develop her latent creative powers in musical

and poetic expression.

I think that these figures are talking grass hopers, wasps, fl ies,

coacroaches, butterfl ies, moths, in other words insects

(Picture 3)

The machine

This machine is very keen

to make these things that people have seen

choclates and sweets, choclates and sweets

(Picture 5)
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Lnsects

Insects are here

Insects are there

Insects are everywhere

grass-hoppers, butterflies, moths feel ing

other wise, cockcoaroches wearing broaches

Insects are here

Insects are there

Insects are everywhere

(Picture ,} )

Anne's Response to Session X

8. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Several studies have considered language deprivation and poor scholastic

achievement as factors related to adverse home environments i.e. to

poor sociD-economic backgrounds and to parents in unskilled occupa=

tions with I ittle interest in educational matters. There are no in

depth studies, to the writer's knowledge, which attempt to measure

the accelerated I inguistic development and proficiency which may be

expected to result from superior socio-economic background and intense

parental interest. Bernstein's theory of 'restricted and elaborated '

codes is interesting but may not necessarily be related to the actual

written and oral I inguistic output witnessed by the teacher.

Discipl inary patterns exercised by parents of the high I.Q. children

studied, displayed considerable variety although most children

enjoyed the 'Imoderate structure and discipl ine" (Nc Call et aZ 1973,

p. 62) said to be related to a high I.Q. All the parents in this

group were success orientated although many of the children were not

considered so by their parents or teachers.
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Those children apparently subjected to inconsistent, severe or lax

handling also displayed signs of emotional disturbance, difficulties

in I ingusitic and personal communication and were also described as

ach iev ing be low the i r potent ia 1. None of the chi Id ren desc r i bed as

achieving scholastically at their peak was subjected to poor handl ing.

Thus, poor parental handling may play some part in emotional health,

scholastic achievement and also in linguistic proficiency.

Teachers agreed that most of the high I.Q. children were not achieving

at their peak despite their generally favourable attitudes to school

and their wide interests both within and without the school buildings.

These children stated a distinct preference for and superior interest

in the Sciences and in Mathematics as opposed to the Language Arts,

despite extensive home reading and its preference above television

watching. Yet a third of the high I.Q. group showed little enthusiasm

for school- and this as a result of a complex interaction of environ=

mental and personal factors. Contributory factors could include the

minimal provision of special facil ities and the teachers' failure to

provide alternative, differentiated and individualised work schedules

as substitutes in areas where children were already proficient. There

was some evidence to suggest that teachers aim their teaching at an

laverage' level, expect merely 'satisfactory results' and that the

high I.Q. children tend to identify with the mean performance of the

peer group. This occurred despite the teachers' knowledge of their

superior intellectual abil ity and of admitted high expectations for

them in adulthood. Thus it may be concluded that there existed a lack

of suitable teaching techniques and content of a suitably advanced

level to challenge children with high academic potential and encourage

them to superior achievement. The lack of special ist teacher training

facil ities in this field was notable.

It has been noted that academic success is an important component of

a positive self-image and that high I.Q. children, although perhaps

self critical, are able to form a fairly clear and objective self

image. All the children were more concerned with attributes of the
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personality than with academic accomp1 ishments in their relationships

with peers and the family. It may be that the high I.Q. group have

more difficulty relating to siblings than other children do.

In general it must be noted that even the most favourable of home

environments and potential abi1 ity may not guarantee either general

academic success or superior linguistic proficiency. These are

determined by the complex interaction of many intellectual and non

intellectual factors such as the effect of parental hand1 ing, an

imbalance in verbal and non-verbal abilities, motivation~ interest,

interpersonal relations, feelings of adequacy, emotional disturbances

and personal ity traits. Children exhibiting disabil ities or dis=

advantages in several areas are surely in need of specialist guidance.

Those ooder-ach iev ing, or not ach iev ing at all, and who must sure Iy

experience personal suffering when functio~ing below their potential ,

may require a personal ised comblnation of administrative, advisory

and didactic strategies in order to avoid the cumulative and enduring

nature of the underachievement syndrome. Early identification of such

difficulties is the crux of the matter for as time progresses basic

skills and positive attitudes become increasingly difficult to restore.

Homogeneous grouping or acceleration to a more advanced grade may

increase interest and re1 ieve boredom but the inspired teacher remains

the key in a process which requires capital isation on areas of interest

and success to ensure confidence and further motivation. Praise,

recognition and affection together with the setting of real istic

standards remain the basic ingredients around which to mould special

d 't' t h' 1) ( . 11' d' 11' ..reme la Ion ec nlques especla y In rea Ing, spe Ing, writing

and arithmetic) and personal counse11 ing. For, as is clear from the

case studies provided, each child's situation is a unique result of

a complex, interwoven web of personal attributes and environmental

circumstances.

1. See for example those advocated for Frank in Appendix V.



CHAPTER SIX

OVERVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Thinking and day dreaming,llthe (gifted) childls equivalent to a full

time job" (U.S. Office of Education Factsheet 1979).
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CHAPTER SIX

OVERVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Introduction

Chapter Five has provided some indication of the complexity of the

underlying determining factors which result in a complicated environ=

mental and personal framework within which children with superior

measured potential either achieve scholastically and linguistically

or do not. The present chapter serves both to overview the nature of

provision for those children who possess superior potential, elsewhere

and in South Africa (particularly in Natal), and to make recommenda=

tions on the basis of the researcher's findings.

2. SOME ASPECTS OF

'GIFTED' IN THE

THE UNITED

THE EDUCATION OF THE

UN ITED KINGDOM AND IN

STATES OF AMERICA

2.1 Introduction

Brief consideration will be given in this section to the provision of

special facilities for the 'gifted' in the United States of America

and in the United Kingdom with a view to highl ighting the present

state of development in this field in South Africa. In both the U.S.A.

and the U.K. the provision of funds and the prevail ing attitude to the

concept of giftedness are dependent to some extent on political and

economic situations. It would appear, however, that in both countries

there are now sufficient individuals, departments and other organisa=

tions interested in the topic to ensure its survival despite the

vagaries of changing governments.
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Both countries have legislation which provides either directly or in=

directly for the educational needs of children with special gifts and

talents - laws 93 .' 380 and 95.561 in the U.S.A. for example. Like=

wise both countries have moved towards responsibility for provision

at local levels with 75 per cent of the funds (6.28 m~llion in 1980)

going to states upon submission of a detailed plan in the U.S.A.

(Sisk 1980, pp. 30 to 32) and the Local Education Authorities

responsible for provision in their areas in the U.K. Thus in 1979

twenty-seven state educational agencies had gifted programmes in the

U.S.A. (Sisk 1980, pp. 30 to 32) whilst in 1980 half of the British

LEA's made some provision (Geddes 1980).

'Gifted l education remains, however, at present afield largely

dependent on the enthusiasm, insight and resourcefulness of individual

local authorities and ultimately upon the)degree of these qualities

displayed by individual teachers or groups of teachers.

2.2 The United Kingdom

Special classes for the 'gifted' have existed in Cleveland U.S.A. since

1920. The history of the movement towards special provision for those

with academic and other talents in the U.K. is more recent but probably

now of equal momentum and intensity (although of a rather different

nature). The apparent 'lag' in the United Kingdom was probably due

to the excellent provision by the academically orientated grammar

schools which sought to stimulate and encourage those with academic

gifts or potential. Their replacement by a comprehensive system has

encouraged a broader based search for children with special needs at

both primary and secondary levels.

In 1964 pioneering work with gifted children was begun at Brentwood

College of Education in Essex (reported in Bridges 1969 and 1970).

In 1966 the National Association for Gifted Chi ldren (N.A.G.C.), began

to provide enrichment activities in the form of 'Saturday Clubs'

and cou rses .
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Identification by the N.A.G.C. was, and still is, informal and largely

a matter of interest on the part of the parents and children concerned

(although most children have I .Q. IS of 135+). Parent counselling and

sibl ing participation is an important part of the work. In 1980 the

N.A.G.C. had forty-six branches in England and Wales catering for four

thousand families. A grant is received from the Department of Educa=

tion and Science, twelve L.E.A.IJ)also now contrlbute funds and many

of the latter have contact advisers to 1iaise with the association.

Both the Schools Council and the Department of Education and Science

have initiated surveys and research programmes especially concerning

problems of identification, teaching provision and materials. The

Schools Council Curriculum Enrichment Projects (SCEPS) under Dr Eric

Ogilivie have culminated in seventeen self-enrichment units covering

maths and science, the expressive arts, the humanities and environ=

mental studies.

Many L.E.A.ls have initiated their own schemes. In 1973 Somerset was

the first to appoint a special adviser for gifted children and

Nottinghamshire has an indepth pilot scheme in a small group of

schools. Current work in Surrey and Lancaster is described in more

detail below.

Much of the money for research on the 'gifted l has been provided by

private foundations such as the Leverhulme Trust, the Gulbenkian

Foundation and the Leonardo Trust.

2.2.1 The Lancaster Curriculum Development Centre Project

This project is designed to improve problem-solving skills and stimulate

the imagination. Productive thinking is considered an essential

element for 'gifted l children if they are to cope with a rapidly

changing, technological societal structure. Thus, under the leader=

ship of N.C. Buckle, the Curriculum Development officer, a team has

produced a series of cards designed to exercise the higher cognitive

1. Local Education Authorities.
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processes, and to enc~urage discussion and the recordrng of observations

and research in order to produce valuable solutions or ideas expressed

in written form.

2.2.2
1)

Provision for the IGifted l in Surrey

Provision for the Gifted in Surrey is based on fairly clear Gut

criteria as unstated pol icy. It is presumed that the development of

suitable provision for the gifted is most 1ikely to occur where

researchers display a sensitivity to evidence of giftedness, individual

needs, pupil independence and the need for flexibility. Further

criteria include the provision of a broad curriculum to allow the·

emergence of gifts, the availability of adequate resources and the

appointment of a teacher who, with other teachers, becomes responsible

for initiating and co-ordinating activities.

Considerable efforts are made in Surrey to identify children with

special needs. Teachers are asked to submit the names of children who

appear to have special needs and considerable general screening is

carried out-for reading at eight years and language proficiency at

eight and eleven years. Teachers are required to keep records of

performance and behaviour together with samples of work in order to

ensure detailed monitoring from class to class and school to school.

Teachers are requested to be alert to unusual behaviour, interests and

special traits as well as to any obvious disparities - superior oral

proficiency but poor written expression, for example. Diagnostic

tests follow as well as interviews between the head teacher,

psychologist, the parents and the child.

1. Data provided by Mrs A. Joan Dean through personal contact and
her participation in the South African Conference on the Education
of the Exceptional Child held in Durban, Natal. 24-25 August 1981.
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Once identification has been effected,several avenues for enrichment

beyond the ordinary curriculum exist. The County Media Resource

Centre provides both commercially and specially produced programmes

and equipment to individuals or groups in schools. Other opportunities

include early admission to IQI level courses,extra classes in

special ist subjects (for example art, astronomy or microprocessors)

before or after school, special ist clubs, attendance at Universities

or other higher institutions of learning, acceleration to an older

group in a specialist subject and special workshops (for gifted

writers - including a residential period with a professional writer,

in Maths, modern languages and scienc~,for example). Schools are

encouraged to co-operate with each other in order to provide the best

possible facil ities and many use the two-day closure for in-service

training of staff on this topic.

Under the guidance of inspectors with special responsibility for

'gifted l education the Surrey programme has progressed significantly

towards its stated aims of:

1) Developing ways of'~2,jdentifying and assessing the needs of

'gifted l chi ldren .•

2) Discovering the most successful ways of catering for Igifted l

children at all stages in education and

3) Providing support for teachers working with the 'gifted l •

2.3 The United States of America

The field of 'gifted ' education in the U.S.A. is led by such eminent

educational ists as E. Paul Torrance, John Curtis Gowan, Joseph

Renzul I i and James J. Gallagher. Although much of the work for the

'gifted'must~of necessity, as is the case in the United Kingdom, be

the responsibility of local teachers, head teachers or groups of

schools, much of the current research and many of the models for

identification and programme defensibility have been produced by the
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men named above and their colleagues. Thus, in the States, teachers

have the advantage of both sophisticated in-service facil ities and

Institutes (such as the National/State Leadership Training Institute

on the Gifted and the Talented in Los Angeles, Cal ifornia) and the

availability of post-graduate courses (M.A., sixth Year Diploma and

Ph. D.) in the field of the education of the gifted and talented

(such as that offered by the School of Education at the University of

Connecticut).

Most of the provision for the 'gifted' in the United States is

administered from within the ordinary school system with options such

as partial removal from class for specialist subjects or withdrawal

to other institutions for part of the day .. Thus advanced college

placement in a wide variety of subjects to obtain tertiary credits is

possible. Certain schools are so highly selective as to be, in

practice, 'schools for the gifted l
- the Bronx High School of Science

and Hunter College,for example.

In general though, the philosophy is to avoid any possible hint of

el itist treatment or isolation. Thus weekend and hol iday camps for

the 'gifted l attending state schools are popular. The extent to which

'gifted' programmes differ significantly in both content and method

from normal classroom provision varies from school to school and state

to state but certainly some states - notably California, III inois,

Georgia and Connecticut - have approached the problem of adequate

education for the gifted i~ a systematic way.

3. THE EDUCATION OF THE 'GIFTED' IN

SOUTH AFRICA

The report of the Mission to Overseas Countries (April - June 1979)

concerning the instructional and educational needs of highly gifted

children in a differentiated education system published by the

Transvaal Education Department has establ ished a framework within
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which the beginnings of education for the 'gifted ' in South Africa

have been establ ished. Generally recommendations concern children

already performing at a noticeably advanced level within the existing

structure and suggest facilities as extensions of present provisions

rather than either innovative approaches or administrative techniques.

These provisions apply only to the white education system and no formal

(or informal) inroads have been made in this field in black education

to the writer's knowledge.

The above mentioned report recommended early identification and moni=

toring, a move to more homogeneous grouping and a need for special

teacher training which would allow for the fostering of creative

abil ity and for the suitable extension of the powers of logical

thought, critical evaluation and problem~solving. To this end,

regional centres for extracurricular study were to be set up to cater

for children from Standard two upwards in such fields as literature,

communication studies, politics,the performing arts and petro-chemical

studies. The first of these centres was opened at the Pretoria

Teachers Training College in 1981 and caters for additional afternoon

courses for Standards two, five and eight pupils given by paid College

and University lecturers. Little or no attention appears to have

been given to children with superior cognitive ability who under=

achieve or attain poor scholastic performance.

At present the main emphasis seems to be to provide extra courses in

non-school topics for the obviously adept scholastic performer so that

he or she may take more subjects at matriculation level in a greater

variety of fields than is ordinarily the case.

On 17 January 1980, a post for an Educational Planner (Gifted Children)

was advertised in the Cape. The incumbent (the subsequently appointed

Dr J.S. Neethl ing) was required to conduct an in-depth study of the

various aspects of giftedness in children for the purpose of devising

programmes for Gifted children in the primary and secondary standards,

and of giving appropriate guidance to teachers and parents.
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Or Neethl ing has now publ ished a brochure (G9) outl ining his intended

planning structures towards the fulfillment of the above requirements.

Although still in the experimental stage by June 1981,with schools of

the Cape Peninsula and Port Elizabeth selected to participate on a

voluntary basis, Or Neethling's proposals should have considerable

impact on the education of the 'gifted ' in the Cape if they are

implemented. He proposes to involve children, parents, principals,

psychologists and special ist co-ordinating committees in a series of

enrichment programmes both in and out of school which seek to provide

not only academic but also psychological and social enrichment. He

provides some practical ideas for programme content both within and

beyondthe present syllabus suggesting the predominance of abstract

concepts, transfer of knowledge, well-motivated judgments, the use

of laboratories and outside expert advice and self-initiated projects.

He is concerned that the'9ifted'child should develop a realistic and

healthy self-image and that adequate teacher-training and constant

research in the field be fostered.

3.1 The Education of the 'Gifted ' in Natal

Prior to 1977,the Natal Education Department left the matter of the

education of the 'gifted ' largely to ind~vidual principals and

teachers. However in 1977 and 1978 a study of the relevant literature

by the academic planning section resulted in the appointment of an

ad hoc committee representing sections of the department, principals

and the teachers ' societies. The committee was to establ ish current

provisions for children who 'excel markedly 1) in the abil ity to

reason, judge, invent or create l in Natal Schools and then to make

recommendations for changes or innovations.

1. That is primarily those who show their excellence either in their
all-round abil ity or in specific directions.
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Some schools were found to be open to suggestions and assistance in

the field of education for the Igifted ' provided that provisions didnot

so increase teachers' workloads as to adversely affect other children.

In junior primary schools there was some evidence of individual ised

learning in the form of projects, group reading, individual mathematics

cards, and the use of games and tapes to keep children 'occupied'

after they had finished their work. There was also one incidence of

acceleration. Some principals stated that nothing could be cone

owing to overlarge classes and a lack of teacher-time.

Primary schools made similar provisions for special projects and group=

ings. They also referred children to the Natal Association for Gifted

Children 1) and one school operated an I integrated day'. Yet only

one programme approached truly different provision for the 'gi.fted l
-

a small group of children working with their principal on electro

magnetic waves, frequencies and micro-waves. Teachers and principals

made note of the need for seminars and discussion groups on the

subject as well as for the need to place greater emphasis on the

education of the 'gifted' during teacher training.

The Chairman of the ad hoc committee, Mr C.J. Talbot, the Principal

Education Planner for Natal, undertook a study visit to the United

Kingdom and upon his return made the following recommendations:

It is recommended that the ad hoc committee should

consider the implications of recommending that the

department should embark upon a del iberate, out=

going pol icy of encouragement to principals and

teachers to respond to the challenge of providing

for the educational needs of the gifted children

in their schools. It is further recommended that

1. ~ voluntary group of professionals providing enrichment activities
and advice and run on much the same lines as the National
Association for Gifted Children in England and the Schemerenbeck
Centre in Johannesburg
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in discussing the ways in which such a policy

could be implemented the committee might consider,

amongst other things, the possibil ity of recommend=

ing the following:

1. The appointment of an advisory teacher for

gifted children and the role that such a

person could play in Natal, to visit schools,

to encourage enthusiasm, co-operation and

support from principals and teachers, to

guide and assist teachers where possible

and to promote the establ ishment of voluntary

working parties with aims and objectives

similar to those adopted by the working

parties in Essex;

2. that the department should provide official

encouragement to such working parties and

the necessary finance;

3. that the department should undertake to

disseminate information relating to gifted

ch i Id ren;

4. that in-service courses or seminars on the

subject should be held; and

5. that more emphasis should be given to the

education of gifted children in teacher

training courses at provincial colleges of

education (Talbot 1980, p. 44).

Despite the provisions noted in some schools, the final report of the

ad hoc committee reported that;

Most of the programmes appear to be aimed at
bright chi Idren rather than at truly gifted
children. It is unfortunately also true that
in many schools principals and teachers display
very I ittle. interest in the needs of gifted pupils.
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These statements substantiate the data noted by the researcher in

Chapter Five. Their significance warrants repetition here i.e.

although most of the teachers of children in the high I.Q. groups

were aware of their superior potential, 74% stated the children not

to be achieving at their peak at school, 42% rated them as scholas=

tically laverage l or 'below average l
, 79% failed to exempt children

in areas of the syllabus in which they were already proficient and 81%

provided no special facil ities at all.

The ad hoc commi ttee ,re iterated the statutory requ i rement of the

National Education Policy Act of 1967 (No. 39, 1967) which makes

provision for education " in accordance with the abil ity and aptitude 1)

of and interest shown by the pupil". This requirement clearly includes

such extraordinary abil ities as those possessed by gifted children.

Thus the committee saw fit that provision should be made "as far as

possible within the normal school situation". Such provision should

include early school entrance and acceleration in a few carefully

considered cases, partial withdrawal from class and especially enrich=

ment.

The committee drew up a comprehensive check list for teachers which

would enable them provisionally to identify both the achieving and

underachieving or unmotivated gifted child. The independent observa=

tion of two teachers to be filed and kept would initially be the main

means of identification to be confirmed later by means of psychometric

tests. Avoidance of the term 'gifted ' would obviate difficulties

associated with entrance to enrichment programmes. These programmes

would be developed by subject committees, staff at colleges of

Educ~tion and seconded teachers or by voluntary working parties.

1. This definition would seem to the writer to demand the inclusion
of the under-achieving gifted child.
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Considerable attention would need to be directed to both teacher train=

ing and teacher re-training if provision for the needs of ~iftedl

children was to become policy in Natal Schools.

In order to embark on a Ilpol icy of encouragement ll to teachers arid

principals rather than one of prescription, the committee suggested

the appointment of an advisory teacher for gifted children whose task

it would be "to visit schools, to disseminate information about

gifted children, to guide and assist teachers where possible, to

promote the establ ishment of voluntary working parties, to write

enrichment programmes and to I iaise with the committee on gifted

children" . It was also suggested that a permanent committee on

giftedness should be appointed to advise the Director on matters

related to gifted children and their education, to I iaise with the

appointed advisory teacher, the inspectorate, school principals and

working parties thus monitoring the effectiveness of the approach

and continuing to study the topic in order to make further

recommendations.

Dr. G.W. Harrison, Rector of the Natal Training College,has recently

been seconded to fulfil the above-mentioned function of part-time

adviser for talented and exceptional children in Natal. If he is

able to accompl ish the tasks elaborated by the ad hoc committee

children positively identified as being in need of special facilities

will certainly benefit from the extra provision and monitoring they

wi I I rece i ve.
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4. AN OVERVIEW. OF TEACHER, PUPIL AND PARENTAL

ATTITUDES TO SOME ASPECTS OF EDUCATION IN NATAL

4. 1 An Overview of the Attitudes of the Teachers of Ch i Id ren in the

High I. Q. Study Groups Towards Teaching and the Teaching of

Eng I ish in some Natal Primary Schools

The Natal Syllabus for the teaching of English First Language in

Primary Schools and the accompanying Guidel ines provide a detailed

yet flexible framework within which teachers may function according

to the broadly defined aims of the 'Language for Life' and 'Language

across the Curriculum' pol icies as outl ined in the Bullock Report.

It is advocated that language activities should be wide ranging,

child-centred and related to first-hand experience rather than

confined to series of unrelated exercises. Language is to be seen as

a means to the active sharing by teacher and pupil of the learning

process. The basic skills are seen as a means to clearly specified

ends. Thus the accompl ishment of the mechanical skill of reading is

for understanding, acquiring information and recreation, correct oral

presentation is to facilitate communication and social courtesies and

writing is designed to express thoughts and impressions, describe

events and foster original thinking as well as to improve the qual ity

of language and expression. Relevant content and context are thus

seen as the basis of all language activities.

Formal grammatical knowledge is to be taught as the need arises,

comprehension is to be undertaken with a view to understanding and

interpretation rather than the reproduction offact~ and writing is

to be practised with a real purpose and audience in mind and thus also

couched in a language appropriate to the topic.

Exposure to a wide variety of sensory and emotive experiences inclu =
ding poetry and literature is advocated with a view to the effective

generation of a need to communicate through language. Thus individual
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response is encouraged as is exemption in sections of the syllabus

already mastered. It is recommended that the teacher begln with the

chi Id's present ability and proceed from there. Some examples and

ideas for the implementation of these principles are provided.

It is clear that many of those who taught the children in the high I.Q.

groups failed to follow the advice stated above. Seventy-nine percent

failed to exempt chi ldren in their areas of proficiency, less than

half used poetry and prose as stimul i for language expression and

some teachers had obviously never read either the Syllabus or the

Guidel ines for they failed to understand such questions as ITo whom

is writing directed' and 'Describe which type of comprehension

questions you prefer'. Approximately half of the teachers who

responded to the questionnaire used formal exercises to teach grammar.

Study skills were minimally taught and tended to include only note 

taking, summarising and the use of dictionaries and enclyclopaedias.

Some teachers, however, stand out as fulfill ing both the content and

attitude to language teaching (and to teaching in general) incorporated

in the Syllabus and Guidel ines. One teacher taught several advanced

research skills including indexing, the correlation of facts, the use

of different sources and the notion of plagiarism. Such skills are

essential for independent study especially for children of superior

cognitive abil ity. Other teachers used music, paintings, dramatisa=

tion, story cards and tape recordings to stimulate linguistic

expression. Some teachers were thus effective, stimulating and aware

of the needs of primary school children in the language arts area.

Others obviously fel I far short of adequate let alone effective, ,
language teaching. It is clearly difficult to estimate the effective=

ness of language teaching from responses to a questionnaire and thus

in order to obtain a clearer picture of teaching techniques and their

effectiveness,the children in group A were asked to state their views

on education in general.
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4.2 'Out of the mouths of babes· - Some Views on Education by

Children in Group A

The chlldren·s opinions reflected the obviously wide ranging qual ity

of both teaching and school facil ities noted above. Some children

complained of boredom, the lack of challenge, the repetition of menial

tasks or of needless memorisation or repetition (especlally of reading

material and test answers). Some schools had very little suitably

challenging reading material whilst others had impressive reading

rooms. Al ison noted the radical difference in teaching techniques

and attitudes from one teacher to another. Her present teacher covers

a great deal of ground using themes to integrate subjects and

illustrates these with real life examples even to, the extent of arrang=

ing to have a horse brought to school.

Yet, in general, the children found the work inappropriate to their

needs both in content and pace. They were clearly aware of ineffective

and inappropriate handl ing yet were equally aware of the necessity of

some rather long-winded techniques - the value of setting out long

division in order to be able to check answers,for example. They were

equally aware of,and sympathetic to,the teacher's need to cater for

other children in the class and some stated that they had perfected a

system of daydreaming in order to lessen boredom. Homework was a

topic hotly debated as both'necessary to foster independent study and

yet cumbersome, tiring and often unrelated to schoolwork.

Suggestions for the improvement of teaching strategies included smaller

groups with special ist teachers, a greater variety of text books, the

avoidance of unnecessary ·writing_out of notes' and increased oppor=

tunities for self-initiated and researched projects.

4.3 Some Comments on Education in Natal from Group A and B Parents

Parents were asked to comment on the education system in general and

on language teaching in particular (see Appendix IV).
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As might have been expected,they found it easier to make comments

concerning administrative matters and general procedure than to

elucidate problem areas in the more specialised field of language.

Only twenty percent of the parents saw the need for the establ ishment

of special schools for their children. Most would prefer extended

provision such as special classes, mixed age groupings and enrichment

programmes within the present structure. Most parents were satlsfied

with the education their children were receiving for only three

parents expressed general dissatisfaction and six were unsure of their

feel ings. Yet many were able to pinpoint specific areas of concern.

Most often stated was the need for a more individualised approach to

pupils who suffered from an excess of rote learning, repetition and

regimentation in order to fulfill the requirements of tests and

examinations. Parents saw a need for more realistic challenge,

smaller classes and greater freedom of expression.

Steven and Rosels mother made a plea for teachers to become special ists

at primary school level and to keep abreast of new developments, thus

providing content both more interesting and more closely related to

reality. Annals parents considered that present content lacked both

breadth and scope for creativity as attention was largely directed to

fine details. Other general complaints concerned the excessive amount

of homework given and teachers l failure to mark work.

Comments on language teaching referred mainly to boring and repetitious

reading material and to a lack of well structured spell ing and reading

programmes.

The parents of children in group A were asked to comment on the benefits

arising from their membership of the Natal Association for Gifted

Children both for themselves and their children. They considered that

their children enjoyed the hol iday enrichment pr6grammes but that
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courses needed to be more frequent, more extensive and intensive. They

themselves seemed to have derived considerable benefit from the

Association,notablya better understanding of their children as a

result of contact with other parents and with specialists on the

committee.

5. OVERVIEW

Clearly, organisations such as the Natal Association for Gifted Children

have their role to play in the overall network of provisions for the

'gifted'. Adequate provision,howeve~goes far beyond 'extra'

facilities either within the school or without. This final section of

the dissertation thus attempts to proceed beyond the details of

provision whilst still incorporating as many practical and detailed

considerations of use to teachers and others as possible. Some of the

considerations will include the place of 'giftedness in language'

within a complex, multi-dimensional definition of giftedness, language

pol icy, practice and recommendations for improvement and general

comments on organisation, teaching techniques and teacher-training.

Wherever possible these data will be summarised and presented in the

form of models of diagrams.

5.1 The Place of 'Giftedness in Language' within a Complex, Multi

Dimensional Definition of Giftedness

Figure 83 (see p. 288 ) represents an overview of the major issues

of the dissertation and attempts to highlight the place of the

relationships between ~iftedness' and language proficiency. Thus the

individual child of superior general intelligence or possessing a

fortunate composite of abil ities exists within influences,and is

influenced by,factors operating at home and at school. Concentrated

study of the child and a comparison with other children leads to

either formal or informal evaluation (or both). Identification by

single or multiple criteria would then result in the child's
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categorisation as possessing skills or abilities which would warrant

special designation and thus special administrative and teaching

techniques. These teaching techniques must ultimately cater for the

child as an individual possessing abilities markedly different from

those possessed by his or her peers.

Categorisation as 'gifted' or 'exceptional I presupposes giftedness in

or at something. Thus within the broader categories of creativity,

talent, superior performance, accelerated pace or behaviour, a specific

proficiency in the language field may occur. None of these categories

is mutually exclusive or isolated, thus a child may be capable of

original I inguistic expression couched in rapid, fluent speech and in

poetry displaying considerable talent. Considerable further research

is necessary to elucidate the nature of the abilities possessed by

children in various categories and of the relationship between these.

5.2 Variations in Language Proficiency amongst 'Good Test - Takers'

As few individuals could be said to belong solely and exclusively to

one category, considerable variation should be expected and accepted

but there are surely some general patterns to be expected within each

category. This dissertation has been chiefly concerned with a study

of the possible linguistic patterns displayed by a group of 'good test

takers'. Each child in the group has developed within a complex net=.

work of contributory factors,including innate talent or creativity,

home background, personality, powers of concentration and efficacy

of teaching,towards expression of oral, written and reading ability

somewhere between the extremes of lingusitic efficacy and inefficacy.

Linguistic proficiency as displayed by the children during the

programme can be stated to be an observed proficiency as opposed to

a potential proficiency expected in relation to a certain verbal or

total score Dbtained on an intelligence test. Thus in terms of oral

expression the children could be grouped as follows 1).

1. These d~signations and placements on a continuum represent intuitive
expressions of the researcher's findings.
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Similarl~ as regards written expression, lndividual children and also

groups of children could be placed within the extremes of effective and

ineffective written expression. At one extreme, expression would be a

graphically acceptable, grammatically correct, fluent and creative

expression of abundant ideas exhibiting an extensive vocabular~ correctly

spelt. At the other extreme, shallow, commonplace ideas would be poorly

expressed in incorrectly spelt, illegible script. The study of written

expression amongst the study groups has been particularly interesting,

for individual children may move along the continuum in some respects

(original ity, fluency, depth of ideas for example) in relation to the

degree of reaction to a given stimulus,whilst remaining static in

others such as grammatical correctness, legibility and spelling

accuracy. In order to evoke written products of significant qual ity

both in content and technical correctness children of superior potential

intelligence seem to require exposure to as wide a variety of writing

skills and types as possible i.e.

Exercise

Research
Reporting
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Reading skills feature a combination of levels of technical mastery,

variety, level and expanse of book choice as well as interpretive and

expressive abilities. The children in the study groups once again

exhibit reading power and skill which situates them in widely differ=

ing positions on a 'reading ' continuum which would incorporate both

technical and expressive/interpretive/evaluative skills i.e.

Mechanical Skills

1)
{R.A. > c.~~(R.A. = C.A.)

I •

r r r
•

Reluctant Superior
. Readers - Readers Readers Real Readers

hnical
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pleasure./and
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f
Poor-Readers

1
Thus difficulty
in reading for
meaning

Readers

echnical
Inefficacy

•

Placing children on such continua of oral, written and reading

proficiency scales allows thus the development of a composite picture

of general I inguistic proficiency for each child and enables teachers

to pinpoint areas of specific strength and weakness in each skill.

Individual provision in the language field is thus facil itated. For

example Frank (see report in Appendix V) is unl ikely to become a 'real

reader'until deficiencies in word recognition, visual memory and eye

movements are remedied.

It is also clear that without In-depth and specialist investigation of

1. R.A. = Reading Age.
C.A. = Chronological Age.
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actual 1inguistic proficiency as opposed to potential intellectual or

1inguistic proficiency (as measured on an I.Q. or other standard score)

such children as Frank remain unaided - presumed to be 'bright but

lazy or unmotivated ' . It is as a result of such experiences during

the researcher's programme and with a view to helping teachers

identify and encourage improvement in children like Frank that the

following recommendations are proposed. They include comments on

teaching techniques in general, organisation and teacher-training as

well as more specific comment on language teaching.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Introduction

The results of this investigation would seem to indicate the following

state of affairs:

It was the teacher who conveyed to the child a notion of his or her

relative academic potential"and merit. Teachers of most of the

children in the high I.Q. groups were aware of their charges' superior

academic potential. The teachers expectations for these children were

therefore high. Yet most were disappointed at the children's

academic performance for very few of the latter were stated to be

ach ievi ng at the i r peak academi ca 11 y.

Teachers were aware of many of the qual ities inherent in those children

but failed to evoke the desired performance. They provided little in
;

the way of special facilities for these children using the same

methods, materials, techniques and degree of flexibil ity as for other

children. As a result the children appeared to be receiving a complex

and confusing message regarding their concept-of-self in the school.

On the one hand,the child has, as a result of his superior intell igence,

a fairly accurate notion of his academic abil ities and potential in

relation to others - this view being establ ished through complex inter=

action of the self with peers, parents and teachers. On the other
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hand,the teachers conveys a dual message, i.e. I I know you are bright/

capable/different but Iwill only provide for you wha~ is provided

for the other children'. Thus, as the teachers regretfully admit,

the child fails to display the very characteristics which the teacher

knows him capable of. The provision of stereotyped teaching aimed at

the child of average abil ity thus fails to provide adequate challenge

and a balanced experien-ee'-of failure and success. The child

possessing superior academic potential may react (and this study seems

to indicate does react) to this situation in one of two ways 

conformity or rebeUion (opt ing out). These si tuat ions and the i r

results may be diagrammatically represented as follows:

Failure to provide
Special Facilities

Ictlng Image 0 the self in the sthool

CHILD'S DECISION TO

easy' The 'I know
it already'
syndrome.

Conform

T
Achieve I imited success
in terms of the mean
performance of the peer
group.

Encourages
laziness

I
Boredom

Fa 11 s beh ind
in essential,

r~--:_-;--;--;--:-:-:-:-__l.- -:-~~7::::-b_a...-.si. c ski 11 s

Eventual inability to summon sufficient
attention and effort to cope with
complex problems.

I Discouragement - leads to
L Underachievement Syndrome

the I

Figure 84 Reaction to teachers' failure to provide special facil ities.



The writer hopes that some of the following recommendations will help

both teachers and children avoid the pi~falls described above and thus

close the gap (clearly perceived by both teachers and children) between

potential and actual scholastic and linguistic performance.

6.2 General Recommendations Concerning Teaching Techniques and

Methodology

The following recommendations result from the researcher's discovery

of widely differing levels of I inguistic proficiency and scholastic

performance am6ngst a group of children with similar meas~red

intellectual potential. All recommendations are thus designed to

facil itate the planning, organisation and execution of increasing

individUalisation of educational content, from the stated objectives

for such children i.e. they proceed from the premise of a need for

teachers to encourage the individual to fulfilment of his or her

unique potential, talent or interest. These recommendations will be

considered under the following headings: the need for flexibility,

the creation of opportunities, reviewing and monitoring and continuous

observation and research.

Prior to a detailed consideration of the above, it is necessary to

state certain broader presuppositions which serve as a backdrop against

which to highl ight finer points.

Firstly, it is presumed that such recommendations would be carried out

within the framework of a sound, broad, basic and adequate education
1)

programme Secondly, the majority of the recommendations are

1. In South Africa this would include most ,of the White,Asian and
Coloured communities. The majority of the other Black communities
in this country would face severe difficulties due to large
numbers and inadequate facil ities.
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considered suitable for implementation by individual teachers or as

policy for a school or department for they contradict neither recognised

educational principles nor stated pol icy in Natal or South Africa as

a whole. It is further presupposed that children may be grouped into

broad categories, one of which may be termed 'gifted', that within this

group various types of 'giftedness' may be identified in children but

that, in the final analysis, one must consider each child as a unique

individual1)performing at certain points within broad scholastic and

I inguistic spectra. The recommendations thus attempt to assist the

teacher to individualise both content and teaching technique. This

presupposes a sincere interest and involvement of the teacher in the

pupils' I ives and a recognition that the 'gifted' child needs more

'teaching' not less than other children!more in qual ity, quantity and

enthusiasm. It is finally supposed that the ultimate end of education

is an abil ity to cope with multiple, complex situat~ons in a fast

changing environment rather than the abil ity to complete tedious tasks

of I ittle value for the sake of learning perseverance.

6.2.1 The Need for Flexibility

(Or being prepared to expect the unexpected and accommodate it).

The need for flexibi lity encompasses the attitudes and behaviour of both

teacher and pupil.

The teacher must be flexible enough to change his identity

according to the needs of the situation.

Thus he or she may act as guide, sympathetic director, consultant,

diagnostician, honest critic, co-author, fellow discoverer, mentor,

pupil and co-evaluator.

Likewise the teacher must allow flexibility in the child's

attitudes and behaviour.

1. AI I of them as unique, if not so obviously and distressingly so
as Sheila in One Child (Hayden 1980). '
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The child is thus permitted, at various times, to forgo creativity

for presentability or vic~ versa, be a loner, leader, active or

passive learner, subdued or raucous, indulge in fantasy or exert logic

in both convergent and divergent thinking.

Neither of the above states is possible without a radical change in

attitude away from stereotyped and traditional content and methodology.

Hence teachers will further need to:

Compact the basic syllabus in parts and extend it in others.

Be flexible enough to modify plans, the timetable, entire

lessons,the methodology, grouping strategies, content and

procedure in order to capitalise on a particular and optimum

learning situation and on the natural adventurousness and

curiosity of the 'gifted'.

Make provision for new beginnings - a new school, stream,

teacher or approach.

Such flexibil ity will thus lead to the identification of the strengths

and weaknesses of individual children rather than the identification

of Igifted ' children as such.

6.2.2 The Creation of Opportunities

(By broadening the framework of what is pemissible thus allowing the

child to display positive tendencies resulting from his abilities).

Opportunities are required for:

Freedom within a broad disciplined framework,
to

- Learn skills, attitudes and techniques from the teacher

(and other members of the community brought in to share their

expertise) as a good model;
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to

Practise social skills such as sensitivity, tolerance,

courtesy towards and interest in others, with a view to

respecting and understanding different points of view

representative of other times, other people and other

situations ;

to

Display and discuss work and production with a real, relevant

and interested audience.

In order to pursue the above, the child needs to practise responsibility

and must be provided with opportunities to do so.

Thus the teacher is to provide the child with opportunities for joint

responsibility for:

Setting realistic short and long-term goals.

Discrimination and evaluation of self, others, academic achieve=

ment and its products.

Choice of topics and pusuit of interests for independent

study.

The choice of method and mode of expression in the pursuit,

recording and discussion of original research.

Budgeting and organising the pace and time required to carry

tasks to successful conclusion, to inspire interest and

motivation for oneself and others.

Such basic opportunities and responsibil ities can only function in

terms of sound yet innovative content and techniques including:

The ability to ask as well as answer questions.
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- A move away from drill and the r~"petiti.on ofJr;u::.ts'to. avoid,

over-reUance __ on-me.morizat'ion.

Yet the maintenance of respect for factual data for its own

interest and in order to manipulate it and proceed beyond its

bounds to intrapolate.

Thus a sound grounding in the basic skills of mathematics,

science and language is required.

Opportunities to discuss and consider major issueq to absorb

ideas and concepts in order to allow the functioning of the

processes of evaluation

deduction

comparison

interpretation

analysis

synthesis

evaluation

association

interrelation

classification

transfer

application

organisation

in response to different, new, original, challenging and

stimulating material.

Opportunities to learn study skills together with open access

to all relevant data, equipment, materials, sources and

resources.
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Reviewing and Monitoring

(For remedial action, counselling and encouragement). Reviewing and

monitoring must proceed beyond the usual round of marks and evaluative

comments to include close scrutiny of:

Basic skill acquisition.

General performance.

Behaviour.

Samples of work across subjects and at different times.

Interests.

Special traits.

Obvious disparities.

6.2.4 Continous Observation and Research

(Of the child, special provision and their interaction for the increase

of knowledge and the improvement of facil ities).

The observation of 'gifted' children both formally and in=

formally, both in special programmes and in ordinary class=

rooms, facilitates suggestions for the improvement of

curricula, techniques and advice on vocational guidance for

individuals.

- It serves to establish a detection and referral system for

the general information of professional educators, class

teachers, lecturers, parents and the community in general in

order to evoke sympathetic understanding.

It allows for

that teachers

i
consideration of the child's

can proceed from there.

ability level so
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The Underachievement Syndrome

All the above recommendations are designed to promote effective think=

ing and communication, adequate challenge, motivation and satisfying

scholastic achievement. Some children, as a result of scholastic or

linguistic imbalances or disabilities, or non-intellectual (actors

such as fear of failure, poor parental handling, inadequate teaching

or lack of interest, fail to achieve and thus require speciaZ attention

beyond that given above.

i
\

Underachievement cau~es- persona1suffering~o the child and others

and, if not remedied earZy, results in a negative attitude to school

and failure in the basic skills which may be enduring.

An individual ised combination of administrative, advisory, professional

and didactica1 strategies are thus recommended:

Special grouping or acceleration and especially inspired

teaching.

Recognition, affection and praise.

The inspiration of confidence.

Motivation in areas of success and interest.

Real istic acknowledgement of weaknesses.

Acceptance of reasonable steps to remedy these.

6.3 Recommendations Concerning Principles of Language Teaching

6.3.1 Introduction

Linguistic modes int~ract and are interdependent. Thus,whi1st the
I

primacy and central ity of informal talk cannot be denied, neither can
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its intimate I ink with reading and writing. Reading and writing may

be chronologically later developments than talking, yet talking and

writing may, in fact, grow from reading. Language is further intri=

cately bound to thought and to first-hand experience. Such compTexi=

ties make the understanding of the nature of language, its tuition and,

when necessary, its remediation, a highly specialised and demanding ~sk.

When one. further cons iders the intricate I inks between language

and home background and between I inguistic proficiency and scholastic

achievement, one is aware of the depth and breadth of knowledge

required in this field by those teaching all ages and subjects. Not

only is there an increasingly complex body of literature and research

on language and language usage in the classroom but an increasing

necessity to individual ise basic language programmes, remediate where

necessary, exempt where necessary and encourage the use of a variety

of modes. The language arts need to maintain their status and primacy

in a competitive technologically and mathematically orientated era,

whilst teachers attempt to improve scholastic success through the

improvement of linguistic skills, thus closing the gap between

individuals· actual and potential I inguistic output.

6.3.2 The 'Gifted l Child and Language

The children possessing superior intellectual potential in the groups

studied understood the researcher's instructions with ease. They

seldom asked for clarification of either individual words or instruc=

tions. They tended to use standard Engl ish conveying no obvious

attempts to raise the abstractual or contextual level of their

language. Language was used as a tool rather than as an objectified

and conscious end in itself - a means to express thoughts, ideas,

imaginings, intellectual processes, personal anecdotes and knowledge

already acquired.

Beyond these general statements, it seems that a great variety of

I inguistic responses is a notable feature of children grouped according
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to superior measured intellectual .potential. Their linguistic output

varied greatly in quality, quantity, depth, original ity~ inclusiveness,

fluency, legibility, length, grammatical correctness, lexical

appropriateness and level of understanding and meaning. Proficiency

in language may reveal itself in subjects taught outside the formal

language period as a result of an intense interest - in history for

example. Some children may display clearly identifiable traits such

as a marked interest in and sensitivity to literature, oral persuasive=

ness or an ability to read a wide range of texts with understanding.

Others may read so little as to be termed 'non-readers', have

difficulty in writing and spell ing and thus be in need of specialist

remediation.

Linguistic precocity in the oral mode may be indicative of superior

linguistic abil ity or it may merely represent the outcome of consider=

able linguistic stimulation in the home. It is also possible,

however, that mediocrity in written expression may disguise both a

superior intellect and/or other superior abil ities.

The complexity of the task of deal ing with the level of proficiency in

each linguistic mode of expression for each child possessing superior

intellectual potential is thus clear. The complex picture presented

by these data would seem to lend weight to Vygotsky's theory that the

fus~on of speech and thought is limited to a circumscribed area and

thus some children are verbally much more proficient than others who

have predominantly non-verbal skills.

In the light of the above findings the writer would like to suggest

three broad approaches as basic to language teaching for children with

superior intellectual potential. These are that:

1) novel and unusual stimuli or new discoveries by the child

are most likely to ignite a desire to communicate by talking,

writing or drawing;
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2) in order for the multiple and complex linguistic strengths

and weaknesses of such chiZdren to become apparent a broad

range and balance of both language activities and linguistic

expertise must be available in the primary school;

3) free, but directed, access is made available to the library,

laboratories, practical rooms and audio-visual and other

equipment.

More specific recomendations include an early introduction to:

The science of linguistics (including a study of phonetics

and its notation) in order to introduce children to broad

language issues and to facilitate recognition of and

experimentation with structural patterns and sounds.

The notion of register i.e. speaking and writing according to

the dictates of the audience and purpose.

- A foreign language.

Listening skills - in order to facilitate topical and serious

discussion and debate, the isolation of central issues and

the evaluation of linguistic skills.

The place and necessity of both fantasy and logic, fiction

and non-fiction within the language field.

In addition special consideration needs to be given to the following:

The possibility that children with superior intellectual

potential may hide fairly serious gaps in their linguistic

ability by means of judicious guessing of meaning from

context.

The possibility that standardized scores fail to reflect the

actual quality of a child's linguistic output.
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The possibility that children possessing language disabilities

or imbalances in non~verbaZ scores may need special '

consideration and tuition in order'to achieve a,balance

between minimum standards, basic skiUs, ' an inability to

communicate and structural disabilities on the one hand and

the need for creativity and fluency of expression on the

other.

The possibility that alternative modes of expression, beyond

those traditionally used, should be allowed and accepted ~

that for example drawing and labeling or tape recording are

valuable and valid modes in themselves.

The possibility that children who are predominantly

'consumers' may, according to the demands of their age,

situation and personality, either be encouraged to be more

productive OP, at least, to obtain maximum benefit as

,consumers' .

The possibility that sometimes monotonous content and teaching

techniques aggravate language disabilities or imbalances by

causing children to 'switch off' or 'daydream' thus ignoring

the very assistance of which they are most in need.

6.3.3 Talking

The level of informal noise and chatter during the sessions with the

high I.Q. groups was extremely high,yet was interspersed with seemingly

spontaneous periods of silence and concentration. Talking (including

noises of all kinds) seemed to be the spontaneous reaction to the

stimul i provided and, accompanied by movement, action and experimenta=

tion, it seemed to be a prerequisite to production. It was during

periods of informal talk that the children's depth of thought and

originality appeared to be most clearly conveyed. Spontaneous talk
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was often untidy yet related to the topic and situation in hand 

even determining it. In the light of this apparent need to talk

displayed by most of the high I.Q. children~it is recommended that:

Teachers make use of the centra~ity of spontaneous speech,

allowing it in a pemissive atmosphere in both group and one

to-one situations.

'Talk' should be allowed to arise naturally from the subject

matter in order to:

allow children to display their range of linguistic

ability;

facilitate learning according to individual's learning

styles;

encourage social interaction;

elucidate personality;

- uncover problem areas;

- foster the display of thought processes and the

imagination.

More specific recommendations include the following.

The use of the tape recorder provides novelty, easy replay or

erasure and may proceed from writing, reading or spontaneous

speech.. It frees the child from the laborious task of formal

writing and yet is not as informal as spontaneous talk,being

more amenable to correction.

The teaching of planning strategies is necessary for more

formal speech or talk in order to avoid the slapdash attitude
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noted in the 'playlets'where little concern for style, content

or final effect was noted.

Instruction in the advanced social, intellectual and

linguistic skills is required for interactive discussion on

moral issues and delicate topics which such children are well

able to sustain.

Children behaving as non-communicants or non-participants may

need special attention in order to facilitate audibility,

increase confidence and improve grammatical structure and

usage.

6.3.4 Reading

Reading abil ity has been shown to be central to achievement and to

scholastic performance. The teachers concerned with the study groups

seemed more concerned with mechanical abil ity and less concerned with

reading as a continuous process linked to other cognitive and

I inguistic skills. They were often unaware of the qual ity or quantity

of the children's private reading. In the high I.Q. study groups,many

of the children displayed considerable mechanical and technical

excellence yet failed to read with meaning and expression.

Thus it is recommended that the following be considered:

Many graded readers have a negative influencing effect on the

other language skills, restricting written work to simple,

repetitive phrases for example.

Children should be allowed to read widely at their own level

with careful monitoring of basic skills.

Teachers should read to children in class often as good models

for 'reading for meaning'.
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Training in speech and drama may also improve reading aloud

to convey meaning and improve the ~ommunication of thought

and feering.

As efficient, quick reading.is essential if children with superior

intellectual potential are to be able to use\the higher cognitive

processes on the basis of sufficient data, the following steps are

recommended:

Such children should all be inspired (or helped withremedia=

tion techniques) to become 'real readers', readers who read

widely and rapidly and are thus able to see relationships,

draw conclusions, inspire their curiosity and imagination and

deal with abstract concepts. Reading thus beaomes more than

a mechanical skill and more than 'reading for meaning'- it

may become "creative" in the sense of being interpretive and

predictive.

'Real readers' may thus develop a discriminating taste in

reading material and, through a study of past and present

culture, present the child with patterns of human behaviour

applicable to his own life.

Such recommendations presuppose access to and qual ified assistance with

extensive reference and source materials - probably larger than a single

school can provide. A central resource unit would thus probably

be most effective and beneficial.

6.3.5 Writing

Writing is by far the most difficult language mode for it requires a

high degree of abstraction and is expanded, del iberate and structured.

Most writing in classrooms is further constrained by demands of length,

and style rather than being a tool for the expression of personal ity
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and other traits. Thu~ just as reading has no.value for it's own

sake, a variety of writing types should be practised for a variety

of ends. It is therefore recommended that some of these ends might

include:

- Reporting of independent research.

The integration of various content areas.

- Advertising.

- Journalism.

- Recording of personal interests.

- Info~al, intimate exchanges.

In order to achieve maximum benefit from the variety of modes of

expression listed above, poor spell ing and. illegibility should be

counteracted with specialist tuition (including a study of etymology

and -semantks) and a sympathetic response to original content.

7. RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING SCHOOL ORGANISATION

Children who enter school possessing superior intellectual potential

should increase their deviation from the norm as the years proceed.

The variation from the norm should also increase in specific areas 

if a child comes to school already reading, for example. Unfortunately

such children tend to pace themselves just above the norm or even

below it. Thus the following recommendations are designed to assist

the rectification of this imbalance:

Constant monitoring by means of cross checking and the supply=

ing of records and samples in order to facilitate the

judicious timing of:

bringing the right advice and encouragement to bear

on the appropriate moment;
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- bringing the right pupils and teachers together (or

making the teachers and their methods more appropriate).

Certain organisational procedures may facilitate the above: (and

should be explained in detail to parents)

Allowing the bright to work together all or part of the time.

Fostering teaching and visiting ties with tertiary institutions.

- Acceleration tq a higher standard upon due consideration of

the degree of intellectual advancement beyond the nor,m and

of emotional stability and maturity.

Partial acceleration in some subjects.

Specialist extra subject provision beyond ':the usual curriculum.

Weekend and holiday clubs and workshops.

Curricu lum enrichment.

Such provision should include children with superior potential who

conceal their gifts, are unmotivated or who underachieve. Beyond any

organisational or technical provision the imaginative teacher (or

groups of teachers) stands as the ultimate solution. The final set of

recommendations in this dissertation thus concerns teachers and their

training, placing the final emphasis boldly and squarely on their

shoulders.

8. RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING TEACHER TRAINING

As it is clear from the above recommendations that the classroom

situation to a large extent determines the nature and quality of a

child's performance and ma~ in fact,initiate or accelerate difficulties,

the following recommendations concerning teachers attitudes and skills
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are of the utmost importance. The recommendations concern both full

time and in-service training facil ities and apply to all teachers as

well as to (and especially to) those who are hand-picked for their

lively, intelligent personal ities to have special and protracted

contact with the 'gifted'. Basically what is needed is experience

with the gifted themselves, a survey of the relevant literature and

contact with special ists in the field in order to avoid ready and

easy satisfaction with progress and performance well below par.

Teachers specially gssigned to classes or groups of 'gifted ' children

need certain basic qual ities, namely:

- A vigorous, resourceful, self-confident and enthusiastic

approach to life.

~us enthusiasm for initiating learning and discovery.

They must themselves be open to personal growth and to the

needs of others.

A respect for the uniqueness and wide range of the gifted

child's capabilities and potential.

Good organising abilities.

Broad background knOWledge.

Sound specialist knOWledge.

~e ability to act as facilitator, questionner and guide

rather than as dictator.

The ability to sustain an impartial and permissive yet

democratic atmosphere.

Considerable imaginative and creative ability for they must

recognise and stimulate it in others.
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I

More general recommendations a]med at faci! itating early identifica=

tion of the 'gifted ' and providing appropriate facil ities follow:

Checklists of the usual characteristics for identifying the

'gifted' are valuable if accompanied by explanations of

individual differences and variations of the complexity

of the topic.

There is a need for observation of chiZdren in various

situations in order io record just how much they can do (in

some cases inspite of some weaknesses) and to facilitate the

planning, implementation and evaluation. of techniques and

materials.

Specialist checklists concerning the identification of

underachievers,and those who are shy or less demanding~must

be provided as reminders that children with superior potential

may also be non-readers or slow-readers, have difficulty with

writing and spelling, be in need of remedial attention, have

difficult parents or be difficult, moody, unpopular and in=

different to work themselves.

Teachers, and those in training; require practice and guidance

in the skills they are to encourage in the 'gifted' i.e.

logical thinking, critical evaluation, problem-solving and

application.

Teachers need to be shown what materia~s are commercia~~y

available, how to catalogue these and thus fill the need and

the gapsforindividuat childrftn by making their own materials

with other teachers, SPeCialists, committees, clubs and

other professionals. Teachers should be shown how to

capitalise on their own special talents and hobbies. Materials

thus collected should be available to all schools through a

central resource centre.
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Teaohers should be trained to setrealistio goals and expeota=

tions with the ohildren and help both child and the parents

to do so.

Teaohers need to be aware of the oomplex, interactive nature

of influenoing faotors both on linguistioand soholastio

suooess and thus aoquire more positive oontrol (with assistance

if neoessary) over faotorsboth within and beyond the sohool.

In order to stimulate the total language environment, teaohers

must be kept au fait with ourrent researoh and developments

in child language, general linguistio researoh, ohild

development,categories of language and thus the relevant

teaohing methods and teohniques.

Teaohers will thus, in agreement with others, and for them=

selves, be able to reaoh agreement oonoerning oommon and

desirable goals ~n the language skills and arts.

In concluding these recommendations, and thus also this dissertation,

the writer would like to state a common yet central fact. That is,

that the individual child very seldom remembers a course of instruc=

tion or a particular methodology but rather the individua11 intell igent

and caring teacher who encouraged his or her unique abilities.
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APPENDIX

LIST OF SCHOOLS

1 Carmel College

2 Gi r Is I Co1lege

3 Durban Preparatory High School

4 Park View Senior Primary School

5 Northlands Primary School

6 Port Natal Primary School

7 Southlands Primary School

8 Will iam Hartley Primary School

9 Durban North Primary School

10 Berea West Primary School

11 Winston Park Primary School

12 Manor Gardens Primary School

13 Amanzimtoti Primary School

14 Virginia Primary School
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APPEND IX I1

GETTING TO KNOW YOU

ME

Most of the time I like me.

quite I ike me.

sometimes I ike me.

Most of the time I don't I ike me.

o
o
o
o

2 I think of myself as .

3

4

5

Other children I ike me.

Other children don't like me.

Other children think of me as

My teacher I ikes me.

My teacher doesn't I ike me.

o
o

....................................

o
o

6 My teacher thinks of me as •....•••....•••...••....•..•.........•.

7 My brother and sisters I ike me.

My brothers and sisters don't like me.
o
o

8 My brothers and sisters think of me as ...........................
9 My mother thinks of me as ........................................
10 My father thinks of me as ........................................
11 In front of strangers I am ••.•....•...•..•••...•..•...•.•.•.•....

12 I think the following are my best points ...••.....••..•..•••.....

.. ....... .........................................................

..................................................................
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13 11 think the following are my worst points ••••..•.•••.••...•...•••

..................................................................
14 I would 1ike to improve in the following ways •

..................................................................
15

16

think other children are generally

worse at most things than I am

better at most things than I am

about the same at most things· than I am

am tidy and like to be organized

like to live in a muddle

o
o
o
o
o

17 When I work hard I do so to please

Myself 0
My Mother ~

My Father D
Both My Parents 0
My Teacher D
To show other children how good I am ~

Someone else (Say who .•.•..•..•..•••.••. ) 0
18 My ma i n interests at school are : .......•.••...•..••...••.....•..

· .
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• e- ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

19 My main interests out of school are:

20 My favourite hobby is:

· .
21 What I would do if I had a whole week free would be to : ..•.•.••.

· .
· .
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ME AND OTHERS AND THE WORLD

22 prefer to be alone

prefer company

am shy but seek others anyway

have many friends

have few friends

o
o
o
o
o

like my teacher

don't I ike my teacher

like my brothers and sisters

don't like my brothers and sisters

like boys best

like g i r Is bes t

I ike both boys and girls

prefer to play with older children

prefer to play with young children

prefer to play with my own age group

o
o
o
D
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

best friendshave

often fight

seldom fight

often argue

seldom argue

prefer to work alone

I ike to work with others

24

27

26

23

25



30 My teacher expects too much of me

My teacher expects too little of me

My teacher sets a fair standard

31 My parents expect too much of me

My parents expect too 1ittle of me

My parents set afair standard
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28 th i nk of my mother as ..

29 th ink of my father as ..

o
o
o
o
o
o

32 talk a lot ~

am rather quiet E::J
would 1ike to talk more but am shy D
prefer to write ideas in private 0

33 am good at keeping secrets D
am no good at keeping secrets D
never have secrets to keep D

34 Adults are always right D
Adults are sometimes right, sometimes wrong E::J
Adults are always wrong 0

35 think most adults behave

we 11

fairly well

terribly

stupidly

unfairly
very we 11

o
D
o
o
o
o

36 think there are:

definite solutions to all the world's problems r=J
solutions to some of the world's problems c=J
no solutions to them at all r==J
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i
making a good job of running the world 037 Adults are

Adults are making a fair job of it 0
Adults are making a mess of it 0

38 If I were in command of the world I would first ........." .........

second .

..................." " .
third ..................................................•...........

ME AND MY THOUGHTS

39 have a good memory D
have a fa i r memory D
have a poor memory 0

40 think mos t IY of the past 0
think mostly of the future 0
think most Iy of the present 0
consider all three tJ
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1ike to give set answers to set problems

1ike to give new answers to set problems

like to think out problems and answers for

D
o

myself D

42 don't invent things at all

just think about inventions

like to make models of them.

like to draw them

1i ke to wr i te about them

like to describe them to others

o
o
o
o
D
o

43

44

If I could choose I would always answer questions

writing down

speaking into a tape recorder

te 11 ing a f r iend

telling the teacher

drawing and writing instructions

drawing and explaining

think quickly -- the answers come

almost immediately

I think rather slowly

Sometimes answers pop up unexpectedly long
afterwards

by:

o
o
o
o
D
D

D
D
o

45 Say anything else (about yourself, your feel ings and those
around you) that you wish to say.

· " " "

· "

· " ..

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ~ ..

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
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MY SPARE TIME

46 am often bored

I am seldom bored

,. am never bored

o
o
D

The things that bore- me ar·e ••.••••.•••••••••••..••••••••••.•.••••.

· - .

47 spend a lot of time reading •••.•• books a week c=J
sometimes read books a week c=J
ha rd Iy ever read 0

At the moment my favourite reading matter is ••.••••••••••••••••••.

· ' .

48 I will watch television whenever I can, no matter D
what is on

I only watch some programmes D
My favour i te programmes are ..•...•..•...••.••••..••.•••..•••••••••

• ••••••••••••••••••-"•••••••••• e.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

49 spend a lot of time playing sport D
spend some time playing sport c=J
spend hours per week playing sport

My favour i te sports are ~ tI •••••••••••••••

am interested in music

....................................................

50

do not I ike listening to or playing music

write my own music

enjoy singing

can play the

o
o
D
o

51 like looking at paintings and drawings 0
am good at art myself 0

My favourite subjects for art are ..•..•.•..•...••.•....•••.•••.•.•

· " .
I do not I ike art at all because ..•.•••••..••...•••.••..•..•.••.••

· .



52 enjoy writing

like to wr i te
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stories

letters

poems

other tsay what)

o
D
o
o

... ' ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .
I do not I ike writing at all because •••.•••.•...••••.•••.••.•••••

· ' " .

53 My favourite joke at the moment is .•••...•••.•...•.............••

· ' .

54 Do you I ike I istening to the radio? Yes
. No

o
o

My favourite programmes· are ..••.......•.•...•.•.••.••...•.•••..•••

55 Have you ever visited any foreign countries?

Can you speak a foreign language?

Name the language .....•.•......•.•..•...••••.

Yes 0
No 0
Yes 0
No 0

56 Underl ine the places you have already visited and tick the places
you would like to vis i t.

Museum Ai rport Game Park SABC
Sports Matches Zoo Opera Play
Musical Dam Factory PI anetar i urn
Circus Lighthouse Aquarium Beach

57 When I grow up I wish to be a ....................................
· .
because .......................................................... •_ .

58 When I grow up I want to be

Honest 0 Popular 0
Successful 0 Kind 0
Rich 0 Pretty 0
Happy 0 Handsome 0
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APPENDIX I tl

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PARENTS

(Administered prior to the commencement of the programme)

Ful I Names of Child:

Sur,name . ••- e.a First Names: ..

Date of Birth: No. of Children in Family: ..•...

Country ·of Birth : ..

State if First Born; Second, etc. : ...•.• ~ •.....•..•••••..

Occupation of Father .•..................................

Occupation of Mother ..

Home Add res sand Telephone No. : •.••.••...•.•.•••.•••.••.•.•.•.••.•.•.

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ., - ..

INFORMATION CONCERNING THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHILD

Age when able to I ift head: ..••••..•••••.••••.•••••••••••

Age when wa 1ked una i ded : ..

Age when single words uttered: ......••..•...••••••.......

Age when ideas expressed in full sentences : ........•••.•.

Age when abstract ideas first expressed, i.e. ideas not related to

concrete obj~cts or situations : ....•..••...•.. ~ ...•.•••.

Has the child any speech defect? •...•..••....••.•...••...

If the answer is YES, please supply details, and details of past and

present treatment : .......•..........••..........•...•..•....•......

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ............ ~ .
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LANGUAGE PATTERNS

Does the chi 1d

fluently or is

speak often at home expressing

he/she rather quiet?

ideas freely and

........................
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• lie ••••••••••••••

What are his/her favourite topics of conversation?

.....................................................................

Please supply examples if possible,

reasoning and of creative and novel

in informal conversations;

of depth of insight, abstract

ideas that may have cropped up

· ...........................................•................ '.0 .

· .- .
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• Ii .- ••••••••••••••••••••••••

Does your child speak freely and openly to other adults not well-known?

· ' .
· ' .
· .

........... ~ '

Would you say that your child

examples if possible;

has a pronounced sense of humour? Give

· .
· .

Does your child play and communicate freely with children of his/her

own age or are older or younger children preferred? •.••..•.•••.••...•

· .
· .

Does your child

accord? Please
write stories, poems or

enclose samples if you

letters at

have any.

home of his/her own

. .
· .

· ' .

Do you think your

for rhythm?
child has a natural

...................
musical aptitude and a feel ing

.................... . .

. .
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Does he/she play a musical instrument? Please state which one? •...••

...-. ....................-. ..................................'. ..........
Approximately how many hours per week does your child spend reading

of his/her own accord? - .

My child's readings tastes include the following:

(Please tick approximate squares).

Magazines c=J
Comics c=J
Non-fiction c=J
Fiction c=J
Newspapers r==J
Science-fiction ~

Encyclopedias ~

Bible or other reI igious literature c=J
Other (please specify): .

..................................................................

Please I ist some examples of the above I iterary choices read over the

pas t few months : .........•.••••••.••••••...••••••.••••.•••••••••••••

Can your child read, write or speak any l~nguages other than English?

If so, please provide details: ~ .

· .
Would you say that your child is better at languages or at Maths or

equally good at both? .••••••.•.....••••...••...••.•.•.••.••••••......

What are your child's favourite school subjects? •..•.•.•..••....••.•.

· / .
What are his/her favourite extra-mural and/or extra-curricular

activities?

How many hours per week does your child spend watching television?

· .
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What are his/her favourite programmes? •••••••••••• a; •••••••••••••••••

· ' .
· .
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• e·· ••••••••• '•••••. e· •.• ' ••••••••••

Please supply any other information about your child1s development,

personality, relationships and language ability that you think may

be of interest or importance:

· - - .

· - .
·...................................- ....................... ' .........' .' .
• ••••••••••••••• ••0 •••••••••••••••••••••••• • _ ••• ' ••••••••••••••••••••••••

· .
· .
· ' .
· .
· ' ' ' .
· ' .
· .

........................................

· .
· .
· .

............. - .

.......................

· . . ... .... ............ ........................
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APPENDIX IV

QUEST IONNAI RE FOR PARENTS

(Administered towards the end of the programme)

SECTION A

FAMILY ADJUSTMENTS AND CONTROL

1~ Would you describe the day-to-day relationships of family members
as :

satisfying and stable

insecure and unpleasant
o
o

Other (specify) : ...........•..•...•.. ~ •........ , .

................- .

2. Would you describe the family unit as :

isolated from society

well integrated with society
o
o

Comments : ••.••.••.•..••••.••••••••••...••••.•.••••••••• ....

.................................................................
3. Who is the dominant parent? . .

Which child in the family is your

fTlOther •••.•••.•••..•••••••

favourite"? -.4.

father ....................
why

why
.........................
. .

5. Do you show physical affect ion to your chi Id?

often 0 seldom 0 never 0 (mother)
often 0 seldom 0 never 0 (father)

6. Do you have a clear set of regulations with which the ch i Id must
comply?

Yes 0 No 0
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How many regulations are there? ..•••...•••..••••••••••••••••••.

Name some examp 1es : •...•.•.•••••••••.•••••.••.•.••••••••••••••••

........................................................._ .

7. Are you consistent in their application?

mother Yes 0 No 0
father Yes 0 No 0

8. What type of punishment follows the breaking of these rlllles?

verbal admonition 0
corporal punishment D
restriction of p-rivileges, e.g. .........................

.................................. .. .....- .
sol itary confinement D
Other (specify) : ..." .

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ,. ••••••••••••••• e.· .

9. Does the child fear/resent these measures?

Yes

No
o
D

10. If you have no set regulations how is control/discipline main=

ta i. ned7 •••••..••••••••••.•..•••.•••.•••••.•.••••••••.•••••••..••

............... ................................................. ... ..

11. What freedom of choice, action, behaviour do you allow you~

child? ~ .

............. ... ..................................................
12. Do you

protect overprotect neglect

protect overprotect neglect

(mother)

(father)
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DNooYes

I

Are the regulations and areas of freedom the same for all the,

children in the family?

13.

Comments ........................................- .
· - .
· - - .

14. Do you expect instructions to be obeyed

instantly within a reasonable time after some repetition

a combination of bothoffer suggestions

15. Do you.----------,----------,r--------------,del iver commands

16. Do you pro~ide reasons for the regulation~you stipulate?

Yes 0 No o
17. What means of reward and encouragement do you use, if any?

· .
· ' , ' .

18. Do you express verbal criticism

often sometimes se 1dom

vehemently with definition mildly

SECTION B

EARLY LEARNING & INTELLECTUAL BACKGROUND

oNooYes

Did you encourage, foster and forward intellectual skills at the
pre-primary level?

19.

intellecutal ski lIs? ...............................~ .
.................................................................



practical skills?

· .
language skills?
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............................................ ...
· .
·.' ' .

· ' ..' .. ' ' .

20. Did/do you consciously expose to the c~ild to educational toys,

books and experiences in the pre-school years?

Yes o No D
Comments · .

21. What does the word

mother:

father:

'success' mean to you?

22. How important is t~is type of success in your life?

mothe r: .... e" ••••••..••••••

father: .. ..- ' .

23. How important do you think success is to your child?

· - .

· .
24. Do you demand/expect your child

socially?

to achieve

.............................................................
in sport? · .

· .
in the general field of academics? ... - .

..........................
in language skills? .. -- .

· .

.........

25. Is the

at

at

child competitive

school?

home?
.................
.................

.......................

...........- .
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26. The child thinks of :

his father as

his mother as

his as

his as

his as

his as

· ' ' ' .
· ' .
· ' .
· .
· .
· - .

27.

28.

Mother thinks of the chi ld as

Father thinks of the child as

. .- ' .

...................................

29. Would you say that the child is well adjusted to:

mother

father

peers

siblinqs

teacher(s)

school in qeneral

30. My child exhibits the following characteristics:

independent bored an untidy worker

sociable quarrelsome disruptive

rel iable absorbed calm

no isy

conscientious

restrained

troublesome

fidgety

a dreamer

SECTION C

LANGUAGE ABILITY

31. Did/do you read to the child?

Yes o No o
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Please supply tit-les: 0 •••••••••• ···-················

................................................................
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • eo ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

32. When did the child begin to read on his/her own? •••..•••••• i~ ••

33. If you read to the child, did you read more advanced books than

he could read himself? ... -..•.....•....••.......................

Did the child read along with you1 ............................

34. Do/did you I always I occasionally I never I

correct the child's
mother father

grammar

pronunciation

vocabulary

speech sequence

inaudible speech
...>-

socially unaccepted speech

35. Do/did you play word games with the child?

Please give details:

Yes o No o

................................................................

36. Do/did you play educational/intellectual/other games with the

ch i 1d?
Yes

Please give details

o No -0

Does the child play the above?

with sibl ings Ipeers Iother adults I
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37. Does the child engage in

nonsense rhymes parodies spelling games

38. Have you entered the child .for extra-curricular activities?

Yes o No o
Please give details and reasons

39. Has the ch i Id expressed a desire to attend activities of his own
accord?

Yes D No D
Please give deta i Is and reasons .::.0 ••• " ••••••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••• e •• oe ••• \lI ••••• ., ••• Oll ... O .. OOGG" •• O •••••• e •••••••••••••••••

40. Does the child play mostly
at home with friends

at home alone

at other children's homes

Other : .................. Il ••••••••••• O •••••••••••••••••••••••••••

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

41. How much do you spend per annum on :

educational outings ..........................................

......................................................

extra-curricular activities .

educa t iona I toys

42. At what age did the child begin to ask questions?

Does the child still do so?

Yes o No 0
What type of questions are asked? ............................................................

.. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. " \11 It 11 ..

43. Do you treat your child as

as far as

super ior equal inferior
social intellectual emotional areas are

concerned
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SECTION D

SCHOOLING

44. What is your opinion of the qual ity of the child's present

schoo1 ing?

teachers?

pr inc ipa I? _

education system?

45. What improvements would you 1ike to see made in teaching

in general?

in language teaching in particular?

46. If you disapprove of a teaching strategy/learning conditions

e.g.

What would ypu/have you done? __

What was the outcome?

47. What would you consider to be the ideal school situation for
Gifted Children in South Africa?

Streaming in standards

Heterogenous standards

Speci a 1 classes in ordinary schools

Special schools

Mixed aqe groups with special sy 11 abus

Multiracial classes for Gifted

Hol idav/weekend/afternoon enri chment classes

Classes for Whites onlv
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SECTION E

THE NATAL ASSOC IAT! ON FOR GIFTED CHILDREN

48. How did you come to hear of the N.A.G.C.?

. " .

49. What first made you consider your child as gifted?

50. Has this knowledge changed your attitude to him/her?

· - ~ .

51. Who entered the child?

................................................
52. What benefits has

your child?

the N.A.G.C. provided for

.........................................................
you? ............................................. ,. .

· , .

53. What improv~ments would you I ike to see made?

. .

....................................................
· " -. ~ .....................
." - .

of what value would you consider

enr ichment act iv it ies to be?

If a non-member of the N.A.G.C.,

such extra-curricular

54.

· ..............
· .
· .
· .

· .
· - .
• •••••••••••••••••••• !' ••••••••••••••••••
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APPENDIX V

STUDY CENTRE

10th August 1981

FRANK

INITt AL REPORT

Date Tested 15.7.81

Standard: 3

Chronological Age 10y 7m

Frank was assessed at the Study Centre and has enrolled as a regular

pupil attending sessions on a weekly basis. have outl ined the

results of the assessment below.

WORD RECOGNITION: Vernon

Reading Age: 10.3 years

Frank is aware of the need to break words up into syllables but he

has difficulty in synthesizing the parts into a whole. He tended to

try many alternatives in an effort to find the correct word,

particularly when he did not recognise the word. An analysis of the

errors he made sh~ws that he is unsure of the hard and soft sounds

of c and g;. gue; two vowels together when each vowel makes its own

sound; qu/que; silent letters and the sounds of y in a word. Frank's

programme will be designed to cover work on word attack skills and

phonic concepts with which he is unfamiliar.

IICT Vocabulary and Comprehension Skills Appraisal:

On the vocabulary test, Frank was given a word and had to choose a

synonym from a I ist of 3. At the 12 year level he attained 17

correct responses out of 20. At the 13 year level he attained 14

correct responses out of 20. It was evident during the adminis=

tration of the test that Frank was having difficulties analysing

some of the words. He was given a I ittle assistance at the 12 year

level; (he was reading 'purpose' as 'porpoise~ although we left him

to work alone at the next level.
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The comprehension .Skills Appraisal pin points weaknesses in specific

comprehension skills. Frank was reluctant to tackle the questions

which required a written answer and although he was able to give the
, r

correct answers orally, he needs practice in giving written responses

to questions set.

SPELLING Scho~ell Graded Spell ing Test

Spell ing Age 10.4 years

Frank's Auditory Memory is good, but when testing his short term

visual memory informally he was able to remember only 6 letters in

sequence •. His spelling shows an inability to visualise words, and

training in tachistoscopic exercises using the IJ!CT Vu-mate and Tach

mate should assij'st' him. We will discuss some spelling rules but

greater emphasis will be placed on encouraging Frank to look more

carefully at the ,structure of words taking note of common letter

combinations and sequences.

EYE-MOVEMENT ANALYSIS

Using the Biometrics I I Eye-Camera we were able to take a graph of

the eye-movement pattern Frank makes whilst reading. The Analysis

of the graph shows that he is reading with the relative efficiency

of an average standard 1 pupil at a reading rate of 160 words per

minute.

His Directional Attack is very poor, he wastes approximately 38% of

his time whilst reading on negative eye-movements, with the result

that reading must be a tiring, laborious task. Training in controlled

reading exercises will assist Frank in improving his overall reading

efficiency and speed.

As Frank improves

vocabulary, so he

reading fluency.

him to some study

his word attack skills and increases his sight

should find that he is able to improve his overall

We will discuss comprehension skills and introduce
skills.
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